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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to present a case study of the development, implementation and
performance analysis of a color-based visual surface inspection method for wood properties. The
main contribution of the study is to answer the need of design strategies, performance
characterization methods and case studies in the field of automated visual inspection, and especially
wood surface inspection.

In real time color-based inspection, the complexity of the methods is important. In this study,
defect detection and recognition methodsbased on color histogram percentile featuresareproposed.
The color histogram percentile features were noticed to be able to recognize well wood surface
defects with relatively low complexity.

A common problem in visual inspection applications is the collection and labelling of training
material since human made labellings can be errorneous. Further, the classifiers are relatively static
when once trained, thus offering only littl e possibilities for adjusting classification. In the study, a
self-organizing map (SOM) -based approach for classifier user interface in visual surface inspection
problems is introduced. The approach relieves the labelling of training material, simplifies
retraining, provides an illustrative an intuitive user interface and offers a convenient way of
controlling classification.

Thestudy is illustrated with four experiments related to themethod development and analysis. In
the first experiment, a simulator environment is used for determining the relationship of the defect
detection and recognition and grading accuracy. The second experiment considers the suitability of
different color spaces for wood defect recognition under changing illumination. RGB color space
gives the best results compared to grey-level and other color spaces. The third experiment presents
the experimental wood surface inspection setup implementing the method developed in this study.
Comparative performance analysis results are presented and the difficulties, mainly caused by
segmentation of thedefects, arediscussed. The fourth experiment demonstrates thesuitability of the
method for parquet sorting and shows the potential of the non-segmenting approach.

Keywords: visual inspection, lumber, color histogram, SOM
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1. Introduction

1.1  Automated visual inspection

Visual inspection of materials or products is necessary in the manufacturing industry
needed for characterization and sorting of raw material, for the control of
manufacturing process, and for determining the quality of the semifinished or fi
products. Typical applications for visual inspection include inspection of manufactu
parts for dimensions and surface quality, printing quality of labels, machining tool w
printed wiring boards for placement of components and quality of solder joints, televi
tubes for defects and image quality, food products like fish, poultry, beef, crackers
coffee beans, and defect recognition of textile, paper, steel, and wood surfaces.

Despite the high degree of automation on the production lines, the surface inspe
tasks mostly rely on human vision since the visual inspection has been automated
comparatively slow pace (Newman & Jain 1995). Developing an automated vi
inspection is not trivial. The lack of flexibility of the existing design strategies, the lack
established performance characterization methods and the lack of case studies com
the development of automated visual inspection systems (Davies 1997, Haralick 1
Furthermore, the inspection tasks are often more complex than expected, many insp
problems require substantial visual abilities (Newman & Jain 1995). Regardless of
the manufacturing industry is enthusiastic about automatizing visual inspection tasks

The general motives for automated inspection have been summarized by Newma
Jain (1995) and Åstrand (1996). Most of the benefits of automated visual inspection
found by comparing automated inspection to human inspection. An automated inspe
system can operate untiringly and provide consistent quality and accuracy of the insp
products. Automated inspection can find defects that are too subtle for detection b
unaided human and can operate with higher speeds than the human eye, for exampl
web products moving several meters per second. In an automated environm
information about every single defect, its type, position and size, can be taken into acc
and it is possible to handle a much greater variety of options simultaneously than
would be possible for a human inspector. On the other hand, the flexibility of hum
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inspectors should not be underestimated. For example, the capability of humans to h
unexpected situations is difficult to assimilate in an automated inspection system.

Although the most obvious motives for automated inspection are improving
productivity, overcoming the disadvantages of inconsistent manual inspection and
savings in labour expenses, there are also humanitarian grounds since many insp
tasks are monotonous, boring and even dangerous.

The advantages of automated visual inspection have also been compared to meth
automated inspection without vision, for example to methods based on contact inspe
Machine vision can alleviate the need for line stoppage and precise positioning. S
machine vision inspection operations are non-contact there is a lower risk of pro
damage during inspection.

However, automated visual inspection may not always be feasible. To be feasib
must run real time and be consistent, reliable, robust, and cost-effective (Newman &
1995). The concept of real time is dependent on the application, and resp
requirements may vary from milliseconds to minutes. Real time operation of an inspe
system is challenged by the high data rates and the complexity of the methods.
reliability and robustness are the capabilies of the system to cope with illumina
changes, unexpected objects, dust, vibrations, change of product speed, etc. The
development and implementation should also be considered. Typically, autom
inspection is economically feasible when the inspection application has large volu
requires very consistent or accurate inspection, or is in a hazardous environment.

1.2  Wood surface inspection

Visual inspection of wood surfaces in the mechanical wood industry is a good exam
where the benefits of automatization can be easily demonstrated. In lumber productio
product volumes are high and even small quality improvements can result in remark
savings. According to some estimates (Silvén & Kauppinen 1996), a one per
improvement in the quality grading accuracy corresponds to about a one percent h
turnover obtained from the graded lumber.

Furthermore, the inspection of wood surfaces is monotonous and boring work,
human made grading is often inconsistent. Huber et al. (1985) measured tha
performance of human operators in grading red oak lumber is about 68 % perfe
recognizing, locating and identifying defects. Grönlund (1995) observed that
correspondence between different graders grading the same material was low: only
of the boards were assigned the same grade (out of four) by two different graders.
confirms Davies’ (1990) statement: wood inspection is something of an art - it is a hi
subjective process.

Inconsistencies made by humans make also the automated inspection of wood su
a challenging task since it is not evident that consistent training material for an autom
system is available. Further challenge is brought by the natural variations of wood
appearance of the sound wood varies greatly and there are no two boards or defec
have exactly the same properties, such as color or texture (Moring & Silvén 1986).

There are several manufacturers of wood surface inspection systems and many re
groups have developed methods for recognition of wood defects of different wood spe
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However, because of the complexity of wood defect recognition, there still exist m
problems in automated inspection. The development of new inspection methods is g
on continuously.

The importance of color in wood defect recognition has been recognized by m
research groups. However, color defect recognition is just entering the inspection sys
since real time color-based wood defect recognition has become possible only rec
Color is needed, for example, in final grading of softwood lumber that requ
recognition of more defect classes, including colored defects, than the existing g
sorters are capable of or are required to do. However, color alone is not the solution
it cannot be used for recognizing defects having a similar color to clear wood. Shape
texture properties are important, as well as special imaging approaches based on
polarization or penetrating radiation.

1.3  The scope of the thesis

This thesis presents a case study of the development of a visual inspection metho
automated wood surface inspection and grading. The main application is quality gra
of rough softwood lumber, but results are also demonstrated on beechwood pa
sorting. To answer the need for design strategies and performance analysis method
practices for method development and testing have been presented. Howeve
development and evaluation aspects presented are general and can be applied also
surface inspection applications. The color vision-based method is also applicable t
inspection of surfaces other than wood.

A distinction between the image processing and higher level methods, like the gra
procedure, needs to be made. The methods presented in this study are image proc
and pattern recognition methods. Presenting application dependent algorithms for gr
was not part of the topic of the thesis, although a lumber grading algorithm was used i
simulator environment. Similarly, the image acquisition and processing before
inspection methods are not in the scope of this thesis. They are discussed, b
suggestions for the camera, image capture and color calibration approaches are ma

The proposed method for defect detection and recognition belongs to the fiel
statistical pattern recognition, where the objects are classified based on a set of num
features calculated from them. Two approaches for partitioning the images to obj
namelysegmentingandnon-segmentingmethods, are presented. The approaches can
used separately or together. The properties of the wood are described withcolor percentile
features andshapefeatures. In method development, the classification of the feature
done with a non-parametrick-NN classifier, but it is observed not to be suitable for re
time applications. An approach based on self-organizing maps is proposed as a to
training and classifying, and as an intuitive user interface for a visual inspection mac

1.4  The contribution of the thesis

This thesis presents a case study of the development, implementation and perform
analysis of a color-based visual surface inspection method for wood surface defects.
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do not exist many application development examples or practices in the literature.
studies and practices for development and performance analysis of visual inspe
methods and systems have been called for (Davies 1997, Haralick 1992). The
contribution of the thesis is to answer this need, especially in the field of wood sur
inspection.

When designing methods for real time applications, the complexity of the methods
to be considered carefully. The color histogram percentile features were observed
capable of separating well wood surface defects with relatively low complexity. Propo
color features that have good discriminative properties and are suitable for real time w
defect recognition is also a significant contribution.

A common problem in visual inspection applications is the collection and labelling
training material, since human made labelling can be errorneous. Further, the class
are relatively static when once trained, thus offering only slight possibilities to ad
classification rates, for example. A self-organizing map (SOM) -based approach f
classifier user interface in visual surface inspection problems is introduced. The app
relieves the labelling of training material, simplifies retraining, provides an illustrative
intuitive user interface and offers a convenient way of controlling classification. Using
SOM in this context is also a novel scientific contribution.

1.5  The outline of the thesis

The thesis starts with an introduction to the application area of wood surface inspe
and a review of the related work. Next, the development practices used in this researc
explained. Detailed description of the methods developed is given and a novel app
for intuitive user interface is presented. Finally, the method development and result
demostrated with a set of experiments. A more detailed description of the chapters is
in the following.

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the use of automated visual inspection in ge
and in wood surface inspection. First, the terminology of automated visual inspectio
defined. Using color vision for recognition of defects in industrial inspection is discus
including some color feature calculation approaches and color constancy aspects. Ne
overview of wood surface inspection and especially of lumber grading at sawmill
given. The lumber grading practices in the Nordic countries are briefly presente
review of the research on automated wood surface inspection is given.

Chapter 3 presents the practices of method development and evaluation used i
study. The chapter starts by introducing the environment of method developm
Elements of gaining application knowledge and setting up the first test arrangemen
discussed. An example method development environment is illustrated. Procedure
determining the performance of the methods are presented. An example simu
environment for estimating the final grading accuracy of a complete inspection syste
presented.

Chapter 4 consists of a description of the method developed for wood defect dete
and recognition. The features used and the non-segmenting and segmenting appr
are described in detail. The complexity of the methods is estimated and an example
hardware solution for the feature calculation is presented.
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Chapter 5 describes the ideas behind the SOM-based classifier and user interfa
visual inspection purposes. The problems of the traditional classifier training approa
are explained and the solutions given by the SOM approach are illustrated with exam
from wood defect classification.

Chapter 6 presents four experiments related to the method development and analy
the first experiment, a simulator environment is used for evaluating the grading accu
As results, the dependence between defect detection and recognition rate and g
accuracy are shown. The purpose of the second experiment is to evaluate the suitab
different color spaces for wood defect classification. The test images are subject
illumination transforms simulating unexpected changes of different degrees in
imaging. The third experiment presents the experimental inspection setup built at
Building Technology, Espoo, Finland. One of the purposes of the setup was to provide
image material of full size lumber boards for inspection method development.
segmenting method described in this study was implemented in the setup. The
segmenting approach was applied to parquet sorting in the fourth experim
Comparative results obtained by another research group are also presented.

Appendix A gives examples of some softwood properties and their color histogr
and color percentile feature values. Appendix B presents C code for calculating histo
percentile features. Appendix C illustrates the change of RGB color histograms for a w
defect under changing illumination.
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2. Automated visual inspection of wood surfaces

This study deals with two different engineering branches, machine vision and w
processing. In order to understand the development work presented in this thesis
necessary to give an introduction to both branches.

This chapter starts with an introduction to automated visual inspection in general.
related terminology is explained with the help of a simplified model for visual inspecti
Since lumber grading has been the main application area for the method developed
study, the sawmill process and grading practice used in the Nordic countries wil
presented. Finally, a review of the research done on automated wood surface insp
will be presented.

2.1  Automated visual inspection

Inspection(industrial inspection) is the process of determining if a product (also refer
to as a part, object, or item) deviates from a given set of specifications (Newman &
1995).Visual inspectionmeans inspection based on pictorial information perceived fro
human or machine vision sensation. Consequently,automated visual inspectionmeans
visual inspection by means of machine vision.

According to Davies (1990) the most obvious use of visual inspection is to ch
products for quality so that defective ones may be rejected. Another area of applicat
to measure some properties of the product in order to control the manufacturing proce
third use of inspection is to gather statistics on the efficiency of the manufacturing pro
for management purposes.

Visual inspection usually involves measurement of specific product features suc
assembly integrity, surface finish and geometric dimensions (Newman & Jain, 19
Newman and Jain (1995) state that inspection should be distinguished from testing
like stress analysis, that involve active examination of specific operational functions o
product. Davies (1990) has a similar taxonomy of the measurements - the features
checked from the inspected objects can be classified asstructural (whether there are any
missing items or foreign bodies),superficial(whether the surface has adequate qualit
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Newman & Jain (1995) list three generally accepted application areas (or stages

inspection in a production environment:input inspection,processinspection, andoutput
inspection. Input inspection is the examination of raw materials, process inspection i
examination of the output of an intermediate work stage, and output inspection is the
exhaustive inspection of a product at the end of all assembly and manufacturing stag

Further, Newman & Jain (1995) list several dichotomies of inspection that have b
presented in the literature. Rectifying inspectionis sorting out defective products from the
inspected batch whileacceptance inspectiondoes not remove bad product but assigns t
batches into categories according to the quality of the products.Qualitative inspection
classifies objects as either acceptable or defective, whilequantitative inspectionproduces
a measurement of some feature, such as the product’s length and weight.Grading
inspectionis described to be a hybrid classification based on the degree of acceptabil
features, such as length and weight. The inspection can be said to be100% inspectionor
batch inspection, according to whether every product is inspected or only a sample of

Davies (1990) lists categories of the inspected objects such as wood or food pro
which are subject to wide variation naturally or during manufacture, but for wh
physical appearance is an important factor, and those such as precision parts u
electronics which have a very limited amount of variation.

2.1.1  Inspection system components

The components of a simplified automated visual surface inspection system are sho
Fig. 1. Although the example is from lumber inspection, the concept is quite gen
Illumination and cameras are needed for image acquisition, mechanical handling
moving the inspected items under the cameras, processors for performing the i
processing and the related process control operations, and a user interface for cont
and observing the operation of the system.

A method view to a automated visual surface system is shown in Fig. 2, present
concept of a visual inspection method for lumber grading (Silvén & Kauppinen 199
Theimage formation, i.e., image acquisition, consists of capturing an image of lumber,
camera calibration and illumination profile correction procedures and the transfer of
to the processing unit. Thesound wood eliminationis used to perform a preliminary defec
detection in order to find suspicious regions of the image, containing possibly defe
areas. Thedefect recognitionstage makes more accurate detection and classification of
defects lying in these regions. Finally a list of defects is passed to thequality grading
stage, which determines the grade for the lumber.

The components of Fig. 1, image acquisition, image processing and user interfac
explained in more detail in the following.

2.1.2  Image acquisition

Image acquisition is a highly essential part of the machine vision chain. Poor resolu
focusing or illumination cause problems in later processing - information can no
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digitizing the image, performing nonlinearity correction, if necessary, and moving
image to the image memory of the processor performing the first image proces

illumination

Handling
mechanism

cameras

Imaging and handling

image capturing

defect recognition

grading

process I/O

Processing

User interface

training
grading rules
control
reporting

Fig. 1. Typical components of an automated visual surface inspection system for lumber
grading.
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Sound wood
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Quality

Classification

Sound wood

Detection
rules

Grading

image formation

The control

camera light source

elimination

rules rules

training
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Fig. 2. The general architecture of the visual inspection method for lumber grading (Silven &
Kauppinen, 1994).
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In moving surfaces inspection, line-scan cameras are often used. A line-scan ca

takes an image from a narrow line perpendicular to the motion of the inspected surfac
shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 1. The image of moving surface is collected f
consecutive image lines.

An advantage of using a line-scan camera compared to a matrix camera is the sav
illumination, since only a narrow line needs to be illuminated. Getting enough light to
imaged area is typically a problem in the imaging of fast moving surfaces. Control of
illumination nonuniformity is also easier in the case of line-scan imaging.

The image acquisition may consist of one or more cameras imaging one or more
of the product. In sawmills, for example, these matters depend on the mecha
arrangements - whether the boards are moving sideways or longitudinally, and can th
stopped and turned during the inspection.

2.1.3  Image processing

After image acquisition, the image is subjected to image processing. The purpose is t
any deviations from normal appearance. Davies (1990) states that the proce
inspection commonly takes place in three definable stages: 1) image acquisition, 2) o
location, and 3) object scrutiny and measurement. He also notes that separating lo
and scrutiny is important, since object location is likely to be a much mo
computationally intensive problem than object scrutiny.

The procedures of object location, called here often asdefect detection, and object
scrutiny, called heredefect recognition, are performed by means of image processing a
pattern recognition methods, called heremachine vision methods. The results of defect
recognition are used by higher level methods, for example, by the grading algorithm
combination of a selected set of machine vision methods and higher level method
referred to here asthe visual inspection method, for example, as shown in Fig. 2.

A block diagram of a general simplified machine vision method is shown in Fig. 3
consists of an image preprocessor, a defect detector, a feature extractor, and a class

There are two distinct philosophies in pattern recognition, known asstatistical and
structural(syntactic). The general simplified machine vision method presented in the n
section is based on statistical pattern recognition. In statistical pattern recognition,
length numericalfeature vectorsare classified with a statisticalclassifier. In structural
pattern recognition, the objects are examined for their characteristic properties and

Fig. 3. The block diagram of a general simplified machine vision method based on statistical
pattern recognition.

defect
detector

feature
extractor classifier

images classified
defects

image
preprocessor
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interrelations, and are assigned to given classes (Nadler 1992). Many times in
literature only one of these approaches is favoured. However, a practical inspection s
needs often a combination of these approaches.

2.1.4  Description of the general machine vision method

The purpose of the image preprocessor is to prepare the data for the defect detecto
operations needed are very application dependent. Typical operations are ca
calibration, illumination profile correction, or color space transforms. Because the im
data rate at this stage of an inspection system is very high, the compexity of the opera
must be low.

Also the defect detector has to cope with very high data rates. It has to be base
relatively simple methods that can be implemented probably with hardware. Becau
the requirement for simplicity, the detection is not usually perfect and leads to s
missing defects (callederror escapes) and extra detections (calledfalse alarms).

Error escapes are usually more harmful than false alarms, since they cann
recovered in the later stages. Therefore the defect detection is usually tuned to pro
some false alarms in order to guarantee a lower error escape rate. On the other han
purpose of the defect detector is to reduce the amount of data to be processed by th
processing stages, so there is some upper limit for the number of false alarms that de
on the application. The later processing stages are assumed to prune the false ala
more complex techniques than the defect detector is capable of.

In this study, the concepts ofsegmenting methodandnon-segmenting methodfor defect
detection are used. The traditional approach for defect detection is to use a segme
method. The purpose of segmentation is to decompose the image into parts tha
meaningful with respect to a particular application (Haralick 1992). The partitioning
based on some characteristics, such as grey level, color or texture of the image, th
relatively uniform and homogeneous inside the segmented region, and differ from
characteristics of the surrounding area. Segmentation techniques include thresho
spatial clustering, region growing, split and merge, and rule-based segmentatio
mention but a few (Haralick 1992).

The non-segmenting methoddoes not try to decompose the image into meaning
regions, but makes the partitioning regardless of the contents of the image, for examp
non-overlapping fixed size rectangular regions. Each region is analysed to esta
whether it contains anything that should be processed by the further stages
thoroughly. The analysis of regions is made, for example, by calculating a set of fea
and classifying them. The output from the non-segmenting method is the suspic
regions that are subjected to further processing, like calculating more feature
segmentation. Because of the arbitrary division of the regions, one defect may c
several regions, or it may occupy only a very small part of some regions.

The purpose of using a non-segmenting method is to avoid the problems encoun
with the segmenting method. It is very difficult to tell a computer what constitute
‘meaningful’ segmentation (Haralick 1992). Furthermore, deciding a suita
segmentation may appear difficult for a human, which may cause inconsistencie
training material collection. The segmentation may fail if the differences between
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defect and surrounding area are not large enough, for example, in detecting large
defects, like wood discoloration.

The results of both the segmenting and non-segmenting method are similar: a l
regions for feature extraction. The difference is that the non-segmenting technique
not provide any exact locations or shapes of the defects, and requires more proce
from the later stages, if location and shape information is necessary.

The features that the feature extractor calculates are very application dependen
may vary even for different products in the same application. When an application i
up, the most suitable features are selected. A sample image set is collected and a la
of features are implemented and calculated for them. The feature selection is perform
an algorithm trying to minimize some cost function, related typically to misclassificati
error escape or false alarm rates. Not only the performance, but the computat
complexity and implementational aspects of the features have to be taken into ac
when they are selected for the application.

The classifier compares the calculated feature value of a detected region to the fe
values of training samples, and selects the class name for the region. The classifier m
based on the probability distributions of the training feature values, finding nea
neighbors in the training feature space, or it may be a neural network giving the resu
its output layer.

A real implementation is typically more complex than that depicted in Fig. 3. Th
may be several feature calculation and classification stages, since a complex classifi
problem is easier to solve by partitioning it. The implementation of a working inspec
machine requires also many other image processing related functions than those
above. These include inspected object edge tracking, reference marker determination
interface, and I/O operations, to mention but a few.

2.1.5  The user interface

The user interface is necessary for controlling and observing the operation of the v
inspection system. An inspection device may have numerous parameters related
manufacturing process, image acquisition, training, image processing and grading. A
designed system does not need these parameters to be altered, but usually all p
cases that may occur during inspection can not be taken into account beforehand. Ch
to the parameters may be needed from time to time, for example, due to changes
inspected material or grading rules.

The user interface should provide different information for different user groups,
daily users, the product manager and the administrator. The daily user checks th
system is working correctly, and makes only some small adjustments according to
observations. The product manager follows the inspection process on a higher leve
example, by having daily reports of the production. The administrator sets up
inspection system, including collection of training material, training and testing
system, and input of the grading rules.

Typically the training of an inspection system is time consuming because of collec
and labelling the training material, as well as tuning the classifier. Even making s
small adjustments to the classification may require a considerable amount of wo
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would be advantageous if the daily user could make adjustments to the classifier
necessary, for example, when misclassifications are seen. The problem of this is typ
the complexity of the classifiers used and the difficulty in finding an intuitive relations
between the training and classification. A proposal for an intuitive user interfac
described in Chapter 5.

2.2  Color in industrial inspection

The use of color instead of grey-level machine vision is becoming more common in m
industrial inspection applications. Color information can improve the recognit
accuracy, of course, if the inspected material or items have some color properties.
cameras are becoming cheaper and the higher data rates produced by them can be h
better with ever faster processors.

However, using color may appear difficult since color measurement is more seve
affected by the illumination changes than grey-level measurement. It should alway
carefully considered how important color is for the application and how controlled
color imaging situation is.

For the needs of industrial inspection, the goal is to find color features that are qui
calculate, provide a satisfactory recognition level and can be implemented with c
techniques. This often requires some compromises for the feature calculation, be
typically not all the desired color information can be extracted and compared in the
limits dictated by the application.

Fortunately, not all the details of the color nuances need to be described by the fea
Concentration on the essential differences required to perform satisfactory classificat
the objects is sufficient. Of course, the color measurements made must contain en
information from the spectral bands having the discriminative information.

An important requirement for the color features is that they should not depend muc
properties other than color, like illumination intensity and object size or shape. Th
properties are measured by other features, which are combined to the color feature
in the defect classification stage to provide a complete description of all the nece
properties needed to recognize the object.

2.2.1  Review of color feature calculation

In camera-based approaches, with RGB cameras and imaging spectrophotomete
measurements obtained are intensities of the pixels on different spectral bands. Acco
to Maloney (1986), each of thep sensors at locationx records a sensor response

, (1)

where the integral is taken over the entire spectrum, is the illumination spectr
is the surface reflectance atx, and is the relative wavelength sensitivity o

the kth visual sensor. For example, in RGB measurements, there are only three

ρk
x

E λ( )Sx λ( )Rk λ( ) λd∫= , k 1 2 … p, , ,=

E λ( )
S

x λ( ) Rk λ( )
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spectral bands that are much wider than in a measurement made by an im
spectrograph having 64 spectral bands for the spectral range on 300 - 700 nm
example. Furthermore, the RGB bands are overlapping, thus containing corre
information.

The RGB values can be used in several ways to calculate the features for recogn
The pixel values can be used directly or converted to some other color space (Brunet
al. 1992, see Section 2.4.1), or statistics from their distributions, i.e., histograms ca
calculated for fixed size or segmented regions. The statistical properties of the sep
color channel distributions can be characterized in a similar way than for the grey-
approaches, like mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis, and points of global or
minimums and maximums, for example. Measures of spatial organization of the colo
neighboring pixels, i.e., color texture, can also be used. Some of the approaches for
recognition and segmentation are presented in the following.

Barry (1987) used color features based on histograms of normalized RGB,
saturation and hue calculated from YUV, Log and Ohta (1980) color spaces. The
value of each histogram was taken as a representative feature. He notes that this is p
for singularly colored areas. The application is color recognition spray paint can cap

A method calledcolor indexing by histogram intersectionwas proposed by Swain &
Ballard (1991). The relative number of pixels having the same colors is calculated, a
match value between an unknown image histogramI and a model histogramM is
calculated.

Swain & Ballard’s method appeared to be rather sensitive to illumination variatio
Funt and Finlayson (1995) proposed an improved method calledthe color constant color
indexingalgorithm (CCCI). They noticed that the color ratios are rather insensitive
illumination variations and they proposed histogramming color ratios of neighboring R
pixels instead of direct RGB values. The color ratios get high values on the edges o
different colors. The total accumulation in a particular histogram bin represents a mea
of the length of the boundary between two specific colors.

Healey and Slater (1994) improve the illumination invariance further withthe global
color constancymethod. They claim that the color ratios are quite sensitive to noise at
intensity levels. They calculate a set of illumination invariant coefficients from the co
distributions by assuming that the illumination causes scale and rotation of the c
distribution.

According to Pietikäinenet al. (1996) in color recognition tasks, like content-base
retrieval, good discrimination of a large number of objects with widely varying co
properties is normally required, but very accurate information on surface color is
necessary. They propose a method based on histogram intersection similar to Swa
Ballard (1991), but they use three one dimensional histograms and histogram quantiz
to reduce the accuracy and computational problems caused by a huge three dimen
histogram. Normalized RGB and Ohta color spaces are used to resist illumina
nonuniformity. The experiments are made with colored paper samples having very s
color differences. They comment that the color constant color indexing and global c
constancy methods were not suitable for this kind of application with no real color ed
and with very small color differences.

Tan & Kittler (1993) in their color texture approach use statistical features ca
energy and entropy calculated from three one dimensional histograms obtaine
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principal component analysis from the 3-dimensional color histogram formed by R, G
B. The energy feature measures the homogeneity of the histogram and the entropy f
the information content. The features are illumination invariant. The measure for textu
based on a discrete cosine transform from grey-level image made from the RGB im
Experiments with color granite classification have been displayed.

Panjwani & Healey (1995) study the use of a Gaussian Markov random field mode
color texture capturing spatial interaction with and between the bands of a color im
The model describes a color texture in terms of the statistical dependence of the
values of a pixel on the values of the neighboring pixels. They present an unsuper
texture segmentation algorithm using the model and segmentation results for se
images.

2.2.2  Color constancy

The perceptual ability that permits us to discount spectral variation of ambient light
assign stable colors to objects is called color constancy (Maloney & Wandell 19
Humans possess almost perfect color constancy and therefore it is not always evide
humans that a color machine vision system does not have this property natu
Achieving color constancy is difficult because the color signal that reaches a vision sy
depends on the illumination, the spectral reflectance of the observed object, and the
geometry (Healeyet al. 1992).

Spectral variation of illumination can be caused, for example, by the changing spe
properties of illuminators, or by some unexpected light source, like daylight
background illumination. The changes of the spectral properties of illuminators ca
either long-term or short-term. Long-term changes of the spectral properties are m
caused by the aging of lamps or dust formation. Short-term changes occur within te
hundreds of microseconds, and are caused, for example, by the physical properties
lamp filament in the tungsten-halogen cycle (Wyszecki & Stiles 1982), or by the chan
of the lamp driving current.

Healeyet al. (1992) have collected some of the approaches for computational c
constancy. They summarize that the color constancy algorithms presented in the lite
are often derived from specific assumptions about the properties of illuminants
surfaces, the color constancy being valid for that particular set of illuminants and surfa

Maloney & Wandell (1986) describe a method for estimating surface spec
reflectance when the spectral power distribution of the ambient light is not known.
algorithm is based on the assumption that the surface spectral reflectance an
illuminant spectral power distribution can be represented as a linear combination of a
set of basis functions. The algorithm recovers the spectral power distribution of
illuminant and the surface reflectance at each pixel in the image.

Marszalec & Pietikäinen (1994; 1996) present an approach for on-line color cam
calibration based on a color camera model and color constancy. The approache
divided into off-line adjustment and on-line calibration stages. The on-line calibra
procedure is further divided into two stages: reconstruction of the unknown illumin
based on known reference colors and determining the color values (for example, RG
the object (Option I) by reconstruction of the spectral reflectances (Marszale
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ber,
Pietikäinen 1994), or (Option II) by correcting the camera reading with a transfer ma
(Marszalec & Pietikäinen 1996).

Marszalec & Pietikäinen (1996) list the requirements for the correct operation of
calibration procedure: the spectral sensitivities of the camera must be known a prior
illumination is uniform and diffusing flat calibrated color references are needed and
reflectance spectra must be known. The color reference set for Option II must be l
than with Option I for better results.

A summary of the calibration algorithm (Option I) of Marszalec & Pietikäinen (199
is given in the following: (i) Spectral data of the color camera sensitivities and reflecta
of color references are determined. This needs to be done only once. (ii) Unkn
illumination I and reference matrixM are determined based on an image of color referen
taken under illuminationI. Images of inspected objects are taken under the sa
illumination conditions. (iii) Theoretical RGB values for the color reference are calcula
under illuminationI. (iv) Correction matrixC is determined from the theoretical and
measured RGB values of the color reference. (v) Corrected RGB values of the ob
under illuminationI are calculated usingM and C. (vi) Reflectance of the objects are
determined. (vii) The RGB values of the objects are calculated under refere
illumination.

They claim that the method is fast, more accurate and universal than ea
colorimetric calibration methods developed for fixed illumination conditions. The rate
determination of new color calibration parameters is ruled by the rate of meanin
changes in the illumination.

2.3  Wood surface inspection

The visual properties of wood surfaces are important for determining the product qu
in the wood product industry. Visual inspection of wood surfaces is practised extens
at high volume production sawmill and in plywood industries, but also in second
mechanical woodworking industries, like panel, parquet, furniture, window frame and
construction component industries.

Common to these surface inspection procedures is that they use visual inform
from wood surfaces, either sawn, cut or planed, to locate and recognize the propert
the wood relevant to the inspection problem.

The properties of the wood, like knots, cracks, bark, holes, decay, resin, discolora
and grain formations, affect the strength, durability, manageability and appearance o
wood material and accordingly the usability and its value. These various prope
affecting the quality of wood products are referred to as wooddefectsthroughout this
study, even though in some cases they may be desired properties, like knots of certa
and frequency giving a pleasant look to interior wall panels.

The main application of this study is automated visual inspection of softwood lum
so its problem field is discussed in the following section more thoroughly.
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2.3.1  Quality grading of softwood lumber

Sawn timber, or lumberis the general name for wood products sawn from logs. Depend
on the dimensions of the cross section of the sawn piece, the products are called ba
boards, planks, or square timber. In this study, the termboardis used as a general name fo
a sawn piece independent of its dimensions.Timberhas a broader meaning, according to
dictionary the definition includes the wood of growing trees suitable for structural u
growing trees themselves, wood suitable for special purposes, or a single piece of
forming a part of a structure.

The sawmill industry is a substantial business in many countries, like the No
countries, Canada, the USA and Russia. In the Nordic countries, the most common
resources are the softwood speciespine and spruce growing in coniferous forests.
Softwood trees growing in the northern forestry areas are long and have straight tr
without much internal tensions and tapering, thus being suitable for the sawmill indu
(Nordic Timber 1994).

Throughput requirements of the sawmills are high, as are the quality requiremen
the final product, the lumber. Therefore the degree of automatization is high, starting
the log handling to the control of saw blade positions, continuing from edging and c
cutting to drying, and finally the grading and bundling of the product. These incl
numerous transportation systems for the lumber, as well as handling systems for the
products, like saw dust and chip.

In lumber production at sawmills, the visual inspection is the most important proced
in grading of the lumber. Furthermore, matters like wood species, moisture conten
dimensions affect the grading. Lumber of different grades are used for different purp
in secondary wood industry producing wood construction, panel, window fra
carpentry, furniture and packaging material.

2.3.2  Sawmill process

The conventional production chain of the lumber wood starts in the forest, where the
are cut and a decision on the use of the timber is made. The main users of the logs a
pulp, the sawmill and the plywood industries.

For the purposes of the sawmill industry, the logs are sorted into different cla
according to grade, dimensions and form, like tapering and sweep. The saw blades a
according to the log category and the desired lumber dimensions. The logs are saw
lumber, for example, according to the Nordic sawing practice illustrated in Fig. 4.

After sawing, lumber is usually subjected togreen sortingbefore the drying. Green
sorting can be used to select the correct drying process. Quick drying may cause c
which are not allowed in lumber of higher quality, but probably do not degrade the qua
lumber of lower quality.

Green sorting is usually related toedgingandcross cuttingwhere the edges and ends o
the boards are cut away to control the amount of wane and some other defects. Edgin
cross cutting are an optimization task where the already existing defects of the boards
to be taken into account.

After drying, the final grading takes place. In principle, the grades determined by
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green sorting could present the final grade, but since there may appear new defec
cracks, a new sorting is often necessary. In the final grading, the boards are inspected
each face, and the grade is defined based on the grading rules. As in green sortin
grader may control a cross cut saw to cut away bad parts at the end of a board to inc
the quality. Finally, the graded boards are collected into bundles of the same grad
sold to the customers.

In sawmills, machine vision is mainly used in green sorting and edging, but the fi
grading is mostly performed by human inspectors. The requirements for a machine v
system for final sorting may be more demanding than for the green sorting since there
appear color changes on the wood surface, and very small cracks originating in the d

The sawing process is irreversible (Pietikäinen 1996). After sawing it may be not
that some other sawing plan would have produced better value for the log. Therefo
would be advantageous to know the internal structure of each log before sawing.
solution to this can be computer tomography, CT, which makes the internal defec
individual logs visible (Hagman 1992a, Grundberg & Grönlund 1995, Aune 19
Pietikäinen 1996). However, no such inspection systems have been realised because
high speed requirements of the sawing process (Pietikäinen 1996).

2.3.3  The future wood production system

The concept of the future wood production system has been addressed by Usenius
and Åstrand (1996). Usenius (1996) states that in the future, the sawmill industry h
operate in a more flexible way. The sawmills should not consider only the speed
volumes of production, but also the better suitability of the products for customers.
grading of lumber should be carried out according to customer wishes considering
dimensions, lengths, grades and drying of the boards. Also producing sawn f
components should be considered in the future.

Moving towards a customer oriented production system requires good control o
whole processing chain from the forest to the sawmills. The key to improving
utilization of the raw material is information (Åstrand 1996). Usenius (1996) sees tha
problem has been the loose connection between different parts of the wood proce

Fig. 4. A cross section of a log showing the sawing kerfs and the cross sections of the resulting
lumber. Photo with permission from Puuinfo Oy.
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chain. The information flow should be fluent from the forest to the customer and
versa. For example, the customers requirements should be reflected in the selection
location of timber to be cut and the trees to be selected. Current information techno
offers good possibilities for implementing such an information system.

Usenius (1996) gives a scenario of the information system: the harvester in the f
collects information on the individual logs, like dimensions, growing area and numbe
branches. This information is stored in the production information system and is fur
refined in the log sorting performed, for example, on the basis of computer tomogra
The information is utilized in the selection of the logs for different usage and setting
sawing directions for the individual logs. The sawed boards inherit the information on
log they are cut from. The information of the boards is further refined by dimens
measurements and visual quality before drying. The parameters of the drying proces
the dimensions and grade from the final grading are also stored for each board. No
graded lumber can be connected backwards to the whole production chain. This o
excellent possibilities for the planning, control and optimizing of the wood product
chain.

2.3.4  Grading rules

In final grading, the boards are divided into several quality classes based on their v
properties. The different classes have different use and value in the further processing
best quality boards are used, for example, for furniture and window frame manufactu
while the worst are suitable for packaging material or cast form manufacturing.

Grading is performed according to grading rules. There are hundreds of grading
and product standards. In 1992, Finnish sawmills used three alternative method
quality grading of lumber (Virtanen 1995): 1) grading according to official grading rul
2) grading according to the sawmills’ own grading rules, mainly based on the offi
grading rules; 3) grading according to client quality classes. However, only 5 % of
sawmills graded according to official grading rules, 76 % according to their own rules,
19 % according to client quality classes.

The grading rules typically consist of grading criteria, like definitions of the locatio
the maximum allowed size, and the number of the defects in each quality class (Raja
1995). However, the rules for human grading have not been designed to be follo
exactly. The human graders can use the rules adaptively, and take the general quality
board into account. This means that in human grading the quality class boundaries a
absolute. (Sipi 1991). For machine grading, the exact contents of the grading criteri
more important (Rajaniemi 1995). Adaptiveness of human grading is not natur
incorporated into a grading machine, which obeys the grading rules strictly. Adaptive
can be included in a machine grader, but it requires rules explaining how i
accomplished.

2.3.5  Nordic Timber grading rules

The Associations of Sawmillmen in Nordic countries have lately replaced the b
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“Instructions for the Grading of Export Timber”, the so-calledGreen Book(Green Book
1979) with the book “Nordic Timber Grading Rules”, the so-called NT (Nordic Timb
1994). The NT defines such quality grades for pine and spruce that forestry can pro
and the sawmills supply to the markets continuously.

Sipi (1995) has studied the differences between the Green Book and NT rules
concludes that the improvements of NT compared to the Green Book are the
accurate and precise limitation methods and limits. The requirements of the gra
machines has been taken into account in NT by defining numerical limits for
measurable properties affecting the quality.

According to Sipi (1995) the NT grading rules define the minimum requirements
each quality class. A class typically contains better boards than the minim
requirements state. The minimum requirements mean that certain maximum dimen
and numbers defined for each defect category should not be exceeded. The NT d
also the measurement practices for the dimensions of each defect category.

Each of the four faces of the board are inspected separately. The quality of the ou
face and both edge faces of the board primarily define the grade of it. The inward fa
allowed to be one grade lower quality than the grade defined by the three other faces
number of defects for each defect category is calculated from the worst meter, w
means the one meter continuous piece of board having the largest number of the de
question.

The quality classes of the NT are: A, B, C, and D. Class A is the highest quality, an
divided to subclasses A1, A2, A3 and A4. D is the lowest quality class, having
restriction that the board must be a consistent piece and the saw blade must have to
at least 2/3 of the length of each surface. Examples of the quality grades are shown i
5. Approximate relationships between the values of the quality classes of pine and s
lumber are shown in Table 1.

The NT defines also the accuracy of grading: the lumber lot is correctly graded,
least 90% of the boards are inside the limits for the quality class. In this study,grading
accuracy means the average grading accuracy over all the possible grades in a lumb

2.3.6  Wood properties

The NT grading rules list 40 different classes of wood properties that should be taken
account in the grading. Usually, the most important properties of wood in lumber gra
are the knots. According to interviews at sawmills made by Virtanen (1998), the m

Table 1. Approximate relationships between the values of the quality classes of pi
and spruce lumber. The value of quality C spruce is 100 (Finnish Building Centre
1997).

Quality class

Wood species A1 A2 A3 A4 B C

pine 480 305 230 200 130 105

spruce 150 150 150 150 115 100
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Fig. 5. Examples of quality classes of pine wood lumber outward faces (Nordic Timber 1994).
Printed with permission from the publisher. The original is a color picture.

A1 A2 A3 A4 B C
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important properties that an automated inspection system should recognize from
surfaces in green sorting are dry knots, sound knots, arris knots, edge knots, wane a
accuracy of the dimensions.

In addition to the visual properties, the location of the wood property affects its c
name. For example, a knot located on the edge face of the board is called edge
regardless of whether it is a sound, dry or barkringed knot. For a machine vision sys
this, in principle does not constitute a problem, since in recognition the loca
information can be used to decide the knot class. However, when collecting trai
material for a machine vision system, one has to be careful with the naming of the kno
the location information is not used in the training material collection, an edge knot sh
be named according to its visual properties, for example, as a sound, dry or barkri
knot.

Some of the most significant wood properties (Nordic Timber 1994, Rajaniemi 19
and observations on the importance of their color, shape and texture features for v
inspection, as well as the difficulty of detection and recognition by machine vision
collected in Table 2. The evaluation of the importance and difficulty is based both
subjective opinion and on the experiments made by the author of this study.

The detection and recognition difficulty estimates are independent. In estimation o
recognition accuracy, it is assumed that the detection has been successful. The alte
wood property names in paranthesis are used later in this study.

For example, the sound knot does not have many distinct color properties, but its s
and the texture of the surrounding grains have some importance. It is very difficu
detect because its color is similar to sound wood. On the other hand, when succe
detected, its recognition is relatively easy because it has a different color from other k

Table 2. Some wood properties and evaluation of the importance of different
features and the difficulty of detection and recognition by machine vision
(explanation of the ranking: - not much, + some, ++ much importance or
difficulty).

wood property
name

importance
of color

importance
of shape

importance
of texture

detection
difficulty

recognition
difficulty

Sound knot - + + ++ -

Dry knot + + - + +

Barkringed knot
(encased knot)

+ + - - -

Rotten knots
(decayed knot)

- + + + ++

Shake
(crack, split)

- ++ - ++ -

Wane + + + + -

Pitch pocket
(resin pocket)

++ + - - -

Bark pocket ++ + + - -

Grain deviation - - ++ ++ ++

Color defects ++ - + ++ +
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The rotten (decayed) knot is difficult to recognize, since the rot is often found only
contact inspection. Shakes (splits) are difficult to detect because the may need
resolution of the imaging, and they possess no special color properties. Deviation of
is also difficult, since it is purely a texture property. Because of the high variation of w
surface, it is difficult to find a model for such texture. Color defects, like pitch wood, b
stain, brown stain and mould are difficult to detect because of their vague bounda
However, once detected, their distinct color properties help in the recognition.

2.4  Research on automated wood surface inspection

The needs of the wood industry have motivated several research groups to find soluti
wood surface inspection problems with machine vision. Machine vision has been app
for example, to plywood inspection, lumber grading, inspection of profile boards, par
slab sorting, and annual ring calculation. Common to all application areas is recognitio
the different natural properties of wood, like knots, splits, cracks, bark, re
discolorations, but also artificial properties, like handling damage, dirt, saw bl
markings, pencil markings. Some commercial wood surface inspection systems
summarized by Silvén and Kauppinen (1996).

In a recent work by Åstrand (1996), a very thorough overview of the research on w
surface inspection is presented. He notes that it would be interesting to compare the
detection performance of the different algorithms proposed, but due to the var
conditions in different (wood) scanning situations, it is very difficult to measure
performance of a given system as well as presenting the result. Therefore, Åstr
overview of the wood inspection research focuses on the algorithms themselves, an
on the reported performance figures. He divides the research done into approaches
on special sensorsusing imaging techniques other than traditional grey-level or co
cameras,pixelwise classificationthat classify each pixel of the image to belong to cle
wood or some defect category,fixed area classificationdividing the image into non-
overlapping rectangular areas,image segmentation based on thresholdingor other
segmentation techniqueslocating the separate defects from the images, andother
approaches, for example, including approaches making descriptions of entire images.

Table 2 summarizes most of the research approaches reviewed by Åstrand (1996
some additions.

Table 3. Research approaches to automated wood surface inspection.

Author(s) Imaging sensor(s) Approach Features Classifier Material
used

Alapuranen & West-
man (1992)

color segmentation
(color)

color, geome-
try, structural

binary tree,
k-NN

softwood
lumber

Åstrand & Åström
(1994), Åstrand
(1996)

grey-level, rough-
ness, grain direc-
tion, 3D-profile,
surface density

segmentation
(threshold)

geometry, grey-
level statistics

rule-based tree softwood
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Boudreau (1996) X-rays
grey-level cameras
laser profile

- - - -

Brunneret al. (1992) color pixelwise color values quadratic dis-
criminant anal-
ysis

Douglas-fir
plywood

Choet al. (1990),
Connerset al.
(1992)

grey-level, color segmentation geometry fuzzy set theory hardwood
lumber

Connerset al. (1983;
1984)

grey-level, color fixed area grey-level sta-
tistics, co-
occurence

pairwise multi-
class Bayes

hardwood
lumber

Ersbøll & Conrad-
sen (1992)

grey-level pixelwise local texture-
based measures

quadratic dis-
criminant anal-
ysis

beechwood
parquet

Forreret al. (1988;
1989)

grey-level, color fixed area grey-level sta-
tistics, mor-
phology, color
values

probablility
estimation,
euclidean dis-
tance

Douglas-fir
plywood

Hagman (1992b;
1993; 1996)

visible spectrum,
X-rays, micro-
waves

pixelwise principal com-
ponents

selected areas in
2D PC scatter-
plots

sofwood
lumber

Koivo & Kim (1986;
1989), Kim & Koivo
(1994)

grey-level fixed area, seg-
mentation

co-occurrence,
boundary
shape, CAR
model parame-
ters

Bayes, mini-
mum distance,
tree classifier

planed red
oak

Lakatosh (1970) photodetector fixed area reflected light analog circuit parquet

Lampinen &
Smolander (1994;
1996)

grey-level,
color

fixed area Gabor energy,
Gabor + SOM,
grey-level and
color histo-
grams

multilayer per-
ceptron network

softwood
knot images

Ojalaet al. (1992) grey-level fixed area edge-based tex-
ture

minimum dis-
tance, Mahal-
anobis,
quadratic

softwood
lumber

Portala and Ciccote-
lli (1992)

X-rays
microwaves
electronic colo-
rimeter

- - - hardwood

Pölzleitner (1986),
Pölzleitner &
Schwingshakl
(1992), Pölzleitner
et al. (1995)

grey-level segmentation
(syntactic)

grey-level sta-
tistics, co-
occurrence, line
filters, geome-
try

syntactic classi-
fier, decision
tree

parquet

Table 3. Research approaches to automated wood surface inspection.

Author(s) Imaging sensor(s) Approach Features Classifier Material
used
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In the following, the approaches are divided into camera-based approaches
approaches based on special sensors, depending on whether they use images obtain
an ordinary grey-level or color imaging techniques, or if some special imaging sensor
used.

2.4.1  Camera-based approaches

The camera-based approaches use grey-level or color cameras for imaging, u
measuring the reflected light at visible wavelengths and converting it to grey-level valu
three color components: red, green and blue.

The features used in the different camera-based approaches for wood su
inspection can be divided into the following categories: features based on plain p
values, pixel value statistics, geometry of the segmented objects, texture, and stru
information on the objects. The features based on plain pixel values are the grey-lev
color component values obtained from the camera or some conversions made from
Pixel value statistics include first order statistical measures of several pixels, like m
variance, skewness, kurtosis, histogram percentiles and many other measures w
taking any spatial relationships of the pixels into account. The features based on geo
are dimensions, location area, aspect ratio, boundary length and boundary curvat
mention a few. Texture features are based on the spatial relationships between
primitives of an image area, for example, the tonal properties. The second or higher
statistics, i.e., the relationship of two or more pixels or other elements in the image a
example of the texture features. Structural features contain information on how objec

Rinnhofer and Deut-
schl (1997)

X-rays
grey-level cameras

pixelwise grey-level sta-
tistics, co-
occurrence

decision tree softwood

Silvén & Kaup-
pinen (1994)

color fixed area, seg-
mentation

color histogram
percentile,
geometry

k-NN softwood
lumber

Sobey & Semple
(1989)

grey-level fixed area grey-level sta-
tistics

linear discrimi-
nant analysis

Radiata pine

Tatari & Hättich
(1987), Paulet al.
(1988)

grey-level segmentation grey-level sta-
tistics, geome-
try

decision tree hardwood

Vaaralaet al. (1995) visible spectrum pixelwise principal com-
ponents

Mahalanobis
distance

softwood

Wendland (1996;
1998)

vis. + NIR spec-
trum, grey-level,
color, Tracheid

segmentation - - various

Yläkoski & Visa
(1993)

grey-level fixed area co-occurrence,
symbolic repre-
sentation

SOM, syntactic
classifier

softwood
lumber

Table 3. Research approaches to automated wood surface inspection.

Author(s) Imaging sensor(s) Approach Features Classifier Material
used
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related to each other, for example, above, inside, close to edge, etc.
Plain pixel values were used by Brunneret al. (1992) in their evaluation of color space

for detecting defects in wood. They used discriminant analysis to measure the sepa
of good and defect pixels in different color spaces transformed from RGB color sp
They concluded that only two color parameters are required to separate defects from
wood for Douglas-fir plywood. Furthermore, it appeared that there is no benefi
mathematically tranforming the initial RGB color space to other color spaces.

The pixelwise approaches by Ersbøll & Conradsen (1992) and Rinnhofer & Deut
(1997) collect information from a larger area around the pixel. Ersbøll & Conrad
(1992) calculate three texture-based features, “lightness”, “speckle” and “dark devia
for each pixel from beechwood parquet slab images. The pixels are classified int
defect types and further the relative distribution of these defect pixels is used to cla
the slabs to five grades. The location of the defects was not important in this applica
The approach of Rinnhofer & Deutschl (1997) combines X-ray and grey-level cam
information and is decribed in the next section.

Using fixed size non-overlapping rectangular areas for defect detection and recogn
is attractive because of the simplicity of the approach. It also offers possibilities for e
parallelization of the processing (Connerset al. 1983). In the general approach, the imag
is divided into regions, for example, 64x64 pixels, the features are calculated from
regions, and the regions classified toclear woodandpossibly defectedor to various other
defect classes.

The features used in fixed size approaches include first order statistics, like m
variance, skewness and kurtosis (Connerset al. 1983; 1984, Forreret al. 1988; 1989,
Sobey & Semple 1989, Kim & Koivo 1994), texture features based on a co-occurre
matrix (Connerset al. 1983; 1984, Koivo & Kim 1986, Yläkoski & Visa 1993), causa
autoregressive (CAR) model parameters for the dependency of neighboring grey-l
(Koivo & Kim 1989, Kim & Koivo 1994), morphological features and color values (Forr
et al. 1988), edge-based texture measures (Ojalaet al. 1992), Gabor filter responses an
color histograms (Lampinen & Smolander 1994; 1996), and color histogram percen
(Silvén & Kauppinen 1994).

The approaches based on segmentation try to extract the defected regions bas
their differences from the clear wood. After segmentation, the approach is similar to
in fixed area classification: features are calculated from the regions and they are clas
Most of the segmentation approaches are based on thresholding or adaptive thresh
of the image using single or multiple threshold levels (Choet al. 1990, Connerset al.
1992, Kim & Koivo 1994, Tatari & Hättich 1987, Paulet al. 1988, Åstrand & Åström
1994, Silvén & Kauppinen 1994, Åström 1996, Wendland 1998), RGB color vec
differences (Alapuranen & Westman 1992), and syntactic segmentation (Pölzleitn
Schwingshakl 1992, Pölzleitneret al. 1995).

Because segmentation gives the shape for the defects, geometrical features denot
shape and location are used in most of the segmenting approaches. Kim & Koivo (1
use a slope histogram of the chain code of the object boundaries to determine whethe
belong to the categoriescircle or line. As a texture measure, they use the CAR mod
parameters. First order grey-level statistics are used by Tatari & Hättich (1987), Åstra
Åström (1994) and Åstrand (1996), mutual relations of regions by Alapuranen
Westman (1992), and color histogram percentiles by Silvén & Kauppinen (1994).
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Classification of the features in the fixed area and segmenting approaches is cond
by a pairwise Bayes classifier (Connerset al. 1983; 1984, Koivo & Kim 1986), a
minimum distance classifier (Koivo & Kim 1986, Ojalaet al. 1992), tree classifier
composed of minimum distance and Bayes classifiers (Koivo & Kim 1986), decision t
(Tatari & Hättich 1987, Alapuranen & Westman 1992, Åstrand 1996), compar
probability estimates to thresholds (Forreret al. 1988), linear discriminants (hyperplanes
in a feature space (Sobey & Semple 1989), a Mahalanobis distance classifier and qua
classifier (Ojalaet al. 1992), and ak-NN classifier (Alapuranen & Westman 1992, Ojalaet
al. 1992, Silvén & Kauppinen 1994).

The approaches above use the methods of statistical pattern recognition. Syn
methods have been proposed by Pölzleitner (1986), Pölzleitner & Schwingshakl (1
Pölzleitneret al. (1995) and Yläkoski & Visa (1993).

Pölzleitner & Schwingshakl (1992) and Pölzleitneret al. (1995) use a segmentation
approach that first transforms the intensity information into a symbolic description
small texture elements of 4x4 pixels. The symbolic description is based on first and se
order statistics, adaptive thresholding and straight line element detection. A synt
segmentation scheme is applied producing a list of objects that are present on the
surface. For the objects, geometric features and symbolic properties are calculate
they are classified with a decision network.

Yläkoski & Visa (1993) use texture co-occurrence features calculated from relati
large (10x10 cm) regions that are assigned to a symbol via a self-organizing map. A s
of the symbols from successive regions is classified with a supervised syntactic clas
It does not identify the defects, because the purpose is to group similar boards int
same class.

2.4.2  Approaches based on special sensors

Lakatosh (1970) studied physical methods of defectoscopy of materials with the ai
using them for detecting defects in lumber, rough fellings and products under contin
mass production conditions. Photoelectronic, fluorometric, ultrasonic and gamma
based methods are examined, and an approach based on photoelectronic sensor fo
sorting of fabricated wood parts is presented. In this approach, the light from
illuminator is reflected from the wood surface to a photoresistor. According to
differences in reflection, the photoresistance changes and the circuit of analog electr
control the sorting via relays. Results on sorting 1000 parquet slabs were reported.

In addition to log grading, X-ray and other approaches based on penetrating radi
have some unbeatable advantages also in lumber inspection. Line-scan type X-ray s
are available, and a continuous transilluminated image can be produced by comb
successive exposured image lines. The X-ray technique gives information on the de
of wood, without taking into account the surface features. Knots are characterized b
increase of density, which means that knots having a similar color to sound wood ca
detected reliably (Portala and Ciccotelli 1992). Dirtiness or discolorations of the sur
are not misclassified as knots, and the borders of the knots can be found more re
(Rinnhofer and Deutschl 1997).

The disadvantages of the X-ray technique are the necessary radiation protection a
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higher cost of the imaging units. Furthermore, if only one projection of the board is u
it is impossible to know on which face of the board the defect is located (Portala
Ciccotelli 1992). The X-ray system can not distinquish between different knot types
bifurcation of knots can lead to incorrect dimension measurement (Rinnhofer
Deutschl 1997). Because of these features, there still is a need for a surface insp
system.

Portala and Ciccotelli (1992) report using X-rays and microwaves for detecting
internal properties of hardwood lumber. X-rays give information on the density
microwaves on the density, moisture content and slope grain of the wood. The boards
moved longitudinally at the speed of 1 m/s in the test measurement system. The X-ra
sensor produces images which can be processed further by classic image proc
algorithms used in black-and-white vision. They report also about using a low
electronic colorimeter for determining average color values of boards. Which approa
were used for segmentation, feature calculation and classification, was not reported.

Boudreau (1996) reports using laser profiling, X-ray and grey-level vision in
longitudinal grade optimization system. The laser profile sensors acquire the geom
information to recognize wane, the X-ray system acquires the density informatio
recognize knots and rot, and the vision system acquires visual information on all
surfaces to recognize knots, shake, split and ambrosia beetle holes. The approache
for segmentation, feature calculation and classification were not reported.

Rinnhofer and Deutschl (1997) present a multisensor system composed of X-ray
visual range camera measurements for softwood grading. The X-ray measurement
detecting and measuring the defects and the four side grey-level camera measurem
distinguishing between different classes of knots and other surface defects. Te
features, like grey-level statistics in a window and co-occurrence matrix features are
for pixelwise classification of the surface images.

Vaarala et al. (1995) made wood inspection experiments with a line imagi
spectrograph based on prism-grating-prism (PGP) optical structure (Herralaet al. 1994)
and a CCD matrix camera. The PGP converts each pixel of one image line to the sp
components on the two-dimensional CCD matrix array. One dimension constitut
spatial line image and the other measures the spectrum. A single spatial pixel con
some 10-500 bytes of raw data that Vaarala subjects to multivariate analysis, na
principal components analysis (PCA). The 57 component spectrum was reduced
components, and discriminant analysis was used for classification of the pixels.
results for seven pieces of lumber were promising, although more careful selectio
training material was reported to be necessary. Problems with the halogen illumin
and high data rates were reported.

Åstrand & Åström (1994) present the concept of using a single sensor for mult
measurements of wood surfaces. The used MAPP image sensor consists of a 25
photodiode array, 256 A/D converters and 256 processor elements. Each processor
subjected to global operations, to neighborhood operations with its two neighbors
logic operations. Five different measurement principles are simultaneously utilize
detect surface grey-level, surface roughness, deviating grain direction, 3D-profile
surface density.

This approach is presented in more detail in Åstrand’s dissertation work (Åstr
1996), where he reports the results from the wood inspection project at Linköp
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University. The contributions of the thesis include presenting the potential of the sm
image sensor (MAPP) concept, where low-level image processing is performed on
camera, and presenting an industrially feasible way to utilize the so-called Tracheid e
which is based on the transmittance of light within the wood surface. Furtherm
algorithms for dimension measurement, defect detection, feature calculation
classification based on information from the smart sensor are described. He also pre
an optimization algorithm for cross-cutting based on dynamic programming.

Åstrandet al. (1995) broaden the concept of using the MAPP sensor by connecting
PGP imaging spectrograph to it. The PGP-MAPP combination is reported to be ab
perform high speed pixelwise spectral classification.

A multivariate image analysis approach for pixelwise classification of wood defects
been proposed by Hagman (1992b; 1993; 1996). He proposes that information
image-based sensors with different wavelength responsivity is calibrated by multiva
methods to obtain a model for the prediction and classification of wood features
proposes multivariate image analysis and multivariate image projections to la
structures (MIPLS) as a research tool for wood feature description. He reports tha
modelling of the wood features was successful in the range of visible light spectra (4
700 nm) with an imaging spectrometer (PGP) combined with a CCD matrix cam
Further, he tests the use of a smart sensor (MAPP) to speed up the calculation o
multivariate analysis. He also investigates whether sensor fusion is possible by util
imaging sensors based on absorption of electromagnetic radiation (X-ray and microw
and reflection sensing devices (CCD-cameras). He concludes that it is possible, b
pixelwise classification requires careful matching of the pixels from different sensors

Wendland (1996) examines the optical properties of wood surfaces by measurin
spectral reflectance and Tracheid effect. In a later paper (Wendland 1998), he propo
segmentation scheme based on adaptive filters that can be applied to color, grey-le
Tracheid images. The result is regions of interests that can be processed further. He
not propose any method for defect recognition.

2.5  Using color in wood surface inspection

The importance of color in wood surface inspection is obvious. Connerset al.(1992) write
that humans can perform both grading and sawing based solely on input of c
information from the eye. This has been noticed by the research groups: many of the
inspection approaches listed in Table 3 use color information, either from a color cam
or a spectral measuring instrument like an imaging spectograph.

The measurements of the properties of wood defects show that the defects have
characteristic color properties and color provides valuable information for wood de
detection and classification (Lakatosh 1979, Marszalec and Pietikäinen 1993). Reflec
spectra of pine wood defects for the visible wavelengths were measured wi
spectrophotometer by Marszalec and Pietikäinen (1993). Some of these measureme
collected to the Fig. 6. Wendland (1996) made measurements for the spectral ran
200-2500 nm. He concludes that the most important differences in the wood defects
the visible range and the regions close to it, although near infra-red is important for s
defect types.
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Recently, there has been research about the suitability of the RGB color spac
representing the color differences of wood defects. Åstrand (1996) concludes that
cameras are insufficient to capture all significant spectral features of the wood surfac
that an extended number of color channels should be considered. Brunneret al. (1993)
report that four to eight principal components are sufficient for representing the vi
spectrum for wood defect recognition. Hagman (1996) also concludes that identif
defects other than sound wood variations requires multispectral data.

However, the ordinary color camera-based approaches still have a prominent po
in the wood surface inspection applications. Problems encountered with sp
multispectral approaches are the enormous amount of data produced and proc
required, and high illumination intensity requirements. Furthermore, the co
classification approaches of Brunneret al. (1993), Åstrand (1996) and Hagman (1996) a
pixelwise, i.e., the spectral information of a single pixel is used to classify it into the de
categories. If the color information of several pixels, for example, a segmented ar
utilised, then the information content is increased even though less channels are use
example, the RGB color channels.

2.6  Discussion

Although the color constancy approaches were presented in this chapter, they we
used for colorimetric calibration of the images in the experimental tests of this study.
assumption in the method development stage is that the illumination is constant en
for the method development and performance analysis. However, the color cons
theory was used in the experiments for changing correlated color temperatur
illumination to achieve variation for the test image data.
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Fig. 6. Spectra of some wood defects and late and early wood.
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Lumber grading according to Nordic Timber (NT) grading rules was presented in
chapter, because the target application of the research done for this study is soft
lumber grading. However, this does not limit the scope of the development prac
presented and the methods developed in this study, as will be discussed also in the
chapters.

There is a contradiction between exact grading rules like NT and human grading
therefore also between the grading process of a machine grader following NT rules
human grader. A human grader does not the have time, capability and not eve
possibility to register all the defects in long lumber boards. The grading is probably b
on an overview of the board surfaces with a couple of defects having most influence o
quality.

There are a couple of interesting approaches in the literature review where the dete
of defects has been omitted, and the quality of the wood surface is judged based o
distribution of pixels belonging to different classes (Ersbøll & Conradsen 1992), o
sequence of symbols determined from a relatively large area of wood surface (Yläkos
Visa 1993). These approaches give an overview of the visual appearance of the
surface rather than exact data on the locations and defect types, thus being som
similar a human grader. The non-segmenting technique used in this study can also p
a basis for grading like this, as will be demonstrated in the parquet sorting experime

The literature review shows that although the importance of color is acknowledge
many researchers, there do not exist many approaches for real time implementati
color-based wood defect recognition systems. There is a need for real time color met
Such an approach is described in this study.
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3. Method development and analysis practices

It is difficult to find practices for the development of visual inspection methods. Dav
(1997) sees the lack of flexibility of existing design strategies as an important limitatio
the rate at which visual inspection systems can be produced. He states that because
no scientific know-how about designing inspection systems, it is better to go for a case
situation. He sees the lack of complete case studies of inspection systems as a major
standing in the way of progress in this area. The reasons for this are industrial secrec
profit factors and the publication policy of the scientific literature.

Practices for analysing the performance of the methods are difficult to find as w
Haralick (1992) states that for most published algorithms, there is no performa
characterization which has been established in the research literature. He sees it
awful state of affairs for the engineers whose job it is to design and build image analys
machine vision systems.

However, empirical evaluation of algorithms is slowly developing as a serious sub
in computer vision (Bowyer & Phillips 1998). There is beginning to emerge case stu
from various application areas about the development and analysis of methods. T
laying the basis for developing accepted practices and methods for evaluating algori
This thesis is a case study of the development and performance analysis of a wood s
inspection method.

This chapter presents the practices of method development and performance an
used in this study. The beginning of the chapter concentrates on general aspects of m
development. An example software environment for method development is prese
The latter part of the chapter considers evaluating visual surface inspection system
approach for determining the performance of defect detection and recognitio
presented. The approach is suitable for evaluating the performance of the segmentin
non-segmenting methods presented later in this study, but is suitable also for evalu
other similar defect detection and recognition approaches.
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3.1  The environment of method development

An environmental model of visual surface inspection method development is depicte
Fig. 7. The method development process requires combining the application knowl
and research and system expertise. Hypothetically, these expert areas can be divid
three personnel groups, namely application personnel, method developers and s
integrators.

The research expertise of machine vision methods is provided by the me
developers. They can develop application specific software prototypes with develop
tools and run off-line method tests with the test image material. The applica
knowledge is provided by the application personnel, who represent the end-users o
inspection system. The system expertise is provided by the system integrators, wh
experts in building inspection machines, including imaging, illumination, system softw
and hardware. However, the division of the personnel to three categories is jus
academic example, there may be application personnel who are also system integrat
system integrators who work on also method development.

However, the method development is considered here as pure method developme
order to invent new methods for emerging new application areas, the method deve
should not be bound to some special hardware and the small set of implemen
methods for that particular hardware. Of course, knowledge of what is available
implementable over a period of couple of years, or by the end of the development pe
is essential for the method developer.

In a development project, the hardware decision can be made before or after m
development. The first choice restricts the set of methods that can be used depend
the generality of the hardware, probably relieving the method developers task. The
choice gives more freedom for method development, but also more responsibility, bec
the method implementability has to be ensured. The latter choice includes also
development of new hardware according to the developed methods.

Application
specific methods
and test results

Method
development

Application
knowledge

Test image
material

Development
tools

Fig. 7. The environment of the visual surface inspection method development process.

A library of
 methods

Test
 procedures

System
expertise

Research
expertise
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3.1.1  Application knowledge

In Fig. 7, the application knowledge is the information that is needed by the met
developer to understand the application to the extent that he/she is able to develo
application specific inspection method. Exchange of the application knowledge req
usually much effort both from the method developer and the application personnel.
approach for getting the application knowledge is posing questions, like

• what are the properties of the inspected surface

• what defect classes are occurring and how often

• how large is the variation within the defect classes and on the normal surface

• what is the severity or cost of each defect type

• can the defects be separated in a certain order

• which confusions should be avoided

• what is the speed of the inspected surface

• what are the image resolution requirements

• what are the processing time requirements

• what should the user interface look like

• how can the training be performed

• how are results to be visualized

• what parameters are needed and allowed

• how can the parameters be controlled

Is is possible that the application personnel can not provide answers to all the pres
questions if machine vision is not used earlier in the application. Then the me
developer must use his/her earlier experience or make some imaging and m
experiments to understand the requirements of the application. Many of the problem
solved by presenting several alternative approaches for imaging resolution, the sepa
order for the defects, training, visualization, and discussing with the application perso
to find the best solution.

3.1.2  Test image material

Collecting a small amount of on-line test image material or test samples to be imaged
line is usually the first step to get an idea of how the inspection can be implemente
gives an impression of the achievable image quality, and the visibility of the des
properties in the images can be estimated. Preliminary method tests can be performe
some existing methods to get an idea of the complexity of the problem.

A more complete set of images is necessary for further method developm
representing as well as possible the variation of the material to be inspected. A ca
labelling of the defects has to be assigned with the test images. Labelling means tha
defect areas and classes are manually pointed out in order to get a ground truth f
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inspection system. Usually, the labelling is a very time consuming and error prone
and should be carried out by the application personnel.

The basic requirement for achieving reliable perfomance results for the methods is
enough labelled test image material is available. The number of labelled defects, c
samples, should be preferably hundreds per defect class. The more samples tha
available, the better estimates of the performance can be made.

A tool to relieve the tedious labelling work is presented in Chapter 5, introducing a s
organizing map (SOM) -based user interface for training and classification.

3.2  Development tools

In order to make a distinction between generic and hardware-bound development
the development tools discussed here are software tools for generic image processin
pattern recognition method development. The system integrator has other tools fo
time software development for some specialized hardware, like PC image processi
DSP boards.

The method development tools consist of a library of basic image processing
pattern recognition procedures, tools for the development of new procedures
environment for combining the procedures to methods by means of visual programm
for example, and a means of running large image sets through the method.

As an example of development tools, the Khoros image processing environme
presented, since it was used in the basic development of the methods in the experime
this study.

3.2.1  The Khoros image processing environment

Khoros is a software environment for data exploration and visualization, vis
programming and software development (Rasure & Kubica 1994). It supports se
platforms from PC:s to workstations having a Unix operating system, like Linux, Sola
OSF or IRIX. The programming language used is C or C++.

Khoros supports several image formats, and has procedures for handling image
structures, like separating and joining color bands, extracting parts of data, converting
to different image and numeric formats, and mathematical operations like addition
multiplication of data elements.

For image processing purposes, basic procedure packages for image preprocess
segmentation are included. Several other research instances have released sel
procedure packages for more advanced operations, like morphology, image compre
feature calculation and classification.

Khoros has tools for program development and documentation. The developmen
new procedure starts by defining the user interface with the inputs, outputs and
parameters needed. Then an automatic code generator creates the skeletons
programs, and the user writes the code for the data processing.

A procedure is an entity that accepts certain inputs, like an image and the param
processes the image according to the parameters, and gives relevant outputs
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approach forces the developer to think about the interface of each procedure u
development, and helps in creating modular procedures easily combined with o
procedures in the visual programming environment of Khoros.

In the visual programming environment, the modular procedures can be conne
together to form desired image processing sequences, methods, by drawing lines
outputs to inputs of the procedure icons in a graphical workspace. Visual programm
makes development and testing of image processing sequences intuitive and easy
established, the processing sequence can be easily tested with a large set of imag
example of a Khoros workspace in the visual programming environment is shown in
8, implementing a method for wood surface inspection.

Although Khoros is intended for developing and testing of image processing seque
using visual programming, it is not a suitable environment for on-line end u
applications. The complexity of a development environment is too high, b
operationally and computationally, to be used in an inspection device.

3.3  Performance of the methods

The performance of the visual inspection system depends on the performance o
subsystems, like imaging, defect detection and recognition, quality grading and

Fig. 8. An example Khoros workspace implementing a machine vision method for wood sur-
face inspection.
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mechanical assembly. Determination of the total performance is usually difficult in
method development stage, since the whole inspection system does not exist yet
may appear difficult to simulate an on-line inspection system in a developm
environment. An approach towards estimating final lumber grading accuracy
simulations is presented in Section 3.4.

There are some practices for determining the performance of the defect recogn
methods. The method performance estimates are obtained by running the labelle
image material through the defect detection and recognition and observing how
defects found by the system compared to the labelled defects. To make an h
comparison, the sample material has to be divided into training and test sets.
inspection system is trained and tuned with the training set, and the performance is t
with the test set. A third set, a validation set, can be used for verifying the results, o
division into two sets can be made several times differently and repeating the training
testing.

However, it is difficult to find practices for determining the defect detection accura
which in wood surface inspection is as important task as determining defect recogn
accuracy. The following section reviews some practices for evaluating defect dete
accuracy and proposes some new measures for this task.

3.3.1  Defect detection accuracy

The defect detection accuracy is often characterized by thedefect detection, error escape
andfalse alarmrates. The necessary information for calculating these are

• the number of detections produced by the inspection system =Ndet

• the number of the real labelled defects =Nlab

• the number of detected labelled defects =Ndet_lab

The defect detection rate indicates the proportion of the number of detected lab
defects and the number of real defects, and is determined by

Defect detection rate = Ndet_lab / Nlab . (2)

The error escape rate indicates the proportion of the missed defects and the number
defects, and is related to the defect detection rate

Error escape rate = 1 -Defect detection rate. (3)

The false alarm rate is defined as the proportion of the number of detections that are
the area of labelled defects and the number of total detections

False alarm rate = (Ndet - Ndet_lab) / Ndet . (4)

In practise, the determination of the error escape and false alarm rates is n
straightforward as described above. There may be several detections from a single d
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one detection may cover several defects, or there may be detections which do not m
very well with the real defects or have wrong dimensions. Fig. 9 illustrates th
problematic but very common situations.

The error escape and false alarm rates do not contain any information about the q
of the detection. If a detection is too small or overlaps only a little with the real defec
should probably not be considered as an acceptable detection at all. A measure desc
the quality of the match of the detection is, for example, the overlap of the detection
the corresponding defect

detection_overlap = overlapped_area / real_defect_area , (5)

where overlapped_areais the common area of the detection and the defect. Anot
measure is the relation of the areas of the detection and the corresponding defect

area_relation = detection_area / real_defect_area . (6)

The above measures are calculated for only one defect-detection pair. If there are mu
defects in a detection, only one defect will be taken into the determination of the valu
a time. The values are not determined for false alarms.

The combination of these two measures gives information about both the match
dimensions of the detection. The closer to one both values are, the better is the dete
To evaluate the goodness of the detections for all the available test material, a
dimensional scatterplot of these measures can be drawn, as shown in Fig. 10. If the
many detections, the result can be shown as a two-dimensional histogram.

Using rectangular detections can never provide an exact match for an elliptic defe
shown in Fig. 9. However, equations (5) and (6) will work for elliptical detections, too.
this study, the rectangular approach was used for wood defects becaus
implementational solutions made in the developed system.

Evaluating the number of multiple detections is also necessary. This can be don
collecting a histogram of the number of detections for a real defect and another histo
of the number of real defects for one detection, see Fig. 11. The histogram values at b

Fig. 9. Examples of detections, false alarms, error escapes, multiple detections and incomplete
detections. The ellipses denote real labelled defects and the rectangles denote detection
made by the inspection system. The uppercase letters A, B, C denote the class labels of th
real defects and the lowercase letter a, b, c denote the class labels given by the recognitio
method.

false alarm

error escapes

multiple
detections

bad position &
wrong
dimensions

A B

C

B

A

B

a

c

a

b

c

b
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3, 4, ... indicate the number of multiple detections.
Two alternatives for calculating the error escape and false alarm rates in the case

multiple detections are proposed in the following. The first approach allows one dete
to cover several defects and multiple detections from a single defect. The second o
more stringent, accepting only one defect in one detection by considering the rest as

0 10.5

detection_overlap

area_relation

2

1

perfect detection

Fig. 10. Plot of detection_overlap vs. area_relation for the detection quality estimation. The
crosses denote detections for the example of Fig. 9. The point of perfect detection is at (1,1)
The closer to that point the detections are located, the better is the overall detection quality.

detections

Fig. 11. Evaluating the number of multiple detections for the example of Fig. 9. Histogram of
the number of detections for one real defect and histogram of the number of real defects for
one detection. The bars at 2, 3, 4, ... indicate the number of multiple detections.

0 1 2 3 4 Number of
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real defects
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for one real defect for one detection
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escapes and accepting only one detection from one defect by considering the rest a
alarms.

Approach 1: To determine the error escape rate, the real defects are looped throug
Ndet_lab_E is increased, if any detection overlaps the defect. The maximum numbe
increments is one for each real defect. To determine the false alarm rate, the detectio
looped through andNdet_lab_F is inreased if any defect overlaps the detection. T
maximum number of increments is one for each detection.

Approach 2: To determine the error escape rate, the procedure is similar to Approa
but the increment ofNdet_lab_Eis not done if the detection overlapping with the defect
already counted to some other defect. To determine the false alarm rate, the proced
similar to Approach 1, but the increment ofNdet_lab_Fis not done if the defect overlapping
with the detection is already counted to some other detection.

Examples of determining the error escape and false alarm rates with the two prop
approaches for the detections of Fig. 9 are shown in Table 4. The first approach

optimistic results while the second is more pessimistic. Neither can be justified to be
correct approach, but can be used for defining the upper and lower limits for the e
escape and false alarm rates.

The error escape and false alarm rates can be determined for each defect
separately if necessary.

3.3.2  Defect recognition accuracy

The determination of defect recognition accuracy can be performed after the d
detection is done. The detections are matched with the real defects and the recog
results are produced for the detections. The defect recognition accuracy is determin
comparing the recognition results of the recognition method and the labels of the
defects.

The commonly used approach for presenting defect recognition results is aconfusion
matrix, which shows the numbers or percentages of the correctly and errorneo
classified samples for every defect class and also the classes the misclassified sa
went to. The error escapes and false alarms can also be included in the confusion m
as shown by the example in Table 5.

Since the interpretation of the multiple detections was done in the analysis for de

Table 4. Determining error escape and false alarm rate
with the two approaches for the detections of Fig. 9.

Approach 1 Approach 2

Ndet 6 6

Nlab 6 6

Ndet_lab_E 4 3

Ndet_lab_F 5 3

Error escape rate 1-4/6 = 0.33 1-3/6 = 0.5

False alarm rate (6-5)/6 = 0.17 (6-3)/6 = 0.5
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detection, there is no need to do it again in the analysis of defect recognition. For
reason, the results of the recognition accuracy analysis should always be pres
together with the results of the detection accuracy analysis.

It is easy to calculate various numerical metrics depicting the performance of
methods, but one has to be careful in interpreting the meaning of them. To get the co
scope for the performance values, nothing is more illustrative than looking through im
where the detection and recognition results are overlayed.

3.3.3  Cost of implementation and algorithm complexity

When new algorithms are developed for real time applications, it is important to eval
the computational resources needed. The evaluation helps in determination of the c
the implementation and in the selection of a suitable hardware platform. If the algorith
not implementable with reasonable costs, optimization or redesign of the algorithm h
be carried out.

It is difficult to evaluate the ‘goodness’ of hardware implementations of algorithm
Although the comparison of actual programs running on real computers is an impo
source of information, the results are inevitably affected by programming skill a
machine characteristics (Kronsjö 1987). Different hardware solutions provide suppor
different kinds of optimization alternatives of memory usage and control structures
example. Kronsjö (1987) also states that a useful alternative to empirical measureme
a mathematical analysis of the intrinsic difficulty of solving a problem computationa
This can be achieved by a hardware independent analysis of the complexity o
algorithms.

According to Kronsjö (1987), complexity can be defined in terms oftime complexity,
space complexityandcomputational complexity. Time complexity is a measure of the time
required to execute the algorithm on a problem of sizen. Space complexity is a measure o
memory space required for the algorithm execution. Computational complexity estim
the computational power required to solve the problem and is measured by the numb
arithmetic or logical operations required. The computational complexity measur
considered as a branch of the time complexity measure.

The computational complexity measure seems to be suitable for a hard
independent evaluation of the algorithms. To make such an evaluation, the numb
operations of the algorithm execution needs to be counted. In this study, the algorithm

Table 5. An example confusion matrix for the recognition
results in Fig. 9.

recognition result

class a class b class c error
escape

class A 2 1 1

class B 1 1 1

class C 1

false alarm 1
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presented as non-optimised C code aiming at maximizing the hardware independ
From the operation counts, and having prior knowledge of the input data rates t
processed, estimates in million operations per second (MOPS) can be made. To c
this to million instructions per second (MIPS), knowledge of the hardware is nee
Computational complexities of the methods developed in this study are presente
Section 4.9.

There is a danger for the method developer in using ready-made image proce
modules of a method development environment, since their computational compl
may remain unclear. There may exist methods that can provide good results, but the
time implementation is difficult, expensive or even impossible to achieve.

3.4  Estimating the accuracy of a machine vision lumber grader

Good grading accuracy is one of the main requirements for a lumber grading system
noticed above, determination of the total performance is usually difficult in the met
development stage. In order to make grading experiments, a large amount of grade
size lumber boards are needed. These are expensive to collect, require extensive im
arrangements and a large amount of storage and therefore this is not a desired opera
the beginning stage of the development of the inspection system.

A set of images taken from only the defected parts of the boards is much easi
arrange, and provides a sufficient basis for an image processing method developer
the preliminary estimates of the achievable image processing method accuracy.
relationship between the defect detection and recognition accuracy and the gr
accuracy is known, estimates of the achievable grading performance can be g
Knowing the relationship helps also in understanding the importance of the diffe
defects for grading and how sensitive the grading accuracy is related to the d
recognition accuracy.

However, the structure of the lumber grading rules is relatively complex, makin
direct determination of the relationship difficult without experiments.

Because grading tests based on real material are difficult to arrange in the beginn
method development, a grading simulator environment was built to estimate
relationship of the defect detection and recognition accuracy and grading accuracy
grading simulator framework is presented in Fig. 12.

The framework consists of two parts. The upper part consists of image processing
and is for determining the accuracy of the defect detection and recognition. The lower
is the simulation part for estimating the grading accuracy and analysing its dependen
defect detection and recognition accuracy.

The purpose of the upper part is to provide knowledge on the confusion probabi
for the defects, i.e., what are the approximate defect detection and recognition accu
for the defect categories and to what categories they tend to be misclassified. I
beginning of the development, this knowledge is obtained from practical experiments
the preliminary methods fordefect detection and recognition. Preliminary test images
assigned with themanual labellingare used. The purpose of theimaging simulatoris to
simulate possible changes caused by imaging, like illumination transforms describ
Section 6.2.
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The upper part produces estimates of the defect detection and recognition rates
method developer uses this information inconfusion probability determination. Since the
purpose is to analyse how grading accuracy behaves when defect detection
recognition accuracy changes, confusion matrices with different average recognition
different recognition rates for different defects, and different error escape rates
generated.

The lower part is a purely simulated software environment. The purpose is to eva
how much an errorneous inspection deteriorates the grading rate. The simulator cons
board generator, inspection simulator, grading andcomparison modules.

The board generatorproduces simulated lumber boards according to a defect mo
The boards are presented as a text file containing a list of defects and their location
sizes on the virtual board. Thedefect modeldefines what defects and how often the
should appear on the boards by giving parameters for a random defect generator.

The inspection simulatoris used to simulate the errors a machine vision system mak
It changes the categories of the defects according to theconfusion matrixand generates
also false alarms and error escapes. It produces a list output, in similar format to the
generator.

Thegradingmodule performs the actual grading based on the defect information.
grading is done based on grading rules, which are highly dependent on the gra
application. The output is the grading result for each graded face of the board
example.

The grading is performed for both the original board data produced by theboard
generatorand the “inspected” board data produced by theinspection simulator. The

Test images

Manual
labelling

Defect Confusion

Board
generator

Inspection
simulator

Grading

Grading

Confusion
matrix

Defect

Comparison

Determination of confusion probabilities

Estimation of grading accuracy by simulation

Imaging
simulator

probability
determination

model

detection &

Fig. 12. The grading simulator framework for determining the relationship between defect
detection and recognition accuracy.

recognition
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original data is the groundtruth for thecomparisonmodule, which reports the differences
and changes in the gradings, for example, in the form of a confusion matrix for a s
boards. By providing different confusion matrices for theinspection simulator, the
relationship between grading accuracy and defect detection and recognition accurac
be examined.

An example of determining the relationship is described in the experiments Section

3.5  Discussion

The practices for the method development and performance evaluation are presente
the viewpoint of wood surface inspection, but they can be generalized to some exte
other applications having similar nature, i.e., where surface defects are being sought
includes inspection of webs, like paper, textile and steel surfaces.

On the other hand, the measures for the quality of the match of the detection need
specialized to be more suitable for each special application. For example, in lum
grading, the grading rules define the dimension measurement principles for the w
properties (Nordic Timber 1994). These principles should be followed in the detec
quality determination to obtain the most accurate information on the detection qua
However, the rectangular measurement approach was used in this study because
implementational solution made in the development. It provides also a satisfactory
for the evaluation of the detection quality.

The concepts presented for the development environment, gaining applica
knowledge, and performance evaluation, as well as the examples of development too
the simulation of a whole inspection system supplement the requested case-law situ
(Davies 1997), and thus supplement the first contribution of this study.
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4. The wood surface inspection method

The goal of the method development was to find a simple and efficient color-based me
for classification of wood defects. In this chapter, the method developed is introduce
real time implementation of the method is possible with current or near future hardw
solutions. Although the method is used here for the lumber wood defect classification
suitable also to other color inspection problems.

The different parts of the method are described in detail and finally the computati
complexity matters are considered. The method is demonstrated in experiments 2, 3
in Chapter 6.

The features are the essential part of the inspection method. They are introduced
before going to the details of the inspection method.

4.1  Color histogram percentile features

The color features used in this study are based on percentiles of one dimensional R,
B color channel histograms. The histogram percentiles are simple to calculate, and
suitable for real time implementation. The computational complexity matters
discussed in Section 4.9.1. The percentiles can capture the important details of the
histogram, as will be discussed in the following section. R, G and B channels were
since no improvements were seen in converting to other color spaces (see experime
illumination invariance, Section 6.2).

No literature references to using color histogram percentiles as features in pa
recognition were found. The basic color histogram features were available in the im
processing software library developed at the machine vision research group at Univ
of Oulu. Some further developments of the percentile features, like the perce
difference features, are made in this study.

In a comparison of color percentile features to Gabor filter-based features with
without color information (Lampinenet al. 1994) the results for the color percentile
features were promising. Although the percentiles do not possess any shape or stru
information, the classification performance for wood knots was similar to that achie
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with the Gabor-based approach. For 438 spruce knots from seven classes, the
percentile method achieved an 81.3 % correct classification rate, grey-level Gabor fi
76.8 % and Gabor filters combined with color information 82.7%.

4.1.1  Color histograms

The direct measurements for color of the wood defects from the RGB camera are the
and B values for the image pixels. A pixelp with a value(r, g, b) of an object in an RGB
color image can be mapped to a point in 3D space where the axes represent the R, G
color channels. In Fig. 13, the pixels of a dry knot are plotted to an RGB color sp
forming a ‘cloud’ of points.

The pixel cloud is dense in the areas of the space where most of the colors of the o
appear, and sparse for the areas of rare colors. The deviations from the denser pa
example the points caused by the pixels of the dark ring around the knot, lie close t
origin of the space. It is obvious that the shape of this pixel cloud contains impor
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Fig. 13. A dry knot and the pixels inside the white boundary plotted in RGB space. Each
dot represents one pixel of the knot. The one dimensional marginal distributions, the color
histograms, are shown on each axis.
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information on the color distribution of the defect.
To be able to find some discriminative properties of the cloud of points, a th

dimensional frequency distribution, ahistogram, HRGB(r, g, b) of the object pixels is
collected. This is done by counting the occurences for each pixel value(r, g, b) in the
object area. The histogram is usually normalized with respect to the total number of p
(N) in the histogram, and a normalized histogramPRGB(r, g, b) = HRGB(r, g, b)/N is
obtained.

A 3D histogram of an RGB image (8 bits per channel) has 2563=16.8 millionbins that
must be processed. The 3D histogram is very sparse because a typical number of pi
a defect area is from several hundreds to several thousands, thus occupying a very
fraction of the histogram bins. With proper selection of interesting areas and
boundaries, i.e., quantization, the histogram processing task can be relieved to
extent.

To reduce the computational time and resources needed more significantly with the
of some lost information, three separate one dimensional histogramsHR(r), HG(g) and
HB(b) can be collected, each histogram being a frequency distribution of a single c
channel only. In Fig. 13, the one dimensional histograms are plotted to each color ax
illustrate their relationship to the original pixel data. The normalized histograms arePR(r),
PG(g) andPB(b). Now the processing of the histograms needs only going through 3 x
= 768 bins.

Histogram plots for some wood defects are shown in Appendix A. Discriminat
differences are on the other hand in the general shape of the histograms and in the r
location of the different channel histograms, but also in finer details, especially at the
of the histograms.

To catch both the fine details of the histogram tails and, on the other hand, the ge
shape of the histograms is difficult with features based on first order statistics, like m
and variance. As described in Section 2.2.1, measures based on the comparison
whole histogram shape, like histogram intersection, cannot discriminate small differe
well. Quantization of the histogram to concentrate on interesting parts of it is also diffi
in the case of wood defects, since the interesting parts may appear at almost every lo
of the histogram because of high variability in the defect types.

Techniques like trough and peak finding assume a multimodal histogram, where
landmarks are clearly visible. This is not the case with wood application, the ‘modes
overlapping or are so small that there are no distinguishable troughs between the mo
a dark and bright part of a defect. Furthermore, if the defect does not contain many p
the histogram may appear quite peaky, which may cause false peaks and troughs
found.

A good way of recording the interesting points of the histogram is to use a measure
is relative to the position of the histogram, as the percentiles features are.

4.1.2  Percentile features

According to the dictionary, “apercentileis one of the values of a variable that divides th
distribution of the variable into 100 groups having equal frequencies”.

The percentiles are calculated from a cumulative histogramCk(x), which is defined as a
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sum of the normalised histogramPk(x) of color channelk of all the values that are smaller
thanx or equal tox. Finding a value for a percentile feature is finding thex, whenCk(x) is
known, requiring an inverse function ofCk(x). Let us denote the percentile feature valu
with Fk(y), we get the relation

, (7)

wherey is a value of the cumulative histogram in the range [0%, 100%].
The histograms of Fig. 13 and their cumulative histograms are shown in Fig. 14. A

example, let us take the determination of the10th percentileFR(10%) (called later 10%
percentile) of the red channel. Nowy = 10% and from the figure we can read (drawn by
thick line) the 10% percentile feature valueFR(10%)=117. At this point, 10% of the
histogram distribution is to the left of it.

From Fig. 14 it is clear that it is possible to extend the concept of having only 1
percentiles between 0 and 100 to have “percentiles” for any real value between 0 and
like 0.2% percentile. The original meaning of wordpercentileis then no longer valid (per
centum= one hundreth part), but because the concept is still the same, it is practical t
it also in this extended meaning.

The lowest diagram of Fig. 14 shows an example of some percentile features calcu
from the cumulative histograms. They form afeature vector

, (8)

where the elementsfi in this case are the percentile featuresFk(y) for any desired color
channelk and cumulative valuesy. Generally, a feature vector may contain also featur
other than color percentile features.

It is obvious that the pure percentile features are sensitive to intensity changes,
they measure direct values of the color channels. In order to use pure centiles, proper
calibration is needed. Invariant features against the shift of the histogram can be fou
calculating differences of two percentiles

. (9)

Invariance against both the shift and the width of the histogram can be achieve
normalising a difference percentile feature by the difference of the maximum
minimum percentile values of the histogram

. (10)

In practise, the maximum and minimum percentiles may appear unreliable for
purpose, since saturated or noise pixels may cause them to lie at the maximum
minimum possible histogram bin value. Instead, it is safer to use 95% and 5% perce
as the maximum and minimum values, for example.

Fk y( ) Ck
1–

y( ) x= =

f f 1 f 2 … f N,,[ , ]=

f Fk y1( ) Fk y2( )–=

f
Fk y1( ) Fk y2( )–

Fk 100%( ) Fk 0%( )–
---------------------------------------------------=
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In addition to calculating difference percentiles of one color channel, the differen
can be calculated between different color channels

, (11)

where j and k are different color channels. These features contain information on
relative positions of certain histogram points of different channels, which may be usef
recognizing certain colored defects. This feature is shift invariant to simultaneous e
shift of both histograms. However, this typically does not happen even in the cas
illumination intensity change, because the sensitivities of the color channels are diffe
If this kind of invariance is desired, proper multipliers for the operands of the subtrac
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Fig. 14. The color histogramsHR(r), HG(g) and HB(b) of the color channels of Fig. 13 (top)
and their cumulative histogram CR(r), CG(g) and CB(b) (middle). Percentile features calcu-
lated from the cumulative histograms (bottom). Bars 1-5 are 0.2%, 1.0%, 10.0%, 50% and
95% percentiles from R channel, bars 6-10 the same percentiles from G channel, and bars
11-15 from B channel. Determination of 10% percentile of the red channel from the cumu-
lative histogram is shown graphically.
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These invariant properties can be used to obtain some invariance against the chan

intensity caused by changing illumination or the reflectivity of the inspected surfa
Unfortunately, they may cause undesired invariance to some discriminative properti
the objects to be distinguished, if the only difference between them is in the position o
histogram. Therefore it is useful to have both the original percentiles and differe
percentiles in the same feature vector. How the feature vector can be selected to con
set of most the discriminative features for a certain defect recognition problem
described in Section 4.7.

The percentile features can be used also to measure the shape of histograms oth
RGB histograms. If the histogram shapes have distinctive properties for objects belon
to different categories, the percentiles are worth using as features. This is the case
many other color spaces, and also with grey-level histograms.

One requirement for the property from which the measurements are made an
histogram is collected, is that the differences between the measured property corre
to the differences between the measured values. The measurements cannot be circu
the smallest value close to the largest value. For example, this is the case with hue i
color space, where values 0° and 360° have equal difference to the values 0° and 1°. In this
case, it may be impossible to define the starting point of collecting the cumula
histogram.

4.2  Description of the method

The following sections present in detail the wood surface inspection method tha
designed on the basis of the idea of the grading system concept proposed by Silv
Kauppinen (1994), shown in Fig. 2 (Chapter 2).

The proposed method sequence for the color vision lumber defect inspectio
presented in Fig. 15. The steps of the sequence are described in details by the follo
sections. However, not all the inspection steps are necessarily needed in every applic
as will be shown in the application examples of the experiments 3 and 4.

4.3  The non-segmenting method

The non-segmenting method is applied in the following way. The image is divided
rectangular regions of a fixed size. A set of features is calculated from these regions
they are classified to categories relevant to the problem at hand. In the case ofsound wood
elimination, the decision is made whether a region contains something interesting or
purely clear wood.

An example of the non-segmenting method is shown in Fig. 16 a) where the w
image has been divided into rectangular regions of 32 x 32 pixels. A set of color perce
features is calculated for each rectangular region and they are classified to the c
“possible defect” and “clear wood”. The resulting regions containing possible defects
shown in Fig. 16 b).

In sound wood elimination, the method is tuned to detect regions even containing
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small amounts of defect, as is the case for a couple of regions in Fig. 16. This minim
the number the error escapes, and ensures that the regions classified to clear wo
certainly clear. On the other hand, tuning the method to minimize error escapes
produce lots of false alarms. The defect recognition stage should take care of fu
rejecting false alarms.

The tuning of the non-segmenting method to minimize error escapes can be don
proper selection of the training data for the method. For sound wood elimination,
training samples for the clear wood should be absolutely free from any defect pixels. I
training sample contains only a couple of defect pixels, it should be labelled as defect
classifier user interface introduced in Chapter 5 will provide the means for easy trai
material selection. Another way to tune the error escape rate is by feature selection w
is discussed in Section 4.7.

The non-segmenting method can be used also to recognize defects with v
boundaries, that cannot be detected adequately with the segmenting technique.
include different kinds of discoloring, blue stain, strong grain formation, and pith.

In the parquet grading application presented in experiment 4, the non-segme
method is used in the recognition of the beechwood parquet defects.

non-segmenting
method

segmenting
method

contextual
analysis

feature
calculation

classification

• sound wood elimination

• vague defect recognition

• defect detection

• shape determination

• pre-classification of the defects

• color percentile feature calculation

• feature selection

• defect classification

Fig. 15. Proposed method sequence for the color vision-based lumber defect inspection.

image data

defect data
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4.4  The segmenting method

The segmenting method attempts to partition the image into regions containing
individual defects. The main advantage is that the location and shape of the dis
defects can be determined. Also the category of the defect can be determined
accurately, since the feature extraction can be addressed to the defect area only.

4.4.1  Segmentation

As explained in Section 2.1.3, segmentation is based on some characteristics th
relatively uniform and homogeneous inside the segmented region, and differ from
characteristics of the surrounding area.

In this study, the proposed method for producing characteristics for segmentatio
region-based thresholding. In this method, the number of thresholded pixels inside
fixed size regions are calculated. If there are enough thresholded pixels in the region

Fig. 16. Non-segmenting method. a) Division of image to 32x32 pixel regions. b) The regions
remaining after sound wood elimination.

a)

b)
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considered to be a segmented region. Connectivity of the pixels inside the region i
required.

In the example of Fig. 17, the number of thresholded pixels inside regions of size
pixels is calculated. The thresholding is based on the intensity value, which in this ca

calculated as the sum of the R, G and B values for the pixels. In the example, if there
more than 3 pixels under the threshold value of 300, the 8x8 region is considered to
segmented region. The regions bounded by white rectangles in Fig. 17 b) satisfiy
condition. As a result, ablock imageof Fig. 17 c) is obtained, where one pixel represen
one 8x8 region, and its grey-level indicates the number of thresholded pixels for
region. The lighter the grey-level is, the more thresholded pixels the region contains.

For comparison, the result of the pixel-based segmentation with the same thresh
shown in Fig. 17 d), the black pixels denoting segmented pixels. The segmentation r
consists of several separate groups of pixels, and a remarkable area of the defect h
been detected. Using a threshold value closer to the clear wood values will help, bu
produces more false alarms.

The main advantages of the region-based thresholding over the traditional pixel-b
thresholding are the clustering property, the relieved processing of the following fea
calculation stages and less strict threshold requirements.

The clustering property overcomes the problem of the ragged and disconnected re
of the pixel-based thresholding. Of course, also the pixel-based analysis can be des
to allow gaps between the neighboring areas, at the cost of some increased comple
the connected components analysis.

The relieved processing of the following stages comes from the reduced amou
data. If the region size is 8x8 pixels, the resulting block image is only 1/64th of the siz
the original image, thus causing reduction of the processing needed by the conn
components analysis and shape feature calculation.

Less strict threshold requirements mean that the region-based thresholding is n
sensitive to the threshold value as the pixel-based one. With region-based thresholdin
region is detected similarly even if the number of thresholded pixels inside a region v
from the minimum number required to the maximum number of a fully threshold
region. This affects of course to the features using the number of thresholded pixels

Fig. 17. Examples of region-based thresholding. a) Original image. b) Region-based thresh-
olding, the white rectangles indicate segmented regions. c) The block image. The number of
thresholded pixels indicated by the grey-levels. The lighter the grey is, the more thresholded
pixels the region contains. The white area is clear wood. d) For comparison, the result of the
pixel-based thresholding with the same threshold, the black pixels indicating segmented pix-
els.

a) b) c) d)
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the moments. The advantage is that threshold values farther from the clear wood v
can be used to avoid too many false alarms.

The disadvantages of the region-based thresholding seems to be quite a
approximation of the shape of the original defect and undesired clustering of the de
located very close to each other.

A rough shape is not a big problem for the color percentile features, since s
amounts of the possibly visible clear wood area around the defect area do not typ
affect much the feature values. Since most of the wood defects are convex blobs, for
estimation of the dimensions, the shape can be estimated by fitting an ellipse to
segmented regions. On the other hand, a segmentation result of pixel-based thresh
like in Fig. 17 d) does not provide any better a basis for shape estimation, although b
image resolution is used.

Undesired clustering cannot be avoided, if the segmented areas of separate defe
closer to each other than the region size is. The region size should be selected accord
the smallest distance between two defects that must be separated.

4.4.2  Determining the threshold

In region-based thresholding, the threshold value is an important parameter. If the ima
conditions are stable and the wood material homogeneous, a fixed threshold value c
used. The region-based thresholding tolerates quite well small variation, since
example, five thresholded pixels inside a region produce the region detected in the
way as with 50 thresholded pixels. The only thing it affects are the shape feat
described later that use the number of thresholded pixels.

If the variation of the surface intensity is large, the ability to adapt the threshold to
general lightness or darkness of the wood surface is needed. If the wood surface is
the threshold should be higher than the threshold for dark wood.

If the non-segmenting method is used for sound wood elimination, the clear wood a
detected by the method are suitable source areas for determination of an ad
threshold. Since color histograms are already collected by the non-segmenting me
they are easily available also for the calculation of the threshold value. The histogram
the clear wood areas are summed to obtain total histograms of the clear wood.
simplest approach to determine the threshold is to relate it to the minimum values o
total histogram, because the defects have typically lower intensity than clear wood i
color channels.

Instead of the minimum value, the threshold can be related to one or several perce
of the clear wood histogram. The relationship between the threshold and the perce
can be formed as a linear least-squares problem, for example. To determine
relationship, data on good threshold values and the corresponding clear wood perce
has to be collected for several lumber boards, which should represent as well as po
the variations of all the lumber to be thresholded.

In the approach above, if the board is dark or very defected, it is possible that the
segmenting method does not produce any clear wood areas for the basis of thre
determination. In this case, it can be done based on the history of the previous thre
values, or the lightest area found from the image, for example.
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To avoid the problem of possibly non-existing clear wood areas, or if the n
segmenting technique is not used at all, the determination of the threshold can be bas
the total histogram containing also the defected areas of the whole image or some pa
it.

Table 6 shows a set of twelve percentiles calculated from a sum of red and green
channels of 40 spruce boards from a 50 cm long window. The corresponding thres
suggested by the system operator providing a satisfactory segmentation are also sh

To find the relation between the percentile features and the threshold values, w
write a linear equation group

, (12)

whereA is theNxMmatrix ofN percentile features fromM lumber boards,b is a vector
of lengthM of the suggested threshold values andx is a vector of lengthN of unknown
coefficients to be solved. To find a unique solution, the number of equationsM must be
equal or higher than the number of the unknownsN. Singular value decomposition (SVD)
can be used to produce the solution forx in the linear least-squares manner. Table 7 sho
the solved coefficients for the percentiles.

The adaptiveness can be achieved also by producing abackgroundimage with some
lowpass filtering scheme, and then subtracting the background image from the ori

Table 6. A set of R+G percentiles of 50 cm pieces of spruce lumber and the thres
suggested by the operator providing a satisfactory segmentation.

Board # Percentile features Suggested
threshold1% 5% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 95%

1 177 337 362 388 407 421 432 440 448 455 463 468 300

2 133 317 354 387 409 422 432 439 446 452 459 463 360

3 191 296 341 370 388 402 414 424 433 441 450 455 330

4 259 319 339 360 374 388 401 413 425 436 451 460 300

5 243 339 357 379 397 411 423 433 443 453 463 470 300

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

36 162 229 260 304 343 365 385 405 426 441 453 459 230

37 204 244 272 341 364 376 387 397 406 417 431 440 230

38 196 259 291 326 345 359 371 382 394 408 424 436 220

39 236 294 332 363 379 392 403 414 423 434 445 453 260

40 241 349 370 392 406 416 425 433 440 448 457 462 340

Table 7. The linear least-squares solution for the case of Table 6.

Coefficients for the percentile features

1% 5% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 95%
-0.202 -0.356 1.611 -3.031 7.571 -11.56 8.762 -0.838 2.892 -8.806 9.065 -4.374

A x⋅ b=
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image. In the resulting difference image, the background variations will disappear,
fixed thresholding can be applied.

The problem of the adaptive approaches is the area of support for the adaptation, w
in background image generation, is the size of the lowpass filtering mask. If the ma
large, the adaptation may not be sufficient, and if it is small, the method may adapt to
defects, causing them to be considered as background.

The same applies also to the histogram-based threshold determination. The size
area where the histogram is collected should be large enough to provide suffi
statistics, and on the other hand, small enough to adapt the changes of the surface
meter long lumber board may have remarkable variation of intensity lengthwise, whe
the length of the area of support for histogram collection needs to be for example 2 me
1 meter, or 20 centimeter, depends on the properties of the material and must be de
upon in practical tests.

4.4.3  Connected component analysis

After the segmentation and the block image has been achieved, the connected comp
analysis is applied to the segmented regions to find the regions belonging to the
objects. The connectivity of the neighboring block image pixels is analysed by a
connectivity algorithm which examines the neighboring pixels in all directions around
pixel under analysis. The connectivity analysis produces alabel image, where the pixels
belonging to the same connectedblob have the same value.

An example of the segmenting method applied to a wood image in Fig. 16 is show
Fig. 18. The segmented regions by the region-based segmenting, using 8x8 region si
shown in Fig. 18 a). In this case, applying the segmenting method either to the reg
produced by the non-segmenting method, or to the whole image produces similar re
Fig. 18 b) shows the result of connected components analysis of the segmented re
bounded by the white line. Single 8x8 regions have been discarded. The black line s
the bounding boxes determined by the minimum and maximum coordinates of the b

An efficient implementation of the connected components analysis based on run-le
encoding is given by Haralick & Shapiro (1992). Run-length encoding (RLE) of
segmented regions will ease the computation required for the connected compo
analysis.

4.4.4  Shape features

During the connected components analysis, shape features can be collected and sto
the blobs. These include for example, minimum and maximum coordinates of
bounding box, area, number of thresholded pixels, distance from the closest e
moments and the features derived from them, like lengths of principal axes, aspect
and angle. These features can be used to guide further analysis of the blobs i
contextual analysis stage.

The moment-based features are useful in determining the dimensions of the de
For knots, for example, the dimensions are needed for the minimum and maxim
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diameters. Because the knot can be oriented practically in any angle, the minimum
maximum coordinates of the bounding box do not provide satisfactory information.

A method for calculating the orientation and lengths of the major and minor axes o
ellipse based on the first and second order moments can be found in Haralick & Sh
(1992). Although the blobs are not ellipses, an ellipse can approximate quite wel
convex shape of many wood defects.

An example of the ellipse fitting is shown in Fig. 19. In the moment calculation,
segmented regions can be weighted by the number of thresholded pixels (Fig. 19 a)
giving equal weights to the regions (Fig. 19 b). Although the information is collected fr
a relatively coarse shape based on region-based segmentation, the ellipses fitted s
represent the knots well, and provide a good basis for accurate dimension measurem

4.5  Contextual analysis

Contextualinformation, like shape, orientation and location of the blobs on the lum
wood surface can be used to make assumptions on what defects they might be and
them into preliminary categories. This will ease the further classification. Because t

Fig. 18. Segmenting technique applied to the wood image. a) Region-based segmenting an
b) the result of the connected components analysis. Small regions have been discarded.

a)

b)
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are less classes to be separated, the classification can probably be performed with s
number of features specialized for each category, and possibly some categories d
need any further feature calculation and classification.

The context analyser uses knowledge provided by the user on the location an
shape of different defect categories. The knowledge can be presented as rule
example, “if the blob is located on the edge of the board, is oriented lengthwise, and
medium aspect of ratio, it belongs to the categorywane”. Table 8 summarizes some
general contextual features, that can be used to formulate the rules.

The side of the lumber surface, either heartwood or sapwood, affects the v
appearance of the defects. If the side is known beforehand, it can be used as a con

Table 8. Some general contextual features of wood defects.

category location orientation aspect ratio

wane edge, sapwood lengthwise medium

splits - lengthwise high

core stripes center, heartwood lengthwise medium

light knots heartwood crosswise <medium

dark knots sapwood - low

a) b)

Fig. 19. Ellipse fitting to the region-based segmentation of Fig. 17 a) by weighing with the
number of thresholded pixels and b) by weighing the regions equally. c) Ellipse fitting to the
region-based segmentation of Fig. 18 by weighing with the number of thresholded pixels.

c)
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feature. Defects appearing only on the heartwood side should not be found on the sap
side. If the surface side is not known, it can be determined from the defect types appe
on the surface.

The contextual features calculated from the pixels depend on the imaging resolutio
the imaging resolution is not constant, the features should be calculated from the
dimensions converted from the pixel dimensions of the defects.

General contextual features, like in Table 8, are relatively easy to find and are vali
most wood species and wood cutting methods. Because of the high variability of w
defects, there are always exceptions. The rules should not be too detailed, but rather
general level that they produce acceptable categorization for most of the defects.

4.6  Color feature calculation

In the non-segmenting method, the color percentile features are calculated for the re
obtained by the non-segmenting partitioning. In the segmenting method, the blobs
been preclassified by the contextual analysis, and relevant color percentile feature
calculated for them.

In the segmenting method, the features are calculated from the area guided by the
image (the white boundaries in Fig. 18 b), or inside rectangular bounding box (the b
rectangles in Fig. 18 b). The former approach allows the features to be collected
accurately on the segmented area, and the latter approach typically includes some
clear wood areas to be included in the feature calculation.

The advantages of using rectangular bounding boxes is that the label image i
needed in the feature calculation, the coordinates of the bounding box being the
parameters needed to identify the area for feature calculation. The rectangular appro
a better choice if the training sample collection is based on rectangular areas point
the user, causing the training samples to contain similarly some excess clear wood a

The selection of color percentile features to be calculated depends on the proble
hand. If the features are calculated for the first time for the training samples, then a
set of them is calculated to be reduced by the feature selection algorithm. If the featu
be used are known, only those are calculated.

Invariance properties of color percentile features were discussed in the beginnin
this chapter. Because the intensity of the base wood changes from board to board
even within one board, it needs to be compensated for by the features. The perc
difference features can adapt intensity changes to some extent, but meanwhile some
information may be lost. Another possibility for compensating the intensity variation i
relate the percentile features to the total histogram percentiles of the board, that
calculated at the segmentation stage, for example. This can be accomplished by ta
difference of a certain total histogram percentile and the percentile feature values
using the resulting differences as feature values.

4.7  Feature selection

A huge number of percentile features can be derived from the color histograms. How
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in classification of the defects, the number of the features should be relatively small,
both the calculation and comparison of the features consume time. Using too m
features may also confront thedimensionality problem, which causes the classification
rate to deteriorate when new features are added to solve the classification problem
1981).

Furthermore, many of the percentile features are quite correlated, so the inform
content of them can be typically compressed to only a couple of features. Practical
have shown, that 5 to 15 well selected color percentile features are sufficient to pro
classification results that cannot be improved much by adding new features. The pro
is how to select a set of features containing the essential discriminative information fo
classification problem.

An empirical method for selecting a good feature set is used in this study. It is base
classification tests made with different combinations of features for training material
is relevant to the classification problem. The feature set providing a satisfac
classification result is then selected to be used with the classification problem.

A complete search through all the possible feature combinations produces the op
selection of features for the training material, but demands typically huge amoun
computational resources. For example, the number of possible combinations of 10 fea
from 100 features is about 1.7 * 1013. With a computer able to perform 1000
classifications per second, scanning through the combinations would take more tha
years, if the result for one feature combination is decided on the basis of one classific
If a leave-one-out test is used, and the training material size is 500 samples, for exa
the task takes more than 25000 years.

A solution used for finding a good set of features is a method based on a combin
of sequential forward and backward selection algorithms (Kittler 1978). The fea
selection starts by searching for a single feature giving the best result by looping thr
all the features one by one, and performing a classification test producing a result for
feature. The feature providing the best result is selected to be the result for the sea
dimension one. The search for the second dimension tries to find a second feature a
the remaining features that provides a better result together with the first dimen
feature, than the first dimension feature alone. Stepping forward continues for
following dimensions, searching for a feature improving the result of the previ
dimension. Backward stepping is performed between each dimension to find out
subset of the feature set found provides a better result, since all the subset combin
have not been gone through by the forward stepping. The example of Fig. 20 illust
how the forward and backward stepping proceeds for a knot classification problem
how the classification rate behaves as a function of the feature dimension.

In the printed listing of feature selection in Fig. 20, a better result for dimension tw
obtained after backward stepping at dimension three, when the best feature of dime
one is dropped out.

The curve shows a dropping of the classification accuracy after dimension five, b
still rises at dimension seven and eight. After that, new features do not incr
classification accuracy at all for this training material.

The feature search can be stopped when a certain dimension is reached, or wh
classification rate begins to deteriorate or is not remarkably increased any more.
former choice may lead to too early cancelling of the search if the classification rate
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tends to rise. The latter choice may also cause an early cancelling, since the classifi
rate may decrease only temporarily, as seen from the result curve of Fig. 20.
dimension limited choice is preferable to avoid both too many features being include
the best feature set, and to avoid stopping at possible valleys of the classification
curve.

A problem of a feature search is that the set of features may become too specialize
the training material. In this case, the classification result for an unknown material t
classified may be remarkably worse than the result for the training material. This ca
avoided by not trying to reach the best possible result, but to accept a result of a l
dimension giving a satisfactory result. For example, in Fig. 20, the best result is obta
at dimension 8, but a satisfactory level compared to the best result can be achieved a
at dimensions 4 or 5.

An important aspect is that the training set should contain enough representative d
samples from all the defect categories to be classified. This means preferably hundr
samples per class, rather than only tens. The importance of a class and the difficulty
of its separation determines the relative number of samples needed from each cla
general rule-of-thumb is that each class to be separated from each other should c
approximately an equal number of samples. Usually the rare defect types shou
represented better than their relative number in the available material implies.

4.8  Classification of the defects

In this study, the classification of the defects is made by the means of statistical pa
recognition: a set of features is calculated for the object, and the classifier assign
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DIM 1:  52.27 % error with feature
color_B_95.00

DIM 2:  49.43 % error with features
color_G_97.00
color_B_95.00

DIM 3:  48.01 % error with features
color_G_97.00
color_B_95.00
color_R_4.00

Backward stepping:
DIM 2:  47.44 % error with features

color_G_97.00
color_R_4.00

DIM 3:  42.90 % error with features
color_G_97.00
color_R_4.00
color_G_1.00-B_1.00

DIM 4:  38.92 % error with features
color_G_97.00
color_R_10.00
color_R_4.00
color_G_1.00-B_1.00

...

Fig. 20. Feature selection with forward and backward stepping. The obtained classification
rate as a function of the dimension of the feature vector is plotted.
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object to one of the possible classes.
As seen from the overview of the related research (Section 2.4), there is a multitu

choices for the classification. The classification schemes can be divided to parametr
non-parametric classifiers. The parametric classifiers assume that the distribution o
features is known, typically normal distribution. Non-parametric classifiers are used i
distributions of the features are unknown or the number of training samples is relat
small, as is the case usually with real data.

A general best choice for a classifier does not exist, it should be selected accordi
the requirements and the nature of the classification problem. The choice is usua
compromise between aspects like classification accuracy, complexity of training
classification, and the possibility to adjust the classification rate by the user. A compa
of classifiers can tell which classifier gives the best classification accuracy for
application. In practical tests it has appeared that the classification rates of diffe
relevant classifiers appear quite similar, the differences being in the complexity of
implementation and use of the classifier.

The important and often neglected aspect with the classifiers is how the user can
control the classifier, adjust classification rates, label new classes and see reaso
misclassification. A classification user interface based on self-organizing maps for v
surface inspection purposes that offers visualization of the classifier is introduce
Chapter 5.

In the method experiments of this study, the classification is performed with a n
parametrick nearest neighbor(k-NN) classifier. A k-NN classifier searches for thek
nearest neighbors for an unknown sample in the feature space spanned by the se
features of the training samples. The class names of the nearest neighbors are exa
and the name of the majority is given to the unknown sample. Figure 21 illustrat
fictitiousk-NN classification with two features fork = 3.

feature 1

feature 2

Fig. 21. An example of thek nearest neighbors. Training samples of two classes (circles and
triangles) in a feature space spanned by two features. An unknown sample (black rectangle)
is shown in the training space and the three nearest training samples are visualized by the
links from the unknown sample. The 3-NN class boundary is drawn approximately to the
figure.

3-NN class boundary
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As with all distance-based classifiers, correct scaling of the features is required.
different features should have a similar value range in order to have equal weights i
distance calculation. The similar value range is typically obtained by normalising
value range of a certain feature to be located between some minimum and maxi
values, or to have a certain mean and deviation.

An advantage of thek-NN classifier and the reason why it used in the experiments
the simplicity and easiness of usage, thek being the only parameter needed. No aprio
knowledge of the feature distributions is needed. Because the classification is b
directly on the training samples, they must be carefully selected, as discussed wit
feature selection algorithm.

A disadvantage is the search time for the nearest neighbors that is relative to
number of training samples. Therefore algorithms has been developed for reducin
number of training samples by removing some redundant samples. The samples
class boundaries are the most important, and samples inside the class clusters are
redundant. An example of such an algorithm isMultiedit by Devijver and Kittler (1982).

Approaches for fast searching for the nearest neighbors have also been presen
many research groups. A good collection of these methods and also many other n
neighbor classification related articles can be found in Dasarathy (1991).

Although ak-NN classifier was used in this study for the method experiments, it is
necessarily recommended for a real time application. The simplicity of the use and
comparable performance level of thek-NN classifier encourage its use in non-real tim
method development.

4.9  Complexity of the methods

The complexity of color percentile feature calculation andk-NN classification are
determined in the following. After that the total complexities of the the non-segmen
and segmenting methods are estimated with some assumptions about the amo
incoming data and other relevant parameters. The complexity estimates give an id
how much computational resources the execution of the methods require.

4.9.1  Complexity of color percentile feature calculation

The C code for the color percentile calculation is presented in Appendix B. The opera
counts are made separately for arithmetic operations, i.e., operations made w
referencing memory, and for memory operations. This helps in determining how m
memory I/O is needed by the algorithm.

As an example, the operations of the histogram clearing are shown in the listing be
for( i = 0;

i < BINS;
i++ )

{
HR[i] = 0;
HG[i] = 0;
HB[i] = 0;

}

// arith.op.
// arith.op.
// arith.op.
//
// mem.op.
// mem.op.
// mem.op.
//
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The remarks after the ‘//’ symbol are added to explain whether the operation i
arithmetic or a memory operation. The first operationi = 0 is performed only once
during a single algorithm execution. The operations of the while loop are executed
for each loop pass. The number of the loop passes is equal to the value of BINS, s
starts from 0 and goes to BINS-1. The condition for continuing the loop, i < BINS
executed one more time at the exit from the loop. Thus the count of the operations i
BINS memory operations, 2 x BINS arithmetic operations inside the while loop an
other arithmetic operations, making a total of 5 x BINS + 2 operations for the histog
clearing. Table 9 summarizes the operation counts for the whole color perce
calculation algorithm.

BINS is the number of histogram bins, FEATURES is the number of percentile feat
calculated, and OBJ_PIXELS is the number of object pixels the histogram is colle
from. The total operation count is in the lower right corner of Table 9.

The number of operations for calculating 10 RGB histogram percentile features
objects of different size and with different histogram bin counts are presented in Table

Sometimes it is useful to relate the total operation counts to the number of proce
pixels. Values for the operation counts per object pixel are presented in Table 11.

Parallelization of the color percentile algorithm can be achieved easily. The method
be divided into three parallel processors, each handling one of the color channels.
reduces the number of operations per processor to about one third of a single proce

Table 9. The formulas for the number of operations of the RGB histogram
percentile feature method.

memory operations arithmetic operations TOTAL operations
clearing histograms 3 x BINS 2 x BINS + 2 5 x BINS + 2

histogram collection 6 x OBJ_PIXELS 2 x OBJ_PIXELS + 2 8 x OBJ_PIXELS + 2

feature calculation 6 x BINS + FEATURES
16 x BINS + FEA-

TURES + 8
22 x BINS + FEA-

TURES + 8

TOTAL
9 x BINS +

6 x OBJ_PIXELS +
FEATURES

18 x BINS +
2 x OBJ_PIXELS +
FEATURES + 12

27 x BINS +
8 x OBJ_PIXELS +
2 x FEATURES + 12

Table 10. The number of operations needed for RGB color
percentile histogram calculation for one object
(FEATURES = 10).

Number of operations for a single object (x 103)

Object size BINS = 128 BINS = 256

16x16 5.5 9.0

32x32 11.7 15.1

64x64 36.2 39.7

128x128 134 138
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4.9.2  Complexity of k-NN classification

Counting the number of operations ofk-NN classifier is not simple, since the complexit
of the nearest neighbor searching depends on the organization of the training sample
the classified sample in the feature space. However, the formulas for calculating estim
of non-optimized operation counts are presented in Table 12.

The operation counts are almost proportional to the number of training samples
features. The effect of thek value is less significant to the operation count. An exception
this is the 1-NN classifier, which can be implemented much more simply than
classifiers withk > 1 requiring additional storing and sorting of several nearest neighb

As an example, operation counts for classification of one object withk-NN classifier
are shown in Table 13.

Many techniques have been proposed for speeding up the nearest neighbor s
Dasarathy (1991) has collected papers considering the computational concerns of n
neighbor classification. The speed-up is achieved usually either by preprocessing

Table 11. The number of operations needed for RGB
color percentile histogram calculation per object pixel
(FEATURES = 10).

Number of operations per object pixel

Object size BINS = 128 BINS = 256

16x16 21.6 35.1

32x32 11.4 14.8

64x64 8.8 9.7

Table 12. The formulas for determining approximate operation counts for k-NN of
one object with certain values of k.

1-NN 3-NN 5-NN 7-NN

operation count
for one sample
(approximately)

TRAINING_SAM
PLES x (FEA-

TURES x 6 + 4)

TRAINING_SAM
PLES x (FEA-

TURES x 6 + 17) +
800

TRAINING_SAM
PLES x (FEA-

TURES x 6 + 21) +
1100

TRAINING_SAM
PLES x (FEA-

TURES x 6 + 25) +
1500

Table 13. The number of operations for k-NN classification of one
object for a different number of training samples (FEATURES = 10).

TRAINING
SAMPLES

Number of operations (x 103)

1-NN 3-NN 5-NN 7-NN

100 6.4 8.5 9.2 10.0

200 12.8 16.2 17.3 18.5

500 32.0 39.3 41.6 44.0

1000 64.0 77.8 82.1 86.5
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reorganizing the training space or by advanced searching strategies. He summarize
there are two aspects to the computational load assessment of nearest ne
classification: the operational phase load of identifying the nearest neighbor(s) an
preprocessing or learning phase load of data restructuring or reorganizing for enha
efficiency of the operational phase. There is a trade-off between the computa
consumed in these two phases. If there is no preprocessing, the operational costs ar
In some approaches the operational costs are lower, but the preprocessing cost
appear high.

As mentioned in Chapter 4.8, thek-NN classifier was used in the non-real tim
experiments because of its ease of use and other good properties, but it is not nece
recommended for a real time application.

The SOM-based classifier proposed in Chapter 5 can be compared to a 1-NN clas
in the classification in complexity estimation. The number of SOM nodes can
considered as the number of training samples in the 1-NN classifier. The SOM m
presented in Chapter 5 have 12x8 = 96 nodes, for example.

4.9.3  Complexity of the non-segmenting method

The non-segmenting method consists of calculating color histogram features
rectangular regions covering all the inspected area and classifying these regions to re
categories. The complexity of the non-segmenting method is illustrated by two exam
cases, having certain assumptions about the image size, region size, and severa
parameters.

The first case assumes an image of size 1000x12500 pixels, corresponding to a 30
x 5000 mm softwood lumber board imaged at 0.3 mm x 0.4 mm resolution. Fur
assumptions are 256 bins for the histogram calculation, 10 color percentile feature
200 training samples for the 3-NN classifier. The operation counts are presented in
14.

To calculate estimates of the number of operations per second, assumptions abou
the incoming data rate and the number of objects must be made. If one board needs
processed in one second, the values of Table 14 correspond to the values for operatio
second. For example, to process one wood image in a second, the calculation o

Table 14. The number of operations needed for the non-
segmenting method for a lumber wood image of 1000 x
12500 pixels (BINS = 256, FEATURES = 10, TRAINING
SAMPLES = 200).

Region size Number of operations (x 106)

Color percentile features 3-NN classification

16x16 450 791

32x32 188 198

64x64 124 49.4

128x128 105 12.4
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percentile features with 64 x 64 region size requires about 124 million operations
second (MOPS) to be processed and the classification about 50 MOPS.

Parallelization of the color percentile algorithm to three processors reduces the nu
of operations per processor to about one third from the values presented in Table 14
example, in the above case, dividing the color percentile calculation among t
processors requires less than 50 MOPS per processor.

Because the classification also requires 50 MOPS, four processors capable of ha
50 MOPS are required to perform a non-segmenting technique for a lumber wood im
of 1000 x 12500 pixels with 64 x 64 region size in one second.

The second case assumes a 800x1750 pixel parquet slab image, corresponding
mm x 625 mm parquet slab imaged at about 0.1 mm x 0.4 mm resolution. The param
are 256 bins for the histograms, 10 features and a 3-NN classifier with 500 trai
samples. The operation counts are presented in Table 15.

For example, grading 3 parquet slabs per second using 32 x 32 region size wit
above parameteres requires 20.6 x 3 = 62 MOPS for the feature calculation with a s
processor and about 53.7 x 3 = 161 MOPS for classification.

The classification task can be divided among three processors, for example, every
slab is classified with the same processor. This gives one second time for completi
the classification, which means 53.7 MOPS per processor. Thus, the non-segme
method for parquet grading can be accomplished with four processors capable of han
about 60 MOPS.

4.9.4  Complexity of the segmenting method

The segmenting method uses region-based thresholding and connected comp
analysis to locate the defect areas. Shape and color percentile features are calcula
the detected areas and they are classified with ak-NN classifier.

In the connected components analysis, the run-length encoding-based (RLE) app
is very efficient (Haralick & Shapiro 1992), since it reduces the amount of d
remarkably. Although the RLE was not implemented in the experimental setup, it
good approach for a real time implementation, and its complexity is considered in
chapter.

The formulas for calculating the operation counts are presented in Table 16.

Table 15. The number of operations needed for the non-
segmenting method for a parquet image of 800 x 1750 pixels
(BINS = 256, FEATURES = 10, TRAINING SAMPLES =
500).

Region size Number of operations (x 106)

Color percentile features 3-NN classification

16x16 49.2 215

32x32 20.6 53.7

64x64 13.5 13.4
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operation counts are based on non-optimised implementations of the segmenting m
PIXELS is the number of the pixels of the image, BLOCKS is the number of pixels in
block image, RUNS is the number of runs from the run length encoding, BLOBS is
number of blobs obtained from the connected components analysis, and OBJ_BLOC
the number of blocks in a blob. The moment features include first and second o
moment determination, and derivation of the center of gravity, principal axes lengths
orientations.

In Table 17, example values of the operation counts are calculated assuming a 1
12500 image size and the blobs being of fixed size 32x32 pixels. A typical numbe
blobs from a lumber board is 10 - 100. The operation counts are calculated with
without applying the region-based thresholding. For the results without region-ba
thresholding every pixel of the image is subjected to the RLE, CCA and moment fea
calculation.

From the Table 17, it is clearly visible that the execution time of the segmen
method is dominated by the number of image pixels. The region-based thresholding s
to demand more computation compared to segmentation based on single pixels, e
when the number of blobs is high. However, the benefit of the region-based thresho
can be seen from the reduced operation counts of run-length coding, conne

Table 16. The formulas for the number of operations of the segmenting method.

8x8 region-based
thresholding

RLE CCA moment features percentile features

5.5 x PIXELS
4 x BLOCKS +

5 x RUNS
19 x RUNS + 11 x

BLOBS

(24 x
OBJ_BLOCKS +

50) x BLOBS

(from Table 9) x
BLOBS

Table 17. The number of operations for the segmenting method with shape
and color percentile feature calculation (image size 1000x12500, blob size
32x32, BINS = 256, FEATURES = 10, TRAINING SAMPLES = 500).

Number
of blobs

Number of operations (x 106) TOTAL
number of

operations (x
106)

8x8
region-
based

threshold-
ing

RLE CCA moment
features

percen-
tile fea-

tures

3-NN
classifi-
cation

without region-based thresholding

1 - 50.0 0.00062 0.025 0.015 0.039 50

10 - 50.0 0.0062 0.25 0.15 0.39 51

100 - 50.0 0.062 2.5 1.5 3.9 58

1000 - 50.1 0.62 25 15 39 130

with region-based thresholding

1 68.7 0.78 0.000087 0.00043 0.015 0.039 69

10 68.7 0.78 0.00087 0.0043 0.15 0.39 70

100 68.7 0.78 0.0087 0.043 1.5 3.9 75

1000 68.7 0.80 0.087 0.43 15 39 124
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components analysis and moment-based shape feature calculation. The low ope
counts may enable these procedures to be implemented without any special hard
probably even with software running on a PC. The other benefits of the region-b
thresholding, like clustering of distinct pixels and less strict threshold requirements,
been described in Chapter 4.4.1.

The percentile feature calculation does not gain any benefit from the region-b
segmentation, since all the pixels of the object area need to be included to the histogr

4.9.5  A hardware implementation

A cheap digital signal processor (DSP) like the TMS320C32 (Texas Instruments: h
www.ti.com) running at 40 MHz can perform about 30 million instructions per seco
(MIPS) and about 60 million floating point operations per second (MFLOPS). A h
performance DSP can perform 1600 MIPS or 1000 MFLOPS (TMS320C6701, 200 M

How the MOPS values are related to the MIPS and MFLOPS values depends o
processor properties, as well as on the optimization capabilities of the programme
compiler. The number of instructions needed for an operation may vary, some opera
may require several instructions, but in some cases, one instruction can perform mu
operations of a certain type.

The color percentile feature calculation algorithm was implemented with DSP in
ESPRIT project P21023 - CATIE. A general overview of the implementation is presen
in Fig. 22.

DSP 1
background removal
RLE

DSP 2
CCA

percentile calculation

classification

Image memory 1
several Mbytes

Image memory 2
for storing 1 object
several kbytes

RGB image

Integer DSP 1

Integer DSP 2

Integer DSP 3

Histogram memory 1

Histogram memory 2

Histogram memory 3

shape analysis

Fig. 22. Software block diagram of a DSP implementation for segmenting method and color
percentile histogram calculation. Printed with permission from the partner of ESPRIT
project P21023 - CATIE.
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A picture of the implementation of a PC-based system for segmenting method
color histogram percentile calculation is shown in Fig. 23. The boards are from le
right: a Pentium PC board driving the user interface, a framegrabber board with on
illumination profile correction, and two DSP boards as depicted in Fig. 22 both contai
two floating point Analog Devices Sharc DSPs and three to six integer DSPs for c
histogram calculation. The DSP boards are connected to each other with a backplan
also performs run length encoding (RLE).

The floating point DSPs are rated 120 MFLOPS and the integer DSPs 33 MIPS.
board is capable of calculating and classifying 15 color percentile features for about 1
objects per second.

4.10  Discussion

The color percentile features calculated from RGB color channels are effective and si
for discriminating wood defects. The performance of the RGB color space is demonst
in experiment 2 in Chapter 6, and the performance of the color percentile features

Fig. 23. The implementation of a PC-based system for the segmenting method and color histo
gram percentile calculation. Printed with permission from the partner of the ESPRIT project
P21023 - CATIE.
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earlier comparison to Gabor features with and without color information (Lampinenet al.
1994). The complexity estimations of the methods were made, proving their capabilit
real time implementation. The example hardware implementation of the color perce
feature calculation further proves their suitability for real time applications. These asp
establish the second contribution of this study.

The non-segmenting and segmenting methods were originally intended to be
together as described in the beginning of the chapter. However, in the experiments o
study, they are used separately. The non-segmenting method was not used for lu
defect detection and recognition, since arranging the training material would have
difficult. In the parquet defect recognition experiment it was possible to use it, since
defect areas were exactly marked in the images. The new classification user inte
concept introduced in the next chapter offers better possibilities for the training mat
collection, especially relieving training with the non-segmenting approach.
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5. Classification user interface

In this chapter, a classifier user interface based on self-organizing maps (SOM
proposed. The SOM-based approach was developed to help in the common pro
related to defect classification in visual surface inspection systems, like collection
manual labelling of training material, and adjusting the classifier to perform in the des
manner. The approach has been recently published by Kauppinenet al. (1999).

Typically, the collection and manual labelling of training samples requires much ef
and is error prone since the defect classes may appear difficult to discriminate even
human. With traditional approaches, easy and intuitive visualization of the classifie
also difficult and quick adjustments to the classifier are almost impossible to achieve
classifier appears as a black box to the operator, the only way to control it is by
selection and labelling of new training material. Frequent changes in the inspe
material or imaging conditions may lead to inpractical often repetitive training mate
collection cycles.

5.1  Classifier training

The block diagram of a general simplified machine vision method was shown in Figu
consisting of an image preprocessor, a defect detector, a feature extractor, and a cla
The main interest in this chapter is in how theoperator, a person, performs the training
and operation of the classifier.

Classification issupervisedif the classes are knowna priori, andunsupervisedif they
are not (Kohonen 1997). To give background to the SOM-based approach, the supe
and unsupervised approaches are described in the following.

5.1.1  Supervised classification

Supervised classifier training means training with a teacher, with the goal of decrea
the average expected difference between wanted classification for training samples a
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current classification (Kohonen 1997). The inspection system presented in Figure 24
supervised classifier training.

The operator picks training samples with their features from the defect detections.
training samples are labelled by the operator and provided as training data fo
classifier. The operator may observe the result of the classification by looking at
classified defects. The classifier itself remains more or less a black box.

The problem with the supervised approach is that the necessary manual lab
process, sample by sample, is error prone. In some cases it is difficult for a huma
discriminate between the defect classes. As a result, the training samples ma
inconsistently labelled, thus degrading the resulting classification accuracy.

For example, the class boundaries between various types of knots are not
specified. Examples of confusing wood defect samples are shown in Fig. 25, where
row represents training samples for one class. However, the two last samples on eac
are obviously wrongly labelled.

The labelling problem is further amplified by the material and illumination variatio
which may cause the developers and end users to face a frustrating everlasting tr
task that is far from the initial idea of an accurate automatic visual inspection device.

5.1.2  Unsupervised classification

In unsupervised classification, the categories of the samples need not be k
beforehand. The approach is to use a clustering method to discover whether the sa
fall in a finite set of categories, for example, according to their similarity relatio
(Kohonen 1997). Clustering methods include hierarchical clustering, splitting
merging methods andk-means clustering, for example (Kohonen 1997). A block diagra
of the unsupervised approach for visual surface inspection is presented in Fig. 26.

As in the supervised case, the defect detections and their features are obtained fro
inspection system and are fed to the clustering method. After the clusters have

Fig. 24. The block diagram of visual surface inspection using supervised classification. The
feature extractor and classifier are a part of the method presented in Fig. 3.

feature
extractor

operator
(a person)

classifier

training material observations

defect detections classified

labelled
training data

defects

collection
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Fig. 25. Examples of wood defect training samples. a) Dry knots, b) black knots and c) sound
knots. The first two samples in each row present typical cases, and the remaining two border-
line cases are obviously incorrectly manually labelled.

feature
extractor

operator
(a person)

Fig. 26. The block diagram of visual surface inspection using unsupervised classification.
The feature extractor and classifier are a part of the method presented in Fig. 3.

observations

defect detections classified
defects

labelling
visualization

clustering/
classifier
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formed, they can be labelled by the user and the classifier has been established. In
words, a supervised stage is necessary to get the relevant class names for the clust

The advantage of unsupervised classification is that the effort of labelling and prob
due to sample labelling errors are smaller, since the decision of the class names
based on single samples, but on the samples of whole clusters. A visualization to
sketched in Fig. 26 for making the cluster labelling possible.

However, control of the classifier based on the clusters may appear difficult. Becau
many visual inspection applications the different classes may appear very similar,
will be overlapping clusters. What is needed to adjust the classification is the control o
cluster boundaries. The most intuitive way to do the adjusting would be reshaping
class boundaries, like thek-NN classifier boundary sketched in Fig. 21. This is easy in t
case of only two features, but in a typical classification case the feature space has
dimensions and the visualization of the classifier becomes more difficult to arra
Visualization of the interrelations of clusters is not incorporated into the cluster
methods.

5.2  The SOM-based approach

In the following, a self-organizing map (SOM) -based classifier and user interface sch
is proposed for a compromise between supervised and unsupervised approache
solution supports labelling of the samples, simplifies the retraining whenever the ma
or imaging conditions change, provides an intuitive user interface, and is computatio
attractive for real time implementations.

The SOM is an algorithm used to visualize and interprete large high-dimensional
sets by projecting them to a low-dimensional space that has typically one or
dimensions. The SOM theory and algorithm is presented thoroughly by Kohonen (19
The main applications of the SOM are thus the visualization of complex data in a t
dimensional display, and the creation of abstractions, as in many clustering techn
Kohonen (1997). However, the SOM is not a clustering method, since it does not tr
represent different clusters of the data but the probability density of the data. This ca
some problems related to rare classes and is discussed in Section 5.4.1.

A SOM consists of grid neurons, or nodes, that are associated with a model of a
vector. The SOM attempts to represent all the available observations with the nodes
map. An important property of the SOM is that it projects similar data vectors clos
each other and dissimilar ones far from each other in the topology of the map. In the
form, the SOM defines an “elastic net” of points that are fitted to the input signal spac
approximate its density function in an ordered way. Kohonen (1997). An example of
a SOM attemps to represent data in a simple two-dimensional case is shown in Fig. 

SOM has been applied in engineering, economics, medicine, natural sciences
humanities for various data analysis purposes, like clustering, visualization,
organization, characterisation, and exploration (Kohonen 1997). In the area of v
inspection, SOM has been used for unsupervised segmentation of defects (Iivarinenet al.
1996) feature extraction of wood surface defects (Lampinen & Smolander 1994; 19
classification of textile defects (Sardy & Ibrahim 1996, Tolba & Abu-Rezeq 199
classification of mammographic images (Sardy & Ibrahim 1996), and identifying col
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A versatile data analysis tool, the Neural Data Analysis environment (NDA),

presented by Häkkinen & Koikkalainen (1997). It is based on a variant of SOM, tr
structured SOM (TS-SOM) (Koikkalainen 1994). TS-SOM offers advantages in
computational efficiency, controlling the detail level of a SOM, and the control of SO
parameters. NDA is a tool for making human controlled iterative and interactive d
analysis. Data can be displayed in a human understandable form in a SOM display. T
similar to the idea of the user interface presented in the following. However, instea
visualizing features or statistics in the nodes, the images of the data sample
visualized.

5.2.1  The SOM-based user interface

The proposed SOM-based user interface consists of a 2-D SOM display with
possibility of visualizing the data samples mapped to the nodes. The display opera
the same time as a classifier, where the labels assigned to the nodes contro
classification. The user may edit the labels of the nodes according to the observatio
the visualised sample images. Fig. 28 shows the principle of the approach.

Fig. 27. A SOM (grid with rectangular nodes) projected over a scatterplot of two features,x
and y. The circles represent data points. The SOM attempts to represent all the available
data points with the nodes of the map.
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The proposed operation sequence with the SOM-based user interface is as follows
inspection system is let to run and make detections, and the features of a large num
samples are used to train the SOM. The system operator looks at the images of the tr
samples in different parts of the map, and makes decisions on proper class names
nodes and assigns the labels to the nodes. After labelling, the SOM is ready
classification.

In other words, the SOM is trained in a unsupervised manner, but the map labelli
done in a supervised manner. The advantage is that usually the effort needed to lab
nodes of the SOM is much smaller than labelling separate training samples.

The main features of the proposed user interface are: 1) training material collection
unsupervised manner and labelling via the SOM display, 2) two-dimensional display
visualizing the images of detected items from the inspection process in an ordered m
and 3) the possibility to adjust the classification directly on the SOM display.

5.3  Example of the user interface

An example of the SOM-based user interface is shown in Fig. 29, in which a 12x8 S
has been trained with samples from the wood defect classification problem. The labe
given on the basis of the samples and shown in the nodes. The cluster boundarie
sketched with broken lines drawn by hand. Labelled samples can be used if availabl
according to the original idea the labels are not required.

As an example, the user wants to know where the samples having class labelgood
(defect free) samples are located in the map. This is possible to do only if the samples
class labels. The numbers at the top of the nodes indicate the number ofgoodsamples in
each node. A couple ofgoodsamples are classified assound knotsandcracks, thus being
false alarms.

The upper right window shows the feature values of a node pointed to by a mo
currently showing the values of the upper left corner node of the SOM. This is

feature
extractor

operator
(a person)

Fig. 28. The block diagram of visual surface inspection using the proposed SOM-based clas-
sifier.

observationslabelling

defect detections classified
defects

classifier &
visualization

(SOM)
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necessary in a user interface, but useful for a method developer. The lower right win
shows a list of the current class names. The prototype was developed in a Windows N
environment with Visual C++ and is based on the SOM_PAK software (Kohonenet al.
1996).

5.3.1  Showing sample images

The SOM can be called “a sample space” instead of a feature space. The samples o
are mapped with the nearest neighbor principle to the nodes of the SOM. Thus,
certain sample set, a SOM node contains zero or more samples mapped to that nod

Showing the sample images assigned to the SOM nodes is the essential aspect
classifier visualization. The samples the SOM is trained or tested with can be visualiz
images upon request. That means, for example, by pointing to a node of the SOM m
list of images of the samples of that particular node are visualized on the screen.
information the user gets from the images can be used for labelling or relabelling
nodes, as will be described in the next section.

Fig. 29. A view to the user interface. The SOM of wood defects. The cluster boundaries are
sketched with broken lines by hand. A number in a node indicates the number ofgoodsam-
ples hitting the node. The upper right window shows the feature values of a node pointed to
by a mouse. The lower right window shows a list of valid class names. The letters a) - e) refer
to Fig. 30.

a) c)

d)

b)

e)
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An example of the samples mapped to the nodes of the SOM in Fig. 29 are show
Fig. 30. The images a) - e) refer to the corresponding SOM nodes in Fig. 29. The im
display is a scroll list of the images belonging to the selected node. Class labels ca
shown, if the training data is labelled.

Fig. 30. Examples of wood defect samples mapped to certain SOM nodes in Fig 29. The let
ters a) - e) refer to the nodes in Fig. 29.

a) b)

c) d) e)
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Another efficient visualization technique is to show one sample on each node ove
SOM map, thus giving an overview of the variation of the sample images at a glance.
31 illustrates this by showing an instance of the samples of the SOM nodes in Fig. 29
broken lines, denoting the cluster boundaries, have been drawn by hand to make the
clusters more visible.

By having a display like proposed in Fig. 31, the labelling task of the training samp
and the classifier is relieved remarkably. The user sees an overview of the unlab
samples and can decide the class names and boundaries intuitively based on the th

The requirement for showing the images is that they can be stored during the inspe
process. This implies that the classification methodology needs to be taken into ac
from the very beginning of the development of the system. Furthermore, the content o
images must be semantically clear to the user, in order to be able to decide the c
from the image information only.

5.3.2  Classification and adjusting the classifier

The classification principle with a labelled SOM is similar to the nearest neighbor sea
The best matching node is sought for an unknown sample to be classified, and the
label of that node is given to the sample. The classification result can be shown

Fig. 31. The SOM of Fig. 29 mapped with sample images of wood defects. Each image is an
instance of the samples in each node. The broken lines denoting the cluster boundaries are
sketched by hand.
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confusion matrix for a labelled map. This requires of course, that labelled samples
available.

The classification can be adjusted directly on the SOM display. This is done
observing the sample images mapped to the SOM nodes and changing the labels
nodes according to the observations. For example, a node at the border of two classe
shift from one class to another due to changes in the inspection conditions or insp
material. The number of nodes in the SOM determines how accurately changes in
borders can be made.

5.3.3  Computational complexity

Visual inspection applications require a real time response from the classifier. The s
for the best matching node for an unknown sample to be classified requires as
comparisons and distance calculations as there are nodes in the SOM. Furthermore
distance calculation requires as many calculations as there are features.

The complexity of classification is comparable to the complexity of 1-NN classificat
determined in Section 4.9.2. Classification of one sample with a 200 node SOM wit
features takes about 12800 arithmetic operations. With 1 MOPS (million operations
second) this means 78 classifications per second.

For most applications, a real time SOM-based classification is easily implement
with a modern DSP capable of hundreds of MIPS (million instructions per seco
Remarkable improvement of computational efficiency can be achieved with TS-S
(Koikkalainen 1994). Special SOM hardware accelerators have also been deve
(Kohonen 1997; Rüpinget al. 1997).

5.4  Problems related with SOM

There are several problems with SOM that may cause difficulties in using it for vis
inspection tasks. They are presented here with proposals for solutions.

5.4.1  Weighting rare class samples

SOM makes a non-linear projection of the probability density function of the input d
onto a lower dimensional space. This property causes a problem for the rare classes
inspected material.

If the majority of the training material contains samples of a certain class, then
majority of the SOM nodes are assigned to this class. On the other hand, some imp
but seldom appearing classes may get only a few nodes, if any. This is not the de
result, since the rare class may affect the quality of the product in a substantial ma
The situation can be improved by weighting the rare samples in the SOM training.
problem is, having unlabeled training data, it is not always known beforehand w
samples are the rare class samples.

If the rare class samples seem to appear consistently at certain areas of the SO
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SOM can be retrained by using the training samples mapped to these areas multiple
in a new training cycle. Weighting is supported by SOM_PAK training routines.

The desired result of the weighted training is assigning more nodes for the rare
samples in the SOM, thus giving more possibilities to control the classification bounda
inside the rare class cluster.

An example of weighting is illustrated in Fig. 32. The SOM on the left is trained w
unlabelled detections from a wood inspection system. The light sound knot and
alarm samples mapped to the nodes to the right of the broken line were considered
weakly represented in the SOM, and were given a weight of 10. A new SOM training
performed resulting in the SOM on the right showing an enlarged area for these sam
giving better separation for the classes inside the false alarm and sound knot cluster

5.4.2  Unexpected data

With unexpected data, we mean a sample item, an outlier, whose feature values
remarkably from the training data that the SOM is trained with. Such a sample can c
from a detection of background, specular reflection, an unknown object, pencil mark
etc.

An outlier sample will be mapped to some border node of the SOM, if its euclid
distance to all the SOM nodes is high. An alarm can be generated if a condition such
the shortest distance is found at a border node, and it is larger than a threshold val
fulfilled. The user may decide, on the basis of the image of the alarmed defect on
display, what to do in that situation.

5.4.3  Feature selection

One principal problem is the selection of features to be used in the SOM training
classification. In visual inspection applications, finding suitable features is not usu
self-evident. Very seldom can the best features be decided on by just looking a
material to be inspected.

A typical solution is to calculate a large number of features of a certain set of sam
representing the classes to be separated, and then performing a best feature se
algorithm. This has been discussed in Section 4.7.

A unsupervised best feature selection is difficult to arrange, since the classes typ
do not form clear clusters, and any measures based on cluster formation cannot be a
reliably. Therefore labelled training samples are needed to be able to select the
features.

5.4.4  Orientation of the SOM

The resulting SOMs from a SOM training process may be oriented practically in
manner, even for almost the same training data, i.e., a certain class may appear
location on the map. This is not a desired property for a user interface, especially i
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Fig. 32. The effect of weighting. The SOM on the left is trained with unlabelled detections
from a wood inspection system. The light sound knot and false alarm samples mapped to the
nodes to the right of the broken line were considered to be weakly represented in the SOM,
and were given a weight of 10. A new SOM training was performed resulting in the SOM on
the right showing an enlarged area for this area giving a better separation for the classes
inside it.
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SOMs are changed frequently because of material changes.
The orientation of the SOM can be controlled by forcing some training sample

certain locations on the map. However, this may disturb the formation of the SOM, un
carefully designed. Another very useful approach is to use a linearly initialized m
instead of random initialization, and a smaller neighborhood radius in the training in o
to avoid map rotation.

5.4.5  Parameters of training

The control of training parameters of the SOM requires lots of practical knowledge.
parameters needed in SOM training are the size of the map, the number of training e
for coarse and fine training, the size of the neighbourhood, and the learning rate
example.

The SOM_PAK software has a procedure for best map selection based on minim
the average quantization error. Several trials of random initializations are performed
the map having the smallest average quantization error is selected.

The TS-SOM approach relieves the parameter selection and satisfactory results
been obtained with fixed parameter settings (Häkkinen & Koikkalainen 1997).

5.5  Discussion

A user interface for visual surface inspection applications based on SOM was prese
and this constitutes the third contribution of this study. The approach has advantages
both unsupervised and supervised classification schemes. It provides an intuitive
interface by giving a concrete way of seeing a classification problem, even for a use
familiar with SOMs.

The concept of SOM can be hidden in the user interface, since the user of an inspe
system does not necessarily have knowledge of SOMs. What the user sees is
dimensional display containing colors, class names, images, or contours between the
clusters. The system administrator or manufacturer is supposed to do the more co
tasks, like training or refining of the SOM.

In practise, the inspection system manufacturer can provide pre-trained and lab
SOMs, that are only refined at the user’s site. The pre-trained SOM could be set up
typical samples obtained from the user, or even artificial samples if the feature v
variation can be estimated beforehand.

The SOM-based user interface is also useful for training material collection
analysis purposes. The labelled SOM can be used to save the data samples as la
training samples, if necessary. The visualized samples on the SOM can also guid
naming of the classes, like making decisions of new class names for a new classific
problem.

The SOM-based user interface can also be used for off-line classification. In s
inspection applications not requiring real time defect classification, it is possible
perform human assisted off-line classification after the inspected items have been sca
By viewing the sample images over the SOM, the user may quickly scan through
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distribution of sample categories present and make the application relevant decision
general quality, for example.

With the SOM-based approach, higher false alarm rates from the defect detector c
allowed. The false alarms are likely to get their own cluster in the SOM, and can be pr
at the classifier stage without much additional effort in labelling of false alarm train
samples. A higher false alarm rate means usually a lower error escape rate, and
detection rates for small and faint defects.

The problem of the non-segmenting method presented earlier in this study has bee
tremendous amount of work in manual labelling of the training samples. The SOM
presented supports the use of that approach by relieving the training work. The use
SOM-based user interface with the non-segmenting method constitutes one of the
research topics.

The proposed SOM-based approach has not yet been used in industrial environm
Among method developers and system integrators it has received enthusiastic feedb
a promising tool for method development and testing. However, a daily user might h
different opinions about its usability. The prototype of the user interface presented
needs to be developed further and integrated to a existing visual inspection syste
usability in real on-line situations with the daily users needs to be tested.
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6. Experiments

6.1  Experiment 1: Grading simulator

The evaluation of the performance of the inspection system from detection to final gra
is difficult in the beginning of the development, because the whole system does not
yet. A simulator environment to accomplish the evaluation was implemented. The pur
of this experiment is to get knowledge on the dependence between defect detectio
recognition accuracy and final grading accuracy. The grading simulator concep
presented in Section 3.4.

6.1.1  Test setup

The grading simulator environment was implemented in a Khoros environment. The lo
part of the framework presented in Section 3.4 Fig. 12 is shown as a Khoros workspa
Fig. 33.

Theboard generatorwas used to generate 1000 virtual boards having different type
knots, cracks, resin pockets, core stripes and wane edges. At the time of makin
experiments, no statistics about the distribution of the wood defects in lumber
available. The suitable parameters for the board model were found by making se
experiments with the grading and visualizing the virtual boards as pictures, as shown

Confusion matrices with average defect recognition rates in the range of 0.55 - 1.0
error escape rates in the range of 0 - 0.3 were created. Table 18 shows an example
input confusion matrix for theinspection simulator. The rows indicate the probabilities for
misclassification to the various defect classes. The diagonal containing of values
shows the probability for correct classification, but since the error escapes are
included in the matrix, this is not the same as the defect recognition rate. In the exam
the error escape rates indicated by the last column are set to 0.2. The defect recog
rate is obtained by removing the effect of the error escapes and results 0.7 / (1-0
0.875.
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Fig. 34 is a simplified illustration of a board generated by the board generator and
the inspection simulator recognizes it. The four sides of a lumber board are visual
The black rectangles and lines denote locations and sizes of the defects.

The boards were passed to thegrading, which grades each of the four sides of a boar
At the time of making the experiments, preliminary versions of the NT grading rules w
available in a format the grading module accepts.

Table 18. An example of the input confusion matrix for the inspection simulator.

Sound
knot

Dry
knot

Encased
knot

Decayed
knot

Crack Resin
pocket

Core
stripe

Wane Normal

Sound knot 0.7 0.05 0.025 0.01 0.0025 0.01 0.0015 0.001 0.2

Dry knot 0.05 0.7 0.025 0.01 0.0025 0.01 0.0015 0.001 0.2

Encased knot 0.025 0.05 0.7 0.01 0.0025 0.01 0.0015 0.001 0.2

Decayed knot 0.01 0.025 0.05 0.7 0.0025 0.01 0.0015 0.001 0.2

Crack 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.7 0.005 0.07 0.005 0.2

Resin pocket 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.7 0.015 0.01 0.2

Core stripe 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.7 0 0.2

Wane 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.7 0.2

Fig. 33. Khoros workspace for quality grading simulation.
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Thecomparisonmodule produces the statistics, which are based on the grading re
of the ‘original’ and ‘inspected’ data. An example of the grading results for one boar
shown below:

Board 644
side 0 (face) grade A4 -> grade B
side 2 (face) grade A1 -> grade A1
side 1 (edge) grade B -> grade B
side 3 (edge) grade A4 -> grade C

======= -> =======
grade B -> grade C

In the example, the grade of one edge (side 3) drops remarkably from grade A4 to C
causing the grade of the whole board to drop from B to C.

6.1.2  Results

The relationship between defect detection and defect recognition accuracy and gr
accuracy is shown in Fig. 35. To obtain these curves, the 1000 boards were run throug
simulator multiple times, each of the markers denoting the result of one run. Each o
markers in the marker ‘clouds’ represents a run with the same confusion matrix, i.e.
same average defect detection and recognition rates. The variation of the cloud is c

Fig. 34. A simple illustration of a) a board generated by theboard generatorand b) how the
inspection simulatorrecognizes it. The black rectangles and lines denote locations and sizes o
the defects.

a)

b)
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by the randomness included in the board generator and inspection simulator. The r
made with the same error escape rates are joined with a second order polynomial cu

The false alarm rate is not taken as a separate parameter in the curve. The effect
false alarm rate can be taken into account by subtracting the false alarm rate value
the average defect recognition accuracy and reading the values from that point o
horizontal axis. For example, if the average defect recognition accuracy of the inspe
system is 0.75, the false alarm rate 0.05 and the error escape rate 0.1, the resulting a
grading accuracy will be about 0.7.

The dependence of the defect recognition and grading accuracy is not linear, but n
from it. It is interesting to note that if the error escape and false alarm rates are very s
the grading accuracy can be even better than the defect recognition accuracy. The
show that in order to reach the requirement of NT grading rules of 90 % grading accu
the defect recognition accuracy must be 0.9 or better, and almost no error escap
allowed.

Fig. 36 shows in more detail how the grading is performed for certain average gra
accuracies, denoted by the grey circles in Fig. 35. As an example, the row pointed

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1
0.5

0.55

0.6
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0.7
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1
The effect of defect recognition accuracy on grading accuracy

Average defect recognition accuracy
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Error escape rate
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30

Fig. 35. Dependence of grading accuracy from the defect detection (error escape rate) and
defect recognition accuracy. Each of the markers in the marker ‘clouds’ represents a run
with the same confusion matrix, i.e., the same average defect detection and recognition
rates. The grey circles denote the average grading accuracies selected for Fig. 36.
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the arrow is explained. The height of the bar in the row indicates the probability of
inspection system grading a board of the true grade A4 to the different grades A1-A4,
C (resulting grade), when the average correct grading rate is 0.82. The higher the bar
diagonal is, the better the probablility for correct grading. The off-diagonal bars show
probability for errorneous grading. As is obvious and desirable, most of the misgrad
appear at the near grades of the correct grade.

6.1.3  Discussion

Because the grading simulator represents a very simplified model of the real situati
all levels, the results should be interpreted discreetly. However, the results give guide
about the behaviour of the inspection and grading system. The most important observ
is that similar, or even better grading accuracy is achievable than the defect recogn
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Fig. 36. Confusion between the NT grades at different average grading accuracies for the tes
case. As an example the row pointed to by the arrow is explained in the text.
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accuracy. Increasing false alarm and error escape rates make the situation worse.
The requirement of the Nordic Timber (Nordic Timber 1994) grading rules of 90

correct grading is relatively tough. The results of human grading tests show much l
percentages for human graders (see Section 1.2). A comparable level of 70% c
grading can be reached for example with a 0.75 defect recognition rate and a 0.20
escape rate.

6.2  Experiment 2: Illumination invariance

In this experiment, it shown how spectral variation of illumination influences t
classification accuracy of wood defects in different color spaces, when the color ca
does not have adaptation to varying illumination. Spectral variation is achieved thro
simulated transformation of correlated color temperature of illumination of the
images. The training images are kept in constant color temperature.

By varying the color temperature, the aging phenomenon of lamps is simula
Another possibility to generate spectral variation could be to use mixtures of diffe
illuminants (Mataset al. 1995), but this approach was not used since in an inspec
process the light can be assumed to come from one source. The results of this expe
have been published in (Kauppinen & Silvén 1996).

6.2.1  Color space transformation

A popular question in color imaging is which color space provides the best results f
certain pattern recognition application. Brunneret al. (1992) evaluated different color
spaces for detecting defects in Douglas-fir veneer. They concluded that there
advantage in mathematically transforming the original RGB data into another color s
for this problem. They also state that a camera system that directly produces inform
in an alternative color space might prove superior, because the channels’ bandwidths
be used more efficiently.

The interest of this experiment was to find out which color space best tolerates
spectral variations of illumination caused by, for example, the aging of the illumina
device. In the literature, there were no comparisons available on this topic.

The original images were taken with a PAL format RGB camera, therefore RGB is
primary color space. The RGB images were converted to certain popular color spaces
in the literature, namely IHS, Ohta, XYZ, CIELab and CIELuv. A comparison wi
monochrome data was also made, the images were converted also to grey-level.

IHS (also called HSI, HSV, HLS, etc.) is a nonlinear transform of RGB. It has
straightforward interpretation in terms of human perception, but also some drawba
like singularities of hue and saturation. The IHS transformation is presented, for exam
by Luong (1993).

Ohta’s color space, O1, O2, O3, is based on Karhunen-Loeve transform (Ohta 198
is developed for color image segmentation, is obtained linearly from RGB values.
Ohta transformation formulas according to Luong (1993) are
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XYZ is the basis of the CIE color system. The spectral composition of these prima
correspond to the color matching characteristics of human vision. XYZ is also a lin
transformation of RGB color space. The conversion matrix usually presented in
literature is for NTSC RGB system with Illuminant C white point.

A conversion matrix was derived according to Sproson (1983) for a PAL sys
camera with a white point of 3200K, which was the color temperature of illumination
our training images. The chromaticity coordinates of the white point are estimated f
the curves and tables found in Wyszecki & Stiles page 225-228 (1982), and are s
(0.425, 0.399, 0.176). The conversion matrix is then derived according to Section
according to Sproson (1983), and has the form

. (14)

CIELab and CIELuv are approximately uniform color spaces. They are non-lin
transformations of XYZ color space, and are explained in more detail by Wyszecki
Stiles (1982).

Grey-level values are obtained from RGB by using the formula for luminance, wh
for the white point calculated above

. (15)

6.2.2  Illumination transform

The illumination transform was used to convert test images from a known c
temperature to other color temperatures.

The illumination transform is closely related to color constancy. In the following,
show how an illumination transform can be made based on a color constancy algo
presented by Maloney (1986).

RGB values of a pixel obtained with a color camera can be expressed in the form

(16)

where
R, G, B are the red, green and blue color components obtained from

color camera

O1 R G B+ +
3

------------------------= O2 R B–
2

-------------= O3 2B R– B–
4

--------------------------=

X

Y

Z

0.715 0.294 0.056

0.368 0.609 0.022

0.033 0.112 0.296

R

G

B

=

GREY 0.368 0.609 0.022R G B
T

=

R

G

B

a S λ( )ρ λ( )
ηR λ( )

ηG λ( )

ηB λ( )

λd

λ1

λ2

∫=
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a is a scaling factor
S(λ) is the spectral energy distribution of light source
ρ(λ) is the spectral reflectance of an object
ηR(λ), ηG(λ), ηB(λ) are the spectral sensitivities of the camera for red, green and

blue channels
λ1, λ2 are the limits of integration, usually for the visible range, for

example,λ1=400 nm,λ2=700 nm
It is possible to make an illumination transform for the image pixel under illuminat

with spectrumS1(λ) to target illumination with spectrumS2(λ). Knowing the spectral
sensitivities of camera color channels and the RGB values of image pixels, the reflec
ρ(λ) is solved for each pixel of the image under known illuminationS1(λ), and the new
RGB values are calculated using the target illumination spectrumS2(λ).

The reflectanceρ(λ) can be modeled as a weighted sum ofn basis vectorsρi(λ)

, (17)

wherer1, r2, ..., rn are the weights for the basis vectors. Cohen (1964) found that a lin
model using as few as three properly chosen basis vectors provides a good approxim
of the spectral reflectances of Munsell color chips. Maloney (1986) reported that a m
based on Cohen’s three basis vectors provides a fit to Krinov’s data (Krinov 19
(consisting of reflectances of natural objects) that is not much worse than the fits prov
for the Munsell data.

The illumination is assumed to come from a Planckian source, which is a g
approximation for the spectral distribution of a tungsten (halogen) lamp (Sproson 19
The spectral density of radiant energy ofS1(λ) andS2(λ) can then be explicitly calculated
according to Planck’s formula (Wyszecki & Stiles 1982)

[J/m], (18)

whereT is the temperature in kelvin [K],c is the velocity of light (2.997924 x 108 m/s),h
is the Planck constant (6.626176 x 10-34 Js), andb is the Boltzmann constant (1.380662
10-23 J/K). For colorimetric purposes, the spectra are often normalized to equal valuesλ
= 560 nm (Sproson 1983).

By using the first three of Cohen’s basis vectors, substituting them to (16), and settk
= 1, we obtain equation (19), from where the weightsr1, r2, r3 can be solved.

(19)

New RGB values under illuminationS2(λ) are obtained by substituting the valuesr1,

ρ λ( ) r1 r2 …r n ρ1 λ( ) ρ2 λ( ) …ρn λ( )
T

=

ueλ 8πhcλ 5–
e

hc bTλ⁄
1–( )

1–
=

S1 λ( )ρ1 λ( )ηR λ( ) λdλ1

λ2∫ S1 λ( )ρ2 λ( )ηR λ( ) λdλ1

λ2∫ S1 λ( )ρ3 λ( )ηR λ( ) λdλ1

λ2∫
S1 λ( )ρ1 λ( )ηG λ( ) λdλ1

λ2∫ S1 λ( )ρ2 λ( )ηG λ( ) λdλ1

λ2∫ S1 λ( )ρ3 λ( )ηG λ( ) λdλ1

λ2∫
S1 λ( )ρ1 λ( )ηB λ( ) λdλ1

λ2∫ S1 λ( )ρ2 λ( )ηB λ( ) λdλ1

λ2∫ S1 λ( )ρ3 λ( )ηB λ( ) λdλ1

λ2∫

r1

r2

r3

R

G

B

=
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r2, r3 to (17), which in turn is substituted to (16).
The algorithm has not been exhaustively verified with real image data taken in diffe

color temperatures. However, the transformed images seem to be quite close to rea
Images transformed to lower color temperature appear to be reddish, and
transformed to higher color temperature bluish.

Using more basis vectors, or different basis vectors, could produce better results
the aim was not to achieve exact transformation, but a spectral distortion, which h
theoretical explanation.

6.2.3  Test setups

The goal is to simulate the changes of wood defect classification accuracy in an indu
inspection line under varying illumination, which has not been taken into account in
design of the inspection system. The training of the system is made for a fixed corre
color temperature of illumination.

The original image set contains 438 knot images, taken with a SONY 3-CCD P
system RGB color camera, at about 0.5 x 0.5 mm resolution, with 8 bits accuracy per
channel. The illumination was arranged by halogen lamps with a correlated c
temperature of 3200 K. Images of color reference patches were taken regularly to ob
possible variations of illumination.

To create the test image sets, the original images were converted to correlated
temperatures of 2800 K - 3600 K, at 100 K spacing, using the illumination transfo
algorithm. The spectral sensitivities of the camera are available, and the spe
distribution of halogen lamps in different color temperatures is assumed to follow
spectrum of Planckian blackbody radiator. The spectra were calculated accordin
Equation (18), and they were normalized to 1.0 at 560 nm. Appendix C shows how
RGB histogram changes for a dry knot in different color temperatures.

The illumination transformed RGB images were converted to six different color spa
IHS, XYZ, Ohta, CIELab, CIELuv, and grey-level.

About 35 - 50 percentile features were calculated for each color channel, which m
about 100 - 150 features per image. The features are pure percentiles and perc
differences. A class name was given from seven classes, belonging to a category of
from spruce. Examples of the knot classes are presented in Fig. 37.

To establish the simulated inspection system, a set of features giving the
classification result was sought using a suboptimal search algorithm for each color s
at 3200 K. The classifier used was ak-NN classifier, withk value 3, and the test type was
leave-one-out. The best features and the classification result obtained at 3200 K rep
the ideal performance in the case of no spectral variation of illumination for each c
space. Going down and up from 3200 K means increasing the level of spectral disto

The classification results for the illumination transformed images at 2800 K - 310
and 3300 K - 3600 K were obtained through a leave-one-out type test. Training for
color space was performed using the image set at 3200 K, and the best features calc
for that set. The leave-one-out testing was performed using each image in an illumin
transformed image set, and removing the corresponding image from the training im
set. Ak-NN classifier withk value 3 was used throughout all tests.
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6.2.4   Results

The classification results with the illumination transformed images are listed in Table
In Fig. 38 each line with markers show the classification results for each color space
results at 3200 K denote the situation when there is no illumination transformation. S
the best features were selected and classifiers were trained at this correlated
temperature of illumination, it gives the best results for each color space.

A confusion matrix for the RGB color space with no illumination transform is shown
Fig. 39.

Table 19. The percentages of correct classification for the illumination transform
images for each color space.

280 0K 2900 K 3000 K 3100 K 3200 K 3300 K 3400 K 3500 K 3600 K
RGB 76.0 76.0 77.6 78.8 81.0 79.0 78.3 77.4 75.8

XYZ 76.7 77.2 77.6 78.3 79.2 78.1 76.9 76.3 75.6

grey-level 75.1 75.6 75.8 76.9 76.7 76.7 75.6 74.7 74.4

CIELab 73.1 73.5 73.7 76.7 78.8 76.5 75.3 74.4 74.2

CIELuv 75.1 75.8 77.8 79.0 80.6 77.4 74.9 75.1 73.1

Ohta 72.2 74.9 76.3 78.3 81.0 76.5 73.5 72.2 71.0

IHS 70.3 71.5 72.6 74.0 76.7 74.9 74.2 73.7 68.0

Fig. 37. Examples of spruce knot classes. a) dry knot, b) encased knot, c) edge knot, d) horn
knot, e) sound knot, f) leaf knot and g) decayed knot.

a)
b)

c)

d)

e)
f)

g)
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RGB color space performs the best among the color spaces, so in this respect we
similar conclusions with Brunner (1992), that there is no advantage in mathematic

Fig. 38. Classification results of illumination transformed images for each color space. The
vertical line at 3200 K denotes the result without illumination variation. The classifiers for
each color space are trained at this color temperature.

RGB

XYZ

GREY

CIELab

CIELuv

Ohta

IHS

XYZ

RGB

CIELuv

GREY

CIELab

Ohta

IHS

Confusion matrix has 438 samples
Confusion matrix has 11 classes
Total error is 18.95 %
Confusion matrix is:
                         e                   d
                         n                   e
                         c    s              c    s
                         a    m    e    h    a    o    l
                    d    s    a    d    o    y    u    e
               U    r    e    l    g    r    e    n    a
               N    y    d    l    e    n    d    d    f
               K    _    _    _    _    _    _    _    _         O
               N    k    k    k    k    k    k    k    k    k    T
               O    n    n    n    n    n    n    n    n    n    H
               W    o    o    o    o    o    o    o    o    o    E
               N    t    t    t    t    t    t    t    t    t    R

     UNKNOWN   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    0.0 %
    dry_knot   .   52    2    .    2    .    1    9    3    .    .   24.6 %
encased_knot   .    5   20    .    .    .    1    3    .    .    .   31.0 %
  small_knot   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    0.0 %
   edge_knot   .    1    .    .   58    5    .    1    .    .    .   10.8 %
   horn_knot   .    2    .    .    5   27    1    .    .    .    .   22.9 %
decayed_knot   .    8    .    .    .    .    .    6    .    .    .   100.0 %
  sound_knot   .    7    .    .    2    .    .  159   11    .    .   11.2 %
   leaf_knot   .    2    .    .    .    .    .    6   39    .    .   17.0 %
        knot   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    0.0 %
       OTHER   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    0.0 %

Fig. 39. Confusion matrix for the knots in RGB color space without illumination transform.
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transforming the original RGB space to other color spaces. XYZ color space appear
work best of the transformed color spaces. It gives even better results than RGB for
lower color temperatures. CIELuv color space gives comparable results to RGB at l
temperatures, but deteriorates rapidly at higher color temperatures. Ohta color space
surprisingly good results without illumination transformation, but the results degrade
quickly with the increasing distortion of illumination. As expected, grey-level featu
give an almost constant error rate, since the spectral changes do not affect the “m
value of RGB channels as much as they affect the color channels.

Since IHS, Ohta and CIELab color spaces perform even worse than grey-level, we
not expect too much from these color spaces in wood defect recognition, if spe
variation is to be expected.

Grey-level results give also a good reference as to how much the color informa
improves the classification results in wood defect recognition. RGB gives about 5 % b
results when there is no shift in color temperature, and although the performance of
deteriorates when the spectrum of illumination is distorted, it gives better results
grey-level.

6.2.5  Discussion

Although the percentile features work very well in RGB color space, they are perhap
suitable for use in every color space. However, we are not looking for optimal features
for features that are simple to calculate, and provide information about the color o
object, and can probably be combined with other features, like shape features. A v
examination of the color channel histograms show that they have a well-defined sha
every color space for the wood defects, which supports the use of features describin
shape of the histogram, as percentile features do.

It should be kept in mind, as Brunner (1992) also stated, that RGB is the original c
space, and the others are mathematically transformed from it. The transform may
errors, and the result is not as good as it might be when taken with a camera origi
producing images in that color space.

The range of color temperature variation exhibited in this study is much wider than
expected variation of real halogen lamps. Obtaining the highest temperatures used
tests would definitely melt the filament of the lamp. The aging of the lamp decrease
color temperature by a couple of hundred Kelvins. Changing a new bulb can pos
increase the color temperature, within the tolerances of bulb manufacturer.

The illumination transform used in generating the test material has not b
exhaustively verified, so the color temperature values presented should not be taken
very accurate. An accurate transformation of illumination was not our main intent
rather a means of generating test images with some theoretical explanation.

The conclusion is that the original RGB color space gives the best results under va
color temperatures. XYZ and CIELuv color spaces seem also very promising. A
reference, grey-level features were also calculated. An interesting observation is that
of the color spaces performed worse than grey-level. However, the importance of
information in this problem can be seen from the results of RGB color space compar
grey-level.
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6.3  Experiment 3: Wood surface inspection setup

The development of new machine vision methods for lumber wood grading confronts
problem of getting good manually labeled image material for the method developmen
evaluation.

Setting up an experimental environment in a sawmill grading line is difficult becaus
disturbs the normal production and is expensive. If new imaging techniques are goi
be used, they probably can not operate with the on-line speed at the time of develop
Method testing in a running line is difficult because accessing the boards for fur
human-eye inspection or recapturing the images for interesting boards may be impos

An experimental laboratory test setup was built at VTT Building Technology for tak
high quality color images of full size lumber, for measuring the shape and location of
defects found in the images, for classifying them, and for producing output for compar
and quality grading purposes. A picture of the setup is shown in Fig. 40.

The implementation of the project was carried out by VTT Building technology, VT
Electronics, University of Oulu, Helsinki University of Technology and Lappeenra
University of Technology. The project was funded by TEKES and companies in
sawmill industry. The goals of the project were the development of lumber grading ru
the development of methods for converting customer oriented grading rules, and
development of machine vision inspection methods for wood surfaces.

The test setup provides the possibility of comparing machine made and human

Fig. 40. A setup for inspection of wood surfaces at VTT Building technology, Espoo, Finland.

carriage with camera rail

support for lumber

and illumination

PC for image

support for the rail

capturing and
processing

lumber
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defect detection, classification and grading. It also offers a possibility of evaluating
gradings made by other inspection systems. Based on this knowledge, method
evaluating the performance of the automated graders can be established.

At VTT Building Technology (later referred as VTT) the test setup also suppleme
the previous manually operated measurement device for collecting dimensional da
wood surface properties. They use logs cut to slices and measure defect locations
these slices. The data is used for three dimensional modeling of the timber d
structures. This produces a more accurate model, since, for example, some defects
be seen by means of computer tomography. Further usage of the test setup is in deve
optimization methods for sawn faced components.

High quality color imaging exceeding the current level of industrial systems w
desired, because the image quality should not be a limiting factor for the developme
the new inspection methods. The image quality achieved is currently available
industrial use.

6.3.1  Construction of the setup

The setup consists of a mechanical construction supporting a traversing carriage
contains a camera and illuminators. A PC performs the grabbing and processing o
image data.

The carriage moves on a seven meter long rail supported by rigid steel profile pil
The rail is machined to provide an accurate straight movement of the carriage.
carriage is an aluminium construction, having fastening for the camera at the top an
the illumination at the bottom. The carriage is toothbelt driven with a DC servo motor,
the speed of the carriage 0.5 m/s or less. The maximum size of the object that ca
imaged is about 0.5 m x 0.5 m x 6 m.

The camera is a 12 bit per channel 3-CCD color line-scan camera from TVI Vision
The CCD sensors are 1024 pixels wide, and the camera is capable of capturing 2000
per second. Optics can be selected depending on the width of the boards. The choice
are 35 mm and 50 mm. Typical imaging resolution for lumber is 0.3 mm (width) x 0.4 m
(length) with the 50 mm optics and at camera speed of 0.4 m/s and line rate of 1000
per second.

The digital output of the camera is connected to a framegrabber board in the PC
framegrabber transfers the image data directly through the PCI bus to the memory o
PC. The grabbed image size is 1024 (width) x 12264 (length) pixels. Because a 1
value takes two bytes, one RGB pixel takes 6 bytes. The size of the raw data ima
about 75 MB. After white calibration, the image has 8 bits per color channel. T
background areas are clipped away from the images to save disk space. The res
image size is typically 25-30 MB. The first PC used for image capturing and proces
was a Pentium Pro 200 MHz with 128 MB memory.

The images are stored as white calibrated 8 bit per channel RGB images on CD-R
disks in Windows BMP image file format. The related coordinate files for the refere
markers are also stored.

Because the typical imaging speed is 0.5 m/s, the system is not working in real t
However, it operates at an acceptable speed for a research device. Imaging and aut
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processing of one image takes about 30-40 seconds on a Pentium PC. After that, th
may check or label the image immediately or leave it to be done later. A rate of
captured images (about 2 GB of data) is achievable in a working day.

The illumination consists of four 55 W (Osram Dulux) fluorescent tubes, two on b
sides of the scanned line. The illumination profile is corrected with a white calibra
algorithm at the PC. The white calibration target is located at the start position of
carriage at the height of the surface of the lumber board. The white calibratio
performed once a day after keeping the lights on for a while, or whenever the l
conditions may have changed because of the surrounding lights, for example. I
thickness of the imaged material changes remarkably, the calibration must be done f
adjusted height of the calibration target. Small variations of the board thickness o
curvature of the board are not taken into account. In addition to white calibration, no o
color constancy algorithms were applied to the images.

Black matte plates are used as the background for the lumber boards in order to
the edge finding. Several laser pointers are mounted on the background plate for ma
the pixel coordinate and the real world coordinate systems. The laser pointers are dir
straight upwards, and they generate a high intensity red dot to the image. Because th
world coordinates of the laser points are known, and the pixel coordinates of the laser
be located from the image, conversions between the coordinate systems can be mad
elevation difference between the laser points and the lumber board surface has to be
into account in the conversion of the defect coordinates. Possible curvature and thic
variation of the lumber boards cause a small error in the conversion.

Currently, much faster cameras are available than used in the setup. With a ca
from TVI Vision Oy capable to 18000 lines per second, it is possible to achieve
speeds of 10 m/s with 0.5 mm resolution. With higher line rates the exposure times
be shorter, and the amount of light required is increased.

6.3.2  The inspection software

The role of the University of Oulu in the project was the design and implementation of
inspection software. This included the software for grabbing and processing of the im
and the implementation of the inspection method described in Chapter 4. An opti
classification method based on neural networks was implemented by Lappeen
University of Technology.

The non-segmenting method for sound wood elimination or large area de
recognition was not implemented in the experimental setup. It would have introduc
one more stage for collecting training material, tuning the parameters and classifier
achieve a less complex system, it was decided to implement directly the segme
method for the defect recognition. The main goal of the system was in finding defects
should be possible to detect well with the segmenting method.

The implementation included transfer of the core inspection algorithms implemente
a Unix/Khoros environment to Windows NT/C++ environment. Both use C language
there were no bigger problems in algorithm transfer.

However, the actual inspection method is only a small part of the whole software
image processing system needs lots of supporting functions for the user to be ab
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operate the software and in order for it to be compatible with the other system parts
software has the following major functions:

• image capturing
- choice of optics
- white calibration
- image format conversions
- image storing
- reading image from a file for offline processing

• locating the lumber board
- locating the board edges
- locating the registration marks (the laser points)
- coordinate transforms (pixel to millimeters and vice versa)

• manual pointing of the defects
- marking and deleting of the defects
- labeling and changing names of the defects
- manual pointing of the registration marks
- interactive measurement of dimensions from the image

• automatic defect finding (the segmenting method described in Section 4.4)
- adaptive segmentation of the defects
- feature calculation
- preclassification based on shape features
- classification based on color percentile features
- interface to a neural classifier by Lappeenranta University of Technology

• I/O of the defect information
- reads and saves defects in a file format used at VTT

• training material collection
- calculation of features for manually marked and named defects
- best feature selection algorithm

• performance evaluation
- internal accuracy of the training samples
- detection accuracy of the defects
- classification accuracy of the defects

The experiment showed that there are many things to be implemented other tha
inspection method. In fact, a reasonable amount of the project time was consumed o
user interface, location of the board, file format conversions, etc.

The negative comments about the usability of the program were that there are too
parameters to be controlled, the difficulty of training the system and that the stabilit
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the operating system is poor. These factors were not considered in the me
development but are naturally important, especially when building a system for on
production. The SOM-based classification user interface was developed later and wa
included in the system at the moment of writing.

6.3.3  Test material

A set of 120 images of pine wood board surface sides was used as the sample ma
The defects on the images were manually selected and labelled by VTT. The images
divided into two sample sets, the first one containing 80 images (set1) and the second one
40 images (set2). Set1was used for feature selection andset2 for test purposes. The
number of manually selected and labelled defect samples in the sample sets is sho
Table 20. The categoryother defectsconsists of 14 different defect types represented by
very small number of samples and were therefore grouped together.

6.3.4  Feature selection for knot classification

Set1was subjected to feature selection tests. As mentioned in Section 4.7, in the fe
selection test each class to be separated from others should contain an approxim
equal number of samples. Therefore the class containing the minimum number of sam
defines the number of samples for the other classes. Subsets ofset1 were created to
perform the feature selection.

The number of samples in the first subset,subset1, for finding features for knot
classification is presented in Table 21. The test principle isleave-one-out, i.e., each sample
in turn is removed from the set, tested against other samples, and returned back to t
The classifier used isk-NN.

The color percentile features found by the feature selection algorithm in the rank o
are: B_99.00, G_90.00, R_20.00, B_20.00, G_90.00-G_1.00, R_1.00-G_1.00, R_
B_5.00 and G_80.00-B_80.00. The first letter stands for the color channel and the nu
denotes the percentile. Percentile difference features have a minus sign betwee
percentile feature names.

Table 20. The number of manually labelled defects in
the sample sets.

number of samples
in set1

number of sam-
ples inset2

sound knot 911 268

dry knot 1343 528

black knot 63 31

crack 355 86

resin pocket 70 40

other defects 92 33

TOTAL 2834 986
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A confusion matrix of the result with the best features forsubset1is presented in Table
22.

The feature selection minimizes the total error for the set used and the result in Tab
shows the result with that minimum. Therefore this result is too optimistic to represen
general achievable classification accuracy. However, it gives an estimate of the comp
of the problem.

In the confusion matrix of Table 23, all the knots ofset1have been classified agains
the training set formed bysubset1. Because there are the same samples in both the train
and test sets, a leave-one-out principle was applied for the two sample sets. For
sample of the test set, it is checked if the same sample exists in the training set. If it
it is removed from the training set during the test of that sample, and then returned ba
the training set.

The result of Table 23 is also optimistic since it contains the same samples that
used in the feature selection. Independent test results with the detections and recogn
from the experimental setup are presented in Section 6.3.7.

Table 21. The number of samples in
subset1 for feature selection for knot
classification.

number of samples in
subset1

sound knot 63

dry knot 63

black knot 63

Table 22. Confusion matrix for best feature selection with subset1.

subset1
189 samples

Total error 17% sound knot dry knot black knot Error %

sound knot 61 1 1 3.2%

dry knot 5 49 9 22.2%

black knot 2 15 46 27.0%

Table 23. Confusion matrix for all set1 knots, the training set is subset1.

all set1 knots
2317 samples

Total error 29% sound knot dry knot black knot Error %

sound knot 796 91 34 13.7%

dry knot 100 811 432 39.6%

black knot 2 15 46 27.0%
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6.3.5  Feature selection for all defects

In the second feature selection experiment, the purpose was to classify simultaneou
all defect classes available.Subset2was created fromset1, containing a roughly equal
number of samples for each class, as shown by Table 24.

The features found by the feature selection algorithm are R_70.00, R_3.00, G_
R_5.00-G_5.00, R_5.00, G_3.00, G_10.00-B_10.00, B_70.00, R_10.00, R_5.00-B_
G_98.00, R_10.00-G_10.00, G_1.00-B_1.00 and R_1.00-G_1.00.

A confusion matrix of the result with the best features for the all defects is presente
Table 25.

The reasons for the relatively high error percentages are that the color perce
features cannot describe properties related to shape or texture of the defects. The va
of the color of the defects may also be so large that it causes confusion of the fea
There are also errors in the training material labelling (see Fig. 25) as well as s
inconsistencies in class naming; for example, black knot is actually a subcategory o
knots.

Table 24. The number of samples in
subset2 for feature selection for all
defect classification.

number of samples in
subset2

sound knot 65

dry knot 63

black knot 63

crack 71

resin pocket 70

other defects 92

Table 25. Confusion matrix for all set1 defects with the best features, training set is
subset2.

all set1 defects
2834 samples

Total error 34%
sound
knot dry knot

black
knot crack

resin
pocket

other
defects Error %

sound knot 711 72 27 16 56 29 22.0%

dry knot 75 761 426 1 33 47 43.3%

black knot 2 18 39 4 38.1%

crack 10 1 9 279 11 45 21.4%

resin pocket 6 5 2 1 46 10 34.3%

other defects 6 8 10 21 14 33 64.1%
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6.3.6  Detection accuracy

The results above were made with manually selected defect samples. The lumber
images of the second sample set,set2, were subjected to automated inspection. Th
defects were first detected with the segmenting method using region-based thresh
with adaptive threshold (Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). Regions of the size of a single
region were discarded. The detections were compared to the manually selected areas
set2 boards.

The problem in determining the detection accuracy is the detection sensitivity lev
be used for presenting the results. When detection is made more sensitive, the error e
rate decreases and the false alarm rate increases, andvice versaas shown in Table 26. The
detection with almost similar rates for error escapes and false alarms was called
‘medium sensitivity’ of detection.

In the adaptive region-based segmentation approach of this study, the dete
sensitivity can be controlled by multiplying the value of the adaptive threshold by a fa
slightly smaller or greater than 1 or by changing the request for the number of thresho
pixels inside a region to be accepted as defective in the region-based thresholding.

In Section 3.3, two approaches for determining the error escape and false alarm
were proposed. Approach 1 gives an optimistic result and approach 2 a pessimistic
The results with these approaches are presented for ‘medium sensitivity’ in Table 27

Error escapes for each defect category are shown in Table 28. These result
obtained with ‘high sensitivity’ of detection, so the rates are not directly comparable to
values of Table 27.

The error escape and false alarm rates are not excellent but acceptable. The high
escape rate for the cracks indicates the difficulties with defects of this type with
segmenting method.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, the error escape and false alarm rates alone d

Table 26. Detection rates at different sentivities of detection.

high sensitivity medium sensitivity low sensitivity

Error escape rate 0.14 0.18 0.22

False alarm rate 0.28 0.17 0.12

Table 27. Determining error escape and false alarm
rates with the two approaches presented in Section3.3.

Approach 1 Approach 2

Ndet 1059 1059

Nlab 986 986

Ndet_lab_E 804 797

Ndet_lab_F 878 786

Error escape rate 0.18 0.19

False alarm rate 0.17 0.26
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Fig.
describe the detection quality. Two measures of the quality of the detection have ther
been defined.Detection_overlapis a measure of the overlap of the detection and t
corresponding defect.Area_relationis based on the relation of the areas of the detecti
and the corresponding defect. The closer to one both values are, the better the dete

Bounding boxes of the detections and manually selected areas were used i
determination of the measures. These results with ‘medium sensitivity’ of detection
plotted as a two dimensional histogram in Fig. 41. The heights of the bars denote
number of detections.

The high peak at small values for thedetection_overlapandarea_relationreflects the
many small detections covering only a small area of the actual defects. There are
large detections with high area relation, too. There are also good detections, since th
a concentration of detections around the coordinate (1,1), which is the desired op
detection.

To analyse the behaviour of the measures further, boxplots of them are shown in

Table 28. Error escapes by defect category.

N Error escape rate

sound knot 268 0.13

dry knot 528 0.06

black knot 31 0.10

crack 86 0.65

resin pocket 40 0.15

other defects 33 0.27

1
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Detection overlapArea relation
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Fig. 41. Two dimensional histogram of the detection quality measures,detection_overlapand
area_relation. The heights of the bars denote the number of the detections.
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42. The box has lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile values. About
of the detections have thedetection_overlapin the range 0.89 - 1.0 and about 50 % of th
detections have thearea_relation in the range 0.6 - 1.9.

The number of multiple detections is presented by the two histograms in Fig. 43.
horizontal axis of the histogram to the left indicates how many defects one detec
covers and the vertical axis how many such cases exist. Respectively, the histogram
right shows the distribution of multiple detections for one defect.

The bars atX = 1 andY= 1 are the desired results, one detection for one defect. The
atX = 0 shows the number of false alarms and the bar atY= 0 the number of error escapes
The number of multiple detections is relatively low, only 22 cases (2% of the detectio
where there are two or more defects in one detection and 57 cases (6% of the de
where there are two or more detections from one defect.

Some detection problems are illustrated in Fig. 44. Two example image pairs
presented. The upper image of each pair is the detection result with adaptive segmen
with normal sensitivity and the lower images with high sensitivity. The upper image p
shows that the small crack cannot be detected even with remarkably increased det

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

 

Detection overlap
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

 

Area relation

Fig. 42. Boxplots ofdetection_overlapand area_relation. The box has lines at the lower quar-
tile, median, and upper quartile values.
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Fig. 43. The number of multiple detections. The histogram to the left shows the distribution of
having X defects in one detection and histogram to the right the distribution of havingY
detections from one defect.
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sensitivity. The reason is the light color and small size of the defect. The lower image
shows the problem with light sound knots. The adaptive segmentation finds only
darkest parts of the defects. With increased sensitivity, the small knots are detected, b
larger ones only partially with scattered detections.

Fig. 44. Examples of detection problems. Detections with lower (the upper image of the
image pair) and higher sensitivities (the lower image of the image pair).

crack

sound knots
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6.3.7  Recognition accuracy

After determining the detection accuracy, recognition tests were made with and wit
contextual analysis. Detection results from ‘high sensitivity’ detection were used.

The recognition result with contextual analysis is shown in Table 29. As the first s
the contextual analysis was used to classify the detections toknots, cracks and other
defectson the basis of the shape features. The categoryother defectsincludeswane, small
knots(helmioksa) andresin pockets. As the second step, the categoryknotswas further
classified tosound, dry and black knotsusing the color percentile features and ak-NN
classifier. Thesound woodrow shows the false alarms and how they are classified
different defect categories. They are not included in the total error calculation.

In the recognition test without contextual analysis, the detections were dire
classified to several defect categories on the basis of color percentile features withk-
NN classifier. The resin pockets were now included as a class of their own. The resul
shown in Table 30.

Table 29. Recognition result with contextual analysis and k-NN classification
for the knots.

detected defects
1286 samples

Total error 49%
sound
knot dry knot

black
knot crack

other
defects Error %

sound knot 217 82 7 27 90 48.7%

dry knot 56 328 132 58 67 48.8%

black knot 8 20 2 1 35.5%

crack 2 5 76 6 14.6%

other defects 13 18 5 57 11 89.4%

sound wood 106 21 19 221 121
false alarms.

27.5%

Table 30. Recognition result without contextual analysis.

detected defects
1286 samples

Total error 52%
sound
knot dry knot

black
knot crack

resin
pocket

other
defects Error %

sound knot 235 46 5 1 26 110 44.4%

dry knot 70 319 111 2 17 122 50.2%

black knot 1 13 16 1 48.8%

crack 9 12 21 1 4 42 98.9%

resin pocket 12 8 14 9 67.4%

other defects 21 12 4 1 4 17 71.2%

sound wood 115 27 19 12 87 228
false alarms.

27.5%
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The results above cannot be considered as good recognition results. However
comparison of the method to another inspection system (in the next section)
performance is at least on the same level.

Reasons for high recognition error rates were considered in Section 6.3.5. Fu
problems are caused by the imperfect detections, like detections covering only s
pieces of the defects or oversized detections. On detections like this, the features d
correspond with the training material.

Examples of detections and recognitions are shown in Fig. 45. The collection of im
gives also an idea of the background variation of the lumber wood.

6.3.8  Comparative results

There was a possibility to compare the detection and recognition rates to a comm
inspection system (method X) for the same wood material. To achieve comparable resu
the detection of the method presented in this study, called theUO method, was tuned to
lower sensitivity to produce a similar error escape rate. The detection accuracy of bot
methods is shown in Table 31. The error escapes according the defect category are
in Table 32.

Having similar total error escape rates,method Xproduces about 33% less false alarm
than theUO method. Method Xdetects well the sound knots. On the other hand,our
method finds the rest of the defects better. Both methods are poor in detecting cracks

Sincemethod Xwas classifying detections only to sound or dry knots, the recognit
accuracy was determined only for these two knot classes to get comparable results
results are shown in Table 33.

Method Xrecognizes sound knots slightly better, but dry knots remarkably worse t
the UO method. It seems that the color percentile features perform better in de
classification than the grey-level features ofmethod X. However, since the test materia
was quite limited, no final conclusions on the relative performance can be made bas

Table 31. Detection accuracy comparison.

UO method method X

error escape rate 0.22 0.22

false alam rate 0.12 0.08

Table 32. Error escapes according to the defect category.

N Error escapes
UO method

Error escapes
method X

sound knot 268 0.26 0.08

dry knot 528 0.08 0.11

black knot 31 0.06 0.13

crack 86 0.87 0.92

resin pocket 40 0.28 0.73

other defects 33 0.39 0.67
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Fig. 45. More examples of detections and recognitions. Vocabulary:tuoreoksa- sound knot,
kuivaoksa - dry knot, helmioksa - small knot, suora kuivumishalkeama- crack. a) correct
detection and recognition, b) two misclassifications, c) false alarms caused by a shadow, d) by
strong grain, and e) by dirt, f) error escape and g) scattered detection. The label at the bottom
of the boxes is given manually by the operator and the label at the top of the boxes by auto-
matic recognition.

a) b)

c) d)

e)

f) g)
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these results. The advantage ofmethod Xis that it was not trained specially for this kind o
material, since it is trained to work for lumber in general. The better false alarm rate
detection rate of sound knots are also quite an important advantage formethod X.
However, the classifier of our method was trained for more than two knot classes on

6.3.9  Discussion

The implementation of a working inspection system, although not real time, requ
many other considerations than implementing just the inspection method. The usabil
the system is an important aspect.

The experiment shows the difficulties of automated wood defect recognition, mos
which are caused by the detection problems. Good detection is essential for
segmenting method to succeed. The non-segmenting method has the advantage
requiring exact segmentation and being suitable if exact positioning and dimensions o
defects are not needed, as will be shown in the next section.

The contextual rules used were incomplete. By improving them, the recognition
would have been easier. Further, by grouping closely located detections the proble
scattered detections could be relieved. However, in a comparison to a commercial s
the performance is at least at the same level.

6.4  Experiment 4: Parquet grading

The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate the use of the non-segmenting m
and the color percentile features in parquet grading application.

6.4.1  Introduction

Parquet slab grading is conceptually close to the lumber wood grading. The grade of a
is determined by measuring the sizes and the number of the defects, and the s
assigned the best grade requirements it fulfills.

However, human made grading seldom follows strict numerical rules, but is mo
based on observing the general visual appearance of the slabs. Important is also the
to notice certain very small defects, like cracks or spots. Observation of the general v

Table 33. Recognition errors for two
knot classes.

UO method method X

Error % Error %

sound knot 18.5% 16.0%

dry knot 13.5% 31.6%

Total error for two
knot classes

15.1% 25.8%
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appeareance is composed of defect shape and color observations and surface co
grain formation observation.

A partner of the ESPRIT - P21023 (CATIE) project, Junckers Industrier A/S, Denm
was interested in testing the methods developed in this study (called theUO method) for
the parquet slab defect recognition. They were developing a new slab grading line h
automated grading based on color machine vision. Earlier, they have been using grey
machine vision in collaboration with DTU, the Technical University of Denmark (Ersb
& Conradsen 1992). DTU was also participating the CATIE project, developing furt
their methods. From the comparisons of the methods of DTU and UO, Junc
established important information on the attainable defect recognition rates and gra
accuracy, and also of the implementation complexity. The methods achieved compa
results in the grading tests, and Junckers was given a free hand to select the metho
choice of the DTU method was natural because of the nearby support and the e
implementation of the method.

The main requirements for the machine vision system are grading of 3 slabs (70 m
625 mm) per second, about 0.08 mm (transversal) x 0.36 mm (longitudinal) ima
resolution, and a grading accuracy better than 85%. A general parquet slab inspe
system is illustrated in Fig. 46.

One sided inspection is sufficient if the slabs are turned manually to have the bette
visible. For the best efficiency, Junckers implements a two sided inspection. The grad
performed on several grades depending on the parquet type, for example to the g
classic, harmony, variation and fire wood, or prime, standard, flamy, extra flamy and
wood.

6.4.2  Test setup

As usual, the method testing requires large amounts of manually labelled images.
images were taken with line-scan cameras with several imaging arrangements durin
project. One of the first imaging arrangements for demonstrating the achievable im
quality with a 12-bit color line-scan camera is shown in Fig. 47.

Fig. 46. Illustration of a general parquet slab inspection system (printed with permission
from Junckers Industrier A/S)
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The test image set used consists of 410 images of beech wood slabs. Training sa
were collected from a set of 150 training slabs. The training areas were marked by cre
painted images, where the pixels belonging to the selected training class are marked
colors by hand.

The proposed method, the UO method, for the parquet grading problem is a two-
non-segmenting method followed by a grading algorithm. The first stage of the n
segmenting method performs defect detection and the second stage defect recog
The grading of the slabs is performed by a grading algorithm by DTU.

For the non-segmenting method, the image was divided into rectangular region
32x32 pixels. The defect detection stage classifies the rectangles into two classes:good
and suspicious rectangles. The defect recognition classifies further the suspici
rectangles to the various defect categories.

To evaluate the defect detection and recognition accuracy, rectangular samples
collected from the training areas marked in the painted images. The number of rectan
samples obtained from the training images was 26855, and their distribution to diffe
classes can be seen from theall samples column in Table 34.

A set of 117 color percentile features was calculated for the training samples.
feature selection algorithm described in Section 4.7 was used to find the best features
this set for defect detection and recognition. To carry out feature selection, subsets
training samples were taken in order to obtain a roughly equal number of samples fo
classes to be separated. The number of samples for the subsets for defect detecti
defect recognition best feature selection are shown in Table 34.

Fig. 47. An experimental setup for taking high quality color images from parquet slabs
(printed with permission from Junckers).
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6.4.3  Defect detection

For the defect detection feature selection, the training subset contains roughly e
numbers of samples ofgood woodand of the group formed by all the defects together,
shown in Table 34. The results of the feature selection are shown in Fig. 48.

The features for the best dimension are listed in order from the best to worst, an
curve shows the classification rate at each dimension of the feature search. The fe
selection algorithm was stopped at dimension 15, and the best result was obtain
dimension 13. However, already after dimension 6 the classification rate is increasing
less expeditious manner.

The classification result of a defect detection test is shown in Fig. 49 in the form
confusion matrix. The classification was made as a two-class classification,good wood
versusall defects, denoted with the class nameother. The listing below the confusion
matrix shows the number of misclassifications of each defect class to thegood woodclass.

In the classification, the defect detection subset was used as a training set, anall
sampleswere used for testing. Because the training set is a subset of the test set, durin
classification it has to be assured that the samples from the same image are never u
the same time in the training and test sets. This was achieved by removing the tra
samples originating from the same parquet slab image than the tested sample d
classification of each sample. After classification, the removed training samples

Table 34. The number of parquet training samples totally and
in the subsets for best feature selection.

The number of samples

class all samples defect
detection

subset

 defect rec-
ognition
subset

Good_wood 16027 763 100

Sknot (sound knot) 430 47 107

Bknot (black knot) 102 51 102

Rpith (red pith) 788 49 112

Bpith (black pith) 380 47 95

Bark_pocket 392 49 98

Grain 1129 51 102

Streak 12 12 12

Crack 1009 50 100

Split 73 73 73

Lhydrolysis (light hydrolysis) 1542 51 102

Dhydrolysis (dark hydrolysis) 1632 49 102

Discoloration 1737 51 102

Lglucose (light glucose spot) 215 53 107

Dglucose (dark glucose spot) 574 52 95

Water_stain 813 50 101

TOTAL 26855 1498 1510
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returned to the training set, and the same check is performed for the next test sample
classified.

The confusion matrix indicates that the false alarm rate, classification from good w
to other, is only 2.0 %. The error escape rate is larger, almost 6 %. More than half o
error escapes consists of areas manually labeled to the classgrain, sincegrain is very
close to thegood wood color and properties.
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Fig. 48. Result of feature selection for the parquet defect detection subset.

Feature selection result
at DIM 13:
color_R_3.00
color_G_80-B_80
color_R_99-G_99
color_G_1.00
color_B_80-B_5
color_R_90-B_90
color_R_90-G_90
color_R_10.00
color_G_5-B_5
color_G_90-B_90
color_G_1-B_1
color_R_85.00
color_G_99-B_99

Training set samples 1498
Test set samples 26855
kNN classifier, k=3, 13 features

Total error is 3.53 %

              G
              o
              o
              d
              _     O
              w     T
              o     H
              o     E
              d     R    Error

Good_wood 15713   314    2.0 %
    OTHER   633 10195    5.8 %

UNKNOWN           -> Good_wood     0 of     0 samples (  0.00%)
Good_wood         -> Good_wood 15713 of 16027 samples ( 98.04%)
Sknot             -> Good_wood    77 of   430 samples ( 17.91%)
Bknot             -> Good_wood     0 of   102 samples (  0.00%)
Rpith             -> Good_wood     0 of   788 samples (  0.00%)
Bpith             -> Good_wood     0 of   380 samples (  0.00%)
Bark_pocket       -> Good_wood     0 of   392 samples (  0.00%)
Grain             -> Good_wood   343 of  1129 samples ( 30.38%)
Streak            -> Good_wood     0 of    12 samples (  0.00%)
Crack             -> Good_wood     4 of  1009 samples (  0.40%)
Split             -> Good_wood     0 of    73 samples (  0.00%)
Lhydrolysis       -> Good_wood    63 of  1542 samples (  4.09%)
Dhydrolysis       -> Good_wood     0 of  1632 samples (  0.00%)
Discoloration     -> Good_wood     2 of  1737 samples (  0.12%)
Lglucose          -> Good_wood    69 of   215 samples ( 32.09%)
Dglucose          -> Good_wood    72 of   574 samples ( 12.54%)
Water_stain       -> Good_wood     3 of   813 samples (  0.37%)

Fig. 49. Results of defect detection tests for the training material. A confusion matrix of
good-defect classification, and a detailed listing of defects classified togood wood.
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6.4.4  Defect recognition

The subset of training samples for defect recognition best feature selection consis
roughly an equal number of samples from each defect class, as the last column of Ta
shows.Good woodis also included in the training set to be able to classify some of
false alarms back togood wood. The results of the best feature selection are shown in F
50.

The classification result of the 10509 samples detected as defects at the previous
is shown as a confusion matrix in Fig. 51. The recognition results are illustrated for
parquet slab image in Fig. 52.

The confusion matrix shows that the overall correct recognition rate was about 8
The worst cases are the remaininggood woodsamples, which are mostly confused wit
classgrain andglucose. Not too many error escapes are caused at this stage.Streakhas a
relatively high error percentage, which is probably due to the small number of sampl
this defect type. On the other hand,splitsare well classified although their number is sma
too. Light and dark glucose spots (lglucoseand dglucose) are mostly confused to each
other.

On this level, it is very difficult to evaluate how good grading accuracy can be achie
It is very difficult to also compare the recognition results to the DTU method becaus
different approaches for recognition. Implementing a higher level grading algorithm
can accept the recognition results from both methods was necessary.
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Fig. 50. Result of feature selection for the parquet defect classification subset.

Feature selection result
at DIM 15:
color_R_90-B_90
color_G_1-B_1
color_B_5.00
color_G_10-B_10
color_G_90-B_90
color_R_50-G_50
color_B_90.00
color_G_50-B_50
color_R_99-G_99
color_R_1-G_1
color_R_0.1-G_0.1
color_G_5-B_5
color_G_20.00
color_G_80-B_80
color_B_80.00
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6.4.5  Parquet grading results

The grading tests for the recognition results of both the UO and DTU methods w
performed by Junckers and DTU. The grading algorithm calculates the distribution o
different recognized defect classes on a parquet slab, and judges the grade using a
(classification and regression tree) classifier. The grading results are presente
confusion matrices in Tables 35 and 36.

Table 35. Grading result with the DTU method.

grade

classic harmony variation

grade
classic 87.0 % 11.0 % 2.0 %

harmony 33.0 % 51.0 % 16.0 %

variation 3.0 % 19.0 % 79.0 %

Table 36. Grading result with the UO method.

grade

classic harmony variation

classic 78.0 % 20.0 % 2.0 %

grade harmony 22.0 % 58.0 % 20.0 %

variation 0.0 % 22.0 % 78.0 %

Training set samples 1510
Test set samples 10509
kNN classifier, k=3, 15 features

Total error is 20.06 %
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                N    d                        p         S              o    o    r    l    l    _
                K    _    S    B    R    B    o    G    t    C    S    l    l    a    u    u    s
                N    w    k    k    p    p    c    r    r    r    p    y    y    t    c    c    t
                O    o    n    n    i    i    k    a    e    a    l    s    s    i    o    o    a
                W    o    o    o    t    t    e    i    a    c    i    i    i    o    s    s    i
                N    d    t    t    h    h    t    n    k    k    t    s    s    n    e    e    n

      UNKNOWN   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    0.0 %
    Good_wood   .   35   41    .    2    .    .  112    .    .    .    4    .    .   83   35    2   88.9 %
        Sknot   .    3  225    .   37    2    6   21    .   40    5    .    .    4    2    4    4   36.3 %
        Bknot   .    .    .   69    .    2   26    1    .    2    .    .    2    .    .    .    .   32.4 %
        Rpith   .    .   22    1  692    2    3    2    .    4    4   13    .   20    .   15   10   12.2 %
        Bpith   .    1    .    2    1  272   20    .    5   13   31   14    2   15    4    .    .   28.4 %
  Bark_pocket   .    .    1   77    .   54  242    2    .    7    1    .    2    6    .    .    .   38.3 %
        Grain   .    9   59    .   11    8    .  601    2    7    4   13    .   24   33   15    .   23.5 %
       Streak   .    .    .    .    .    2    .    3    6    1    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   50.0 %
        Crack   .    .   31   22   10   30    5   13    3  772   41   22   27   11    6    4    8   23.2 %
        Split   .    .    .    .    1    2    .    .    .    4   65    1    .    .    .    .    .   11.0 %
  Lhydrolysis   .    1    .    .   27    3    .   14    .    1    . 1396    2   17    .   18    .    5.6 %
  Dhydrolysis   .    .    .   17    5    7   33    .    .    7    1   45 1452   65    .    .    .   11.0 %
Discoloration   .    .   11    2  127   71   15   47    2    5   15   40   10 1375    2    8    5   20.7 %
     Lglucose   .    1    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  115   30    .   21.2 %
     Dglucose   .    .    .    .    9    .    .    1    .    1    .    .    .    .   89  393    9   21.7 %
  Water_stain   .    .   10    3   13    .    .    1    1    9    .    2    .    2   19   59  691   14.7 %

Fig. 51. Results of defect recognition tests for the training material.
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6.4.6  Discussion

This experiment shows the results of the non-segmenting method for wood su
inspection, namely parquet grading. Further, comparative results with a method from
were presented. The non-segmenting method alone was suitable for parquet d
recognition, because the locations of the defects are not important in parquet sorting

Fig. 52. An example of the detected and recognized defects with the non-segmenting metho
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general appearance of a parquet slab is depicted by the distribution of the defects on
the slag grading is based on.

The performance level in the final grading was quite similar for the UO and D
methods. Because of close collaboration between DTU and Junckers, the DTU m
was selected to be implemented in the inspection system.

The images used in the experiments were of preliminary quality and much better re
were obtained by DTU and Junckers in later tests with the final quality images.
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7. Conclusions

The application areas for machine vision in industrial inspection are various. However
visual inspection tasks have been automated at a comparatively slow pace. The reas
this are the underestimated complexity of the the inspection tasks and the difficul
finding practices for development and evaluation of the systems. The lack of case st
is seen also as getting in the way of progress in this area. This thesis contribute
problem by presenting a case study of visual inspection method development for w
surface inspection. The process of development and performance analysis is discus
detailed description of the method developed is given, and application examples
performance evaluations are presented. A simulator environment for estimating
achievable grading accuracy is used. The performance analysis approaches presen
valid to some extent for other surface inspection applications having a similar na
where discrete defects are being sought.

The importance of color for wood defect recognition has been underlined by sev
research groups. This study confirms these observations. Better results with color fe
compared to grey-level were demonstrated in experiment 2 and also in an e
comparison of grey-level Gabor filter features and color features. Compared to grey-
the use of color requires more computation because of the increased amount of data
processed. Color constancy matters have also to be considered when changes
illumination are to be expected. Although the importance of color for wood inspection
been known for long time, the use of color in real time wood defect recognition is
beginning. The color percentile features used in this study provide a good way to des
the color properties of wood defects because of relatively low complexity, go
discriminative power and also resistance to some illumination changes.

The high variability of the visual appearance of the wood material causes problem
detection and recognition of the defects. Even human graders have difficulties in dec
how some defects should be segmented or classified. This causes inconsistenc
collecting training material for the machine vision system. An approach based
unsupervised training using self-organizing maps is proposed in this study. It helps i
labelling of training data, simplifies the retraining for changing material or imag
conditions, provides an intuitive user interface, and is computationally attractive for
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Automated wood surface inspection is a difficult task. Although the inspection meth

are improving and processing power is increasing, the natural variation of wood an
subjectiveness of the inspection process will not make it much easier in the future e
The high processing rate and the cost of implementation will remain as a challenge fo
inspection methods in the future, since the new techniques typically demand m
processing power and higher data transfer rates.

A reliable detection of defects is one of the most essential parts of an inspec
system. It was illustrated by the experiments, that a segmenting method may fail to d
wood properties having color similar to clear wood or vague boundaries. The n
segmenting method may overcome these problems, but it is not suitable for
applications requiring measurement of the defect size. However, it can produce impo
supplementary information when used in combination with the segmenting method.

Techniques based on RGB color histograms certainly have their limits, since
defects having similar color to clear wood are difficult to detect. Other features
measuring techniques are needed to supplement the RGB color features, like texture
spectrum, or techniques using penetrating radiation to see under the surface. Tech
using multiple sensors like grey-level imaging and X-rays or a smart sensor concept
been reported by some research groups.

Of the conventional camera-based techniques, texture and color seems to
promising combination for defect detection and recognition. Utilizing the texture of
wood surface in defect detection and recognition has always been an attractive altern
since it is a very natural cue for humans in recognizing many wood properties.
problem in using texture is its high variability on wood surfaces. Although there
obvious regularities, the natural variations are innumerable. Furthermore,
implementation of the texture feature calculation has often appeared to be expen
However, the field of texture analysis is maturing and there are always new prom
approaches, that should be tested in the wood surface inspection problem. The incre
computing power of the processors also helps in this respect.

Whatever features are used, the easiness of training is an important issue. The e
related to training are often remarkably high and changing the behaviour of a once tra
system may be difficult. Approaches like the SOM-based interface presented in this s
are promising for future inspection devices. They are needed for coping with approa
requiring extensive training, like the non-segmenting method does. They may even
the user to understand how the machine sees the defect recognition situation,
diminishing some unrealistic expectations.
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Appendix A: Color histograms for some wood properties

Color percentile features were introduced in Chapter 4.1.1 with an example image of
knot. In this Appendix, more examples of wood surface properties are shown with
color histograms and feature values.

The properties (except those of sound wood) were segmented with a block b
method using 8x8 blocks. The blob formed of blocks is drawn with white boundary.
R, G and B histograms are collected inside the blob, except for the sound wood sam
from the whole sample image area. The histograms are plotted below the sample im
Five percentile features are calculated from each color channel, as described in Ch
4.1.2. The feature values are plotted as a bar graph to the right of the sample image
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Fig. A2. Sound and encased knots and their color histograms and percentile features.
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Fig. A4. Blue stain and mould and their color histograms and percentile features.
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The
olor
parate
Appendix B: Histogram feature calculation

In the following, the algorithm of histogram percentile feature collection is presented.
algorithm is not optimised for the amount of operations. The processing of the three c
channels is independent from each other, and can be separated to three se
procedures.

/* RGB Histogram percentile feature collection

   (c) Hannu Kauppinen 1998

*/

...

/* clear histograms

   HX - int[BINS]  (HR, HG, HB)
   i - loop index
   BINS - number of histogram bins, e.g. 256

*/

for( i = 0; i < BINS; i++ )
{

HR[i] = 0;
HG[i] = 0;
HB[i] = 0;

}

/* histogram gathering

   XXXpixelbuffer - table of incoming pixels
   R, G, B  - integer values [0-255]
   PIXELS - number of pixels in object
*/

for( i = 0; i < PIXELS; i++ )
{

R = redpixelbuffer[i];
G = greenpixelbuffer[i];
B = bluepixelbuffer[i];
HR[R]++;
HG[G]++;
HB[B]++;

}

/* percentile feature collection

  cumX - cumulative histogram value, int
  jX - index of feature value for centiles_X and feature_X
  number_of_centiles_X - number of centile features for each color

              channel
  centiles_X - table[number_of_centiles_X] of values int [0-100]
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the centile points from which the feature values are
    collected,

               NOTE: must be ordered in ascending order!
  features_X - table[number_of_centiles_X] of values integer

    [0-100]
               the feature values of the corresponding centile_X

    values

*/

cumR = 0;
cumG = 0;
cumB = 0;
jR = 0;
jG = 0;
jB = 0;
for( i = 0; i < BINS; i++ )
{
        /* R channel */

cumR = cumR + HR[i]/PIXELS;

/* loop to collect centiles, since several centiles can
   be reached
   at the same histogram bin. Typically this is gone
   through once */

while( cumR >= centiles_R[jR]
       && jR < number_of_centiles_R )
{

features_R[jR] = i;
jR++;

}

        /* G channel */

cumG = cumG + HG[i]/PIXELS;

while( cumG >= centiles_G[jG]
       && jG < number_of_centiles_G )
{

features_G[jG] = i;
jG++;

}

        /* B channel */

cumB = cumB + HB[i]/PIXELS;

while( cumB >= centiles_B[jB]
       && jB < number_of_centiles_B )
{

features_B[jB] = i;
jB++;

}

}
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/* filling unfilled features

   on some very rare cases it may happen that the last centile
   features are not set although all histogram bins are gone
   through.
   This final loop fills the remining unfilled features with
   largest bin value

*/

while( jR < number_of_centiles_R )
{

features_R[jR] = BINS-1;
jR++;

}

while( jG < number_of_centiles_G )
{

features_G[jG] = BINS-1;
jG++;

}

while( jB < number_of_centiles_B )
{

features_B[jB] = BINS-1;
jB++;

}

...
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Appendix C: An example of the illumination transform

The figure shows how the RGB histogram changes for a dry knot in different color
temperatures.
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